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NOTICES*.

tion was made at the class reception by Mi

COLLEGE MEN DECLAIM.

Spear of the class, and Prof. Purington ver ;
feelingly and appropriately responded. Bu t
few teachers stand so high in the affectioi

Junior Exhibitions in the Universities
of Maine.

The

Exercises

at

kind remembrance of their pupils a
does Prof. Purington, aud the gift was but
deserved recognition of what lie has beci
enabled to accomplish for the class durini
their stay in the institution.
The Franklin County Republican Commit
tee met at Farmington and organized for th J
coming campaign by choice of Hon. dame
W. Butterfield of Phillips a3 chairman, am l
and

Bowdoin,

and the State

; Chosen to he the Republican Standard
Rearers.

Bates

College.

Wording Hall, at
Houlton, to
Dedicated on Thursday.

be

Hon J. W. Fairbanks

Memorial Hall by a largo audience.
The
committee in charge were W. S. Eldon, G.
VV. Hayes and G. Thwing. Music was furnished by the Salem Cadet Band.

Nihilism.....Phillips.

Pure.

Absolutely

This powder never varies. A marvel o 1 purttv
strength and wholesomeuess. More economical
I bau the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powddis. fold only in
can*.
Royal Bakifg PowDk.it Co.. 10« Wall

M'T._iy2d&wtf

Smoke the Famous

J. V.

ol

Farmington,

as sec

retaryand treasurer. It was voted to hold tin
county convention at Farmington, Tuesday
Aug. 14th, and to have a mass meeting in th
afternoon. The composition of the commit
tee this year is as follows: James W. But
terfield, Phillips; Joseph W. Fairbanks
Farmington: Martin V. B. Hardy, New
Vineyard; C. N. Adams, Wilton; J. A. Bad
ger, Farmington.

Brunswick, June 23.—Bowdoin's Junior
prize declamations were heard tonight in

POWDER

HARRISON AND MORTON

Mr. Rlaiue Sends

Telegrams to Messrs.
Boutelle and Manley,

Requesting His Friends to Respect the

THE GREATNESS OF TEXAS.

Thomas S. Crocker, Paris.
Execution of Montrose.Aytouu.
Oliver P. Watts, Thomastou.
The Politieul Mission of the United States.Depew
Sanford I,. Fogg, So. Paris.
•speech on "Forefathers’ Cay.”.Long.
Lory Prentiss, Saco.
Cleveland speech of 1879.Garfield.
Wallace S. KIden, Waterville.
The Hattie Flags.SchUrz.
Fred C. Kussell, Lovell Centre.
Tecuuseh, before the Battle of Tippecanoe. Anon.
George Thwing, Farmington.

Declarations of His Letters.

And the Creatness of the New Stat«
House.

I Atlanta Constitution.]
No man can travel through this great Lorn
Star State, as 1 have done, without being im
pressed with its magnitude and presen I
Eulogy on Coukling.Ingersoll.
wealth and overawed by its prospective im
Frank L. 8taples, Benton.
portance. We get but a vague idea of iti
Adams and Jeffersmi...Webster.
George W. Haves. Lewiston.
size when we are told that its area is 2<i4,00i 1
Speech on tlic American War.•—Pitt.
square miles. It helps us to think of it as 4
ClarenceMitchell, Freeport.
A Brother’s Eulogy ..Ingersoll.
times as large as the State of Rhode Island
.lames L. Doherty, Houlton.
Speech on the Tariff.Keed. six times as large as the State of New York
Erasmus Manson, Oakland.
and that it might have a lake in the centre o:
•Excused.
it so large that if the whole of France .;er<
The prizes were awarded to F. L. Staples
anchored in the middle of this lake it coulc
and George T. Wing.
not be seen from the Texas shore.
Gov
Ross gave me this morning a few facts aboul
Exercises at Bates.
the finances of the State that comport witl
Lewiston, June 26.—The following is the its magnitude. Its bonded indebtedness,
mostly held in this State, in round numbers
programme of the Bates Junior exhibition,
is #4,500,000. Like Uncle Sam, It is troublec
held this evening:
with a surplus that it don't know what to di
The Function of Curiosity.
with. It has in general Slate treasury a sur
F. W. Newell.
of over $2,000,000. Its school fund has r
plus
Changes in Ideals. ...
surplus of #10,000,000, more than half loaned
F. J. Daggett.
out
in
county and railroad bonds, and they
The American Mind, its Character and Place.
are seeking an investment for the balance.
A. L. Safford.
Reality of Illusion ?.* The farmers to whom the State has been sell
in(f its lnnri An ill vaara’ fima
nritli
nnlir
P
W. T. Guptill.
Sensitiveness of Keats.
cent interest in the hope that they woult
per
Miss M. s. Little.
be very dilatory in paying the principal, are
Obligations ol the Liberally Educated Man.
piling in the money on the overburdened
C. J. Emerson.
State treasurer. The counties are doing the
The Great Hindrance lo American Patriotism....
same.
To add to its misery the State has
J. H. Blanchard.
The Successful Life.
30,000,000 acres of land yet to sell, which ar(
Miss L. E. Plumstead.
bringing vear after year higher and highei
The World’s Obligation to Chivalry...
prices. Poor Texas! bet every nation and
E. L. Stevens.
oh the fade of .the earth that if
English Schools as Portrayed by Dickens. Individual
sighing “for lack of a dollar or two” drop
Miss IJ. M. Wood.
tear on the lofty loneliness of this melanDramatic Element in the Hibi6.
Miss K. I. Chipmau.
choly State. The finest State house of Texas
The Mission of Poetre.
was simply a double log cabin.
Then came
J. I. Hutchinson.
two or three larger ones, one after the other
Tbo Sophomores held a champion debate But such was the obesity of the body politic
that in 1875 a State convention offered anythis afternoon.
The question, “Ought the
body 3,000,000 acres up in the Pan Handle
United States to build and control a ship district that would build
them a reai big
State house. These lauds then were not supcanal across Central America,” was disto
be
worth
more
posed
than
60 cents an acre
cussed by four in the affirmative and three
tiov. Ross told me today that under Gen,
in tlie negative, one being excused
Houston he commanded the frontier when
lie was 19 years of age* and was all over these
State College Juniors.
lands, then in a particularly dry time.
He
[Special to the Press. 1
says lie lias to confess witli shame that as a
Obono, June 25.—The prize essays of ttib member of tiiat convention lie told them how
barren these lands were, and he wouldn’t acState College Juniors took place in the town
cept them as a gracious gift. Well, in five or
hall this evening. Geo. A. Phillips, M. 1).,
six years three men from Chicago came
Prof. F. B. Denio and If. M. Estabrooke,
along that were fools enough to take up the
M. S., are the committee on award. Tile
offer—fine State house for those worthless
lands. These men were John V. Farwell,
executive Committee is Fred Stevens, J. S.
his brother Charles B. Farwell, now United
Ferguson and Miss Nellie L. Leavitt. The States Senator from Illinois, and a little man
called Abner Taylor. Work was begun 1884
following is the programme:
and, to help along, some Belton quarry men
American System....
B; 8. Vickery, Baligor.
gave all the red granite to be used in the
Agricultural Education...
building, and the State sent its convicts to
F. P. Briggs, Hudson.
quarry it. Now the State lias die largest
The Study of Languages.
State Capitol in the Union, if not the finest,
J. 8. Ferguson, Searsport.
and second in size only to the capitol at
Country Roads...
Washington. It is 5G2 feet long, 287 feet
G. G. Freeman, Cherryfield.
wide, and its height from base line to the silLadders.......
Nellie W. Heed, Stillwater.
ver star in the hand of the Goddess of LibThe Jury System.
erty, surmounting the dome is 311 feet—four
John Reed, Denton.
feet higher thau the national goddess at
Liberty and Preservation of Man.
Washington. It is grand, elegant and masFred Stevens, Winter Harbor.
sive in its exterior, and its 250 interior apartOur Country, its Bresent and Possible Future.
ments are light, airy, elegant magnificent. 1
F.
M.
Wilson, Orono.
have been all through it today, and I do not
Assumption and Pretention in Society and Rewonder that Texans are tickled with it.
ligion.... J. W. Edgerly, Princeton.
King Lear.
Gov. Ross tells me that it cost the Chicago
Nellie L. Leavitt. Norridgewock.
in cash. And what have
syndicateto84,500,000
The Restlessness of Man.
they got show for the pin money they have
C. G. Cushman, North Briilgton.
spent? A little farm that takes 750 miles ol
Truth aud Honesty vs. Deceit.
fences to surround, to say nothing of cross
M. K. White, Ashland.
fences, watered, where lakes, rivers and
Farming Life In New England.
G. M. Gay, Dainarlscotla.
-prings are lacking by flowing artesian wells
Co operation.
inly 150 feel deep worth savs Gov. Ross $9W. H.
Brewer.
_
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Bread

Preparation,

THE HEALTHFUL AND NUTRITIOUS

Baking Powder,
Restores to tlie flour the strength-giving
phosphates that are removed with the bran,
and which are required by the system. No
other baking powder does this. It costs
less and is stronger and more wholesome

Sargent,

than any ether powder,
maria

lsto4tbprrniTu&Th*w<HM*ttni

June 25.—The commencement
exercises of the Kicker Classical Institute at

Norwich Union Fire Ins. Society,
NORWICH, ENOL.AND,
.'(I, ISSJ.

$1,315,430.07
LIABIUTIKN.
117.880.29

500,512.68
1,000.00
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THE

WEATHER.

Washington, June 26.
The indications for New England are
light to fresh westerly winds, slightly

warmer, fair weather.
I.OCAL

1888

17 A M I 3 H M IIP PM
Barometer. 29.08 29.58 ,29.00
00.
Thermometer. 53.
158.
50.
50.
Dew Point. 52.
_

Humidity.
Wind.

Velocity.

97.
NE
1

84.

;91

8K

|8

4

il

Weather.I Cloudy iCIcar

dally ther...57.o
daily d’wpt..54.7
daily hum.. 90.9

Ichnidy

j Maximum t her.. ..04.5
I Minimum tlier.50.4
12
Max. vel. wind...
ITotal precip.03

England League.
yester-

AT MANCHESTER.
Manchester, 12; Salems, ;i.
iJaM. hits—
Manchester. 16; Salems, r>.
Errors—Man-

chester. i;; Salems 13
Batteries-Kuowlton ami Mahoney, Mitchell and Gibson.
AT LYNN.

Lynns, 1; Lowells, 0. Base hits—Lynns
6, Lowells, 2. Errors—Lynns, 4; Lowells 2’
Batteries—Black and Gilligan, Sullivan and

Guinasso.
Pitcher Black struck out 12 men and made
the only run of the game, a home run, in the
ninth inning.
_

The National

League.

The following games in the National League
played yesterday:

were

AT

PHILADELPHIA.

Innings.1
Philadelphia*.2

2 3
0 0
0 O

4
1

5
0

6
0

7
4
0

«

u

4 0—11
New Yorks.1
1 0—4
0|2 0
Base hits—Philadelphia*, 12; New Yorks, 10.
Errors—l'hiladeipbias, 6; New Yorks, 13. Batteries—Gleason and Clements, Welch and Ewing

Detroit*.O

2
2

3
0

466780
0

0

0

0

0

0—2

Chicago*.o 00000000—0
Base lilts—Detroit*, 10; Cbicagos, 3.
Errors—
Batteries—lietzetn
Detroit*, 2; Cbicagos, 3.
and Bennett, Krock and Daly.
BOSTON.
lm.iugs.1 2 3 4 6
Bostons.O O 0 O 0
Washingtons.O O 0 1 O
AT

r.
1
1

v
1
0

8
O
2

«
O— 2
x— 4

Base bits—Bostons, 7; Washingtons.
C. Errors—Bostons. 7; Washingtons, 6.
Batteries—
Clarkson and Tate. O’Day and Deasley.
Notes.
The South Paris nine defeated Me Welchville nine Saturday by a score of 7 to !>. The
game was a tie up to the ninth inning.
On the Fourth of July there will bo a
grand base ball tournament at South Paris,
of $56 will be given to the winand a

apparently good spirits.
Tonight his body
whs found in the river near
the Penobscot
ice

Company’s house,

two miles
It is supposed to be a case

iui

>

c-o a

nuc nuu

tuu

uau^iibu

KNOX COUNTY.

The Fourth of July is

below the

vuia

suicide.

for a

lively

j’cui

u

ui

be celebrated

to

unuer

in mi

uie

aus-

[>ices of Cooper Post, G. A. It.,

on which occasion the soldier's monument will be unveiled with appropriate ceremonies.
There
will be a very large attendance of soldiers
from all the neighboring places, and several
mndred will join the parade.
Hon. G. M.
Seidere, of Portland, a native of Union, will
ieliver the oration.
Conductor Thomas Ingraham is seriously
ill at ltockland with a hemorrhage of the
Warren Gidden is acting as conlungs,
luctor.

n.

The Season at Old Orchard.
Biiideiobd, June 25.—Summer business
bus opened at Old Orchard Beach.
Hotel
Fiske, the Sea Shore House, the Bay View
and many small hotels are open.
The Old
Orchard House opens tomorrow and the
other large hotels will begin the season
next week. Regular trains are running on
tlie beach railroad. The prospect H good

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Tlie citizens of Patten will celebrate the
Fourth of Jnly with the usual exercises. An
Jration will he delivered in the afternoon by
II. L. Smith, Esq. There will lie a concert
mid hall in the evening under the direction
jf tlie brass hand of Patten.
Tlie Old town Herald states on the authority
af General Charles Hamlin, that a second
woolen mill is likely to bo erected there

season.

Navy.

Washington, June 25.—Senator Chandler today introduced a bill authorizing the
construction by contract of twenty gunboats
or cruisers, none to exceed 1700 tons displace-

soon.

Dexter has lost another of her prominent
citizens, Dca. John L. Whitteinorc, who
passed away after a long illness.
The graduating exercises of Orouo High
School occured June 22. these being tlie
Annie Adele Douglass, LUla
graduates:
Mac Keod, Geo. Weymouth Hutchinson,
Luetta Ida Howland. Henry Adrian Moulton, Florence Mae Southard, Irving Sher-

ment, nor to cost more than $50,000. At
least two vessels to be built of each type and
adopted by llm navy department are to be
wholly of steel or with steel frames and all
tile parts of the vessel are to be of domestic
manufacture. The bill appropriates 5,000,000 toward their construction and $3,000,000
for armament.

Knapp, Minnie Anne Estes, Mary
Ade line Lynch, Mabellc Annie Drew, Fannie ilelle Mosher, Robert Heywood Fernald,
Blanche Mav Mosher. Degrees were contered by E. E. King, Esq.
man

Worley on the Crimes Act.
London, June 25.- In the Commons

this

evening Mr. Motley spoke on bis resolution
on the crimes
act, arraigning Balfour’s administration and the operation of the law

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Mr. Augustus A. Percy and Miss Jennie C.
McLellan. of Bath, were married in Batli

cruel, and a burlesque
justice. Mr.
Joschen, chancellor of the
exchequer, replied asserting that the act had no terrors
for law abiding people.
as

Wednesday.
.SOMERSET COUNTY.

Among the pupils to graduate with honor
it tlie New Eugb id Conservatory of Music,
mmencemeut occurs this
Boston, w hose
week, is Miss Mal-el Goodwin, of Skowliethe
young ladies present Iroru
;iin.
Among
fiat place are Miss Dora Goodwin and Miss
Mabel Ward.

RAILWAY WATTERS.
THE CASTING

KAlGItOAD.

Mr. Williams of New York, who is one of
the chief movers in the Cattine Railroad
Company, was in Bangor the other day and
ii is now rrpoitud that a proposition will
soon lie made by the Castinc Railroad Company to the Bangor city government for the
purchase of the Bangor & Piscataquis rail
d.
In the event of the purchase the eonr

WALDO COUNTY.

Kuggles lias resigned his
position as superintendent of the North
port Camp Ground, on account of ill health,
and M. C. Hill, Esq., of Belfast, will act iu
that capacity this season.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Mr. 1. II. Robinson, principal of the High
school at Pembroke, has been appointed
principal of Washington Academv at East
Machias.
Russell Sage, the great New York speculator, was in Eastport the first of this week,
on Ins way to attend the sale of the Grand
Southern Railroad, in New Brunswick.
Hr
praised Eastport, which seems to' have
pleased the people there greatly.
The Fourth of July bids fair to he a lively
Hon.

el the Castinc railroad with the
& Piscataquis will be made at Old
ivlo re a bridge will be constructed
the liver to the opposite side.
The
in ■
i;i then lie continued along the Penotin Biewer,
and another bridge built
i-Totin
\erto Bangor.
The rails will
then be i.
Horn Brewer to Castinc accord
■•'g t.» n...
made
last
winter.
tivey
.on

iii

i’.angi
i'

•

w

r

11,

■

■

_

Frank Means is the young Biddelord hero
who swam out in Thatcher’s Creek, last
Thursday, and saved Peter Merrill and
George Stowe, two of his companions, who
were likely to be drowned.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The junior exhibition of Waterville High
School occurred Thursday afternoon. These
were the
young people who participated:
Annie L. Libby, Emma A. Knauff, J. Louise
Clark, Mertie A. Mayo. Edwin M. Soule,
Carrie M. True, Bertha ii. Blumentha),
Jessie M. Bunker, Winefred E. Roundy,
Lulu N. Morrill, Mary A. Bray, Lucia, H.
Morrill, Mary E. Tarbell, Susie T. Fogertv,
Herbert L. True, Maud E. Ford, Carrie V.
Phillips, Lutie M. Ward.

Suicice by Crowing.
Bangor, June 25.—John Wright, a laborer, 02 years old, left home last evening in

prize

ning club.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Last Saturday a stock company was organized at South Hancock and the wliari
will be immediately rebuilt. Geo. F. Dillingham, of Old Town, has built a voltage
there recently and will occupy it this sumE. H. Greeley, of Ellsworth, will
mer.
huild soon and S. K. Whiting, of Ellsworth,
has the plan for a 87,000 cottage.

grounds.

new

AT DETROIT.

Innings.1

FBANKLIN COUNTY,
Mile. Lillian Norton is meeting witu social as well as professional success in London, where she has been singing at Convent
Garden. Lady Charles Beresford recently
gave a supper in her honor, at which Lady
kandopli Churchill, Lady Mamlevilleand the
duke of Portland were present.

by a score of 2 to 7. The feature of the afternoon was the splendid pitching of Underwood, of the Augustas. The Globe men
coul.i not understand him at all. Little, of
the Augustas, made 14 put-outs at the first
base. It was tho first game played on the

For the New

Tlie New England league games
day resulted as follows:

THE STATE.

Tress.]

day, waiting developments.
The Globe base ball nlhe played tho Augustas at the Capital Park today, and the
former were badly worsted, losing the game

BASE BALL.
New

to the

mains of Jacob Britt. There are strong susOne witness testified
picions of foul play.
that he heard angry words between men on
the railroad track, between 11 and 12 o’clock,
as if in a row.
A party is suspected of be-

aj v

_PORTLAND, Me., June

Mean
Mean
Mean

[Special

News.

Augusta, June 25.—The coroner’s juryopened an inquest this afternoon over the re-

city.

WEATHER RKrORT.

Meandaily bar... 29.62

and eastern Maine.

Augusta

connected with the crime, if it prove to
be one, aud tho jury adjourned until Thurs-

PINKHAM,

Resident Agents.

junto

MAINE.

ing

IIARE,

Tiau ngrr.

Portland Office 9 Exchange St.,

MORSE &

“Jack” Warren, a deputy under United
States Marshal Harmon, was shot dead at
Lake Megantic, Quebec, by a desperado,
Donald Morrison, whom he was trying to
arrest upon charge of poisoning. Warren
was himself formerly a desperado, and during the two years in which he has held hit
appointment lie has bhowu great ability foi
handling the smugglers and outlaws of north

__

AMNKTN
Bonds owned by Society.$1,080,776.00
Cash In Bank and In Oflice.
130,25(1.84
Uncollected Premiums.
20,713.10
Accrued Interlst.
9,741 07

J. MONTGOMERY

He Was Shot While Attempting to Arrest a Desperado.

a

and was delivered to a large audience. Public examinations will be held on Tuesday
aud Wednesday, with the dedication
of
Wording Hall and Graduation exercises on

Thursday.

Head office for the United States No. 67
Street, New York.

Sunday evening, witii

on

baccalaureate sermon at the Baptist church
by Rev. A. IC. Crane, 1). D., of Wlnthrop.
His subject was “The Search for Truth,”

statement united states ihahck

Unpaid Losses.$
Be-lnsurance Reserve.
All other Items.

■•JACK” WARREN KILLED.

Moulton,

Moulton began

December

XXI,000._

At. the Ricker Institute.

I
■

.i.i

i

Hiram

Washington County.

Farmington News.
•dualing classes ot ’8« hom the
iii Normal School have presented a

day

gold-headed

resignation

ieorge C.

in

and So. Robbinston
ments for a big time.
James M. Pressley

are

Calais, Luber
making arrange

recently tendered his
captain of the Camp of Sons
of Veterans at Eastport. and Lieutenant
Nelson Harris was elected to the vacancy.

to their principal
Puriugtou. The presentacane

%

as

Ending with a

Rush to Harrison.

The Result Received with
burst of

a

Wild Ont-

Enthusiasm,

Which is Shared by Republicans All
Over the Land.

Leaders Sure ot

Victory in the Approaching Contest.

_

MILD AND FINE.

then Resumed

Mr. Denny, of Kentucky, moved that Morton's nomination be made unanimous.
Senator Sewall, of New Jersey, seconded and
promised the full aud hearty support of
The motion was1
Phelps to to the ticket.
agreed to.

1.

Vermont-Harrison 8.
Virginia—Allison 5, Harrison 0, Alger 3, Sher-

man to.
West Virginia—Blaine 2,
McKinley 1. Sherman 1.

Wisconsin—Harrison 20, Gresham 3.
Arizona—Alger 2.

Concluding Proceedings.

Dakota—Harrtsou 10.
District ot Columbia—Blaine 1, Alger 1.
Idaho—Gresham 2.
Montana—Gresham 1, Allison 1.
New MjxIco— Alger 1, Sherman 1.
Utah—Allison 2.
Washington Territory—Harrison 1, Alger 1,
Gresham 4.

territory of Alaska shall have two delegates
to the convention.
Mr. Boutelie, of Maiue rose and said that,
in behalf of a large number of delegates, lie
desired to move to suspend the the rules and
adopt a resolution to be added to the Republican platform.

Wyoming—Sheridan

Harrison.278 McKinley. 10

Alger... .12u | Lincoln.

The eighth bnllot was then ordered and resulted in the nomination of tien. Harrison,

Arkausas

morality.

the

Words of Approval from Other Parts
of the State.

Oregon—Harrison 6.
l'eunsylvania-Shermanl, Harrison

on

10.

Cuicago, 111.,

Juno 25.—Interest in the
convention almost entirely died away with
the presidential nomination. At the even-

ing session,

there were many empty cents in
the galleries but the members of the various
delegations were early in their place.
The
convention reassembled ,<t 6.10 and proceeded to the regular order- the presentation of

vice-presidential nomination.
Jersey, presented the
name of Wm. Walter Phelps.
lie claimed
that New Jersey was as much a necessary
names

Mr.

for the

Griggs,

of New

State ns Indiana. If to the votes of the surely Republican States were added the votes
of Indiana and New Jersey the election of the
Republican ticket would bo assured. With
the nomination of Phelps the Republicans
would secure the electoral vote of New Jersey and probab'y New York and Connecticut.
Mr. Gibson, of Ohio, seconded the nomin-

ation of Phelps. The nomination was also
seconded by Mr. Oliver, of Iowa, Mr. Rosenthal, of Texas, on behalf of the German
Americans of the United States, Mr. Fuller,
of Nortli Carolina, In the name of the young
and progressive Republicans of North Carolina, aud Mr. Boutelle, of Maine. The latter paid a high tribute to Phelps for bis ability, patriotism and tried and proved Republicanism. He said that Phelps could carry
the banner of ihe Republican party to victory In New Jersey, this fall if any man living could do It. [Applause.]
Senator Miller of New York, referred.
the audience greeted the reference with
warm applause] to the candidacy of Mr.
Depew for the Presidential nomination.
He said that gentleman’s name had been
withdrawn with sorrow but not in anger.
[Applause.] He assured the convention
that, though the Republican party in New
York had often been divided, all its factions

Land

had been In harmony in its action in Chicago. The candidate whom New York proposed to present for the Vice President was
a man witli whom he
(Miller) had crossed
swords
If the convention would concede to
the wish of New York and give her this

candidate for Vice President, these
swords would only bo drawn in bis behalf,
[applause.,1 and lie Miller] could give the
convention the same pledge for every section
and faction of the party in the State.
A1
were represented here tonight.
By its action today tlie convention had made it possible for the Republicans to carry Indiana.
By further action, it could make it possible
to carry New York. Tills great battle was to
be fought cut in New York. The Democratic
man ao a

party

imu in row u

ujwu

mu

gage

oi

name

ami, if the convention would help the Republicans of New York, they would carry the
light to a successful conclusion. [Applause.]
If the New York delegates were refused this
boon they would go home and do all that
mortal men could do, but they would go home
sick at heart and discouraged. He appealed
to the convention to hoar the voice of New
York. If the convention would name tonight
the man of their choice, they would go home
and would Inscribe upan their banners,
“American wages for American workmen,
American markets for American people, and
protection for American homes,’'and, in this

defeated. In conclusion tiie Senator said: "In behalf of the united delegation from New York, aye, and in
behalf of the United Republican party of the
State, 1 name the Hon. Levi P. Morton.”
sign, they

could,not ho

Senator Miller was frequently interrupted
by applause. His ftatements as to the special

why New York should have the vice
presidential nomination were cheered lustily.

after tho prayer CongressCharles A. Boutelie of Bangor, Me.,
took the platform and said that he wished

Stale of Indiana.
Gen. Chalmers of Mississippi gave his political history and explained how it was ho
had left the Democratic party, with its hidebound notions, to join the party of progress.
He was not in favor of selecting a Southern
Republican for tlm second place on the tickel.
That would he like the charge at Unlaklava
It would be grand, but not politic.
[Applause.! The cursory remark that Chalmer made tiiat hall of the Mississippi delegation was composed of ex-Confederate sol-

[Applause.]

diers,

w as

wildly applauded.

Mr. Treat of Delaware also seconded Morton’s nomination.
Mr. Merriwee of Tennessee, presented the
name of William K. Moore of that State, as
the nominee for the Vice Presidency.
Mr. Speers of North Carolina creetedthe
sensation of the evening by a humorous

speech, which

was

highly appreciated.Stand-

ing upon bis chair, he declared this to be the
proudest hour of his life, a confession
which called forth bursts of laughter.
After this it was with difficulty tho speaker
proceeded, for he was incessantly interrupted with laughter and cries of “What's the
matter with Speers,” follow ed by “He's all
right.” lie was llnally able to make it understood to the convention that he favored
the selection of a gentleman of ‘'magnanimous magnanimity,’’ Levi P. Morton.
Mr. Chandler, of Mississippi, seconded
the nomination of Moore.
The rell call of the States was completed
and the convention was about to proceed to
a ballot, when
Moore withdrew his own
name.
The convention then proceeded to a
which
ballot,
resulted as follows
Mnrtou.091-B. K. Bruce. 11
1
Phelps.ll.iiW. F. Thomas
Bradley... 10111

ua

cablegrams from Mr. Blaine,
without attempting to put any construction

The first was dated Edinburg, June 24,
and was sect to Boutelle and Manley at
Chicago. It said.
I earnestly reques- all Mends to respect my
rails letter.
j vmks <j. Blainf.
The second was dated today, and said:
I think 1 have the right to ask my friends to respect my wishes and refrain from voting for me.
Hease make this am' the former despatch public.
James G. Blaine
Just before reading the despatches |Mr.

TOTAL.

AJger.. -lOo!McKinley.i.
Made Unanimous.

of the officers of the convention climbed on
tbe chairman’s desk and waved a banner
bearing a portrait of Harrison. Ladies in
the galleries waved their handkerchiefs and
parasols. Hats were thrown up and scene

of enthusiasm followed. Cries of “He’s all
right” were heard in the din. Finally, with
three cheers for Harrison, the convention
became quiet enough to hear the official announcement of the result.
Governor Foraker then took the platform
amid enthusiastic cheers and said:
The delegation from Ohio came here ^1
Sherman men. They are now all Harrison

1 would like, were the occasion

[Applause.] It

is easipr for us to be
remember that General Harrito be born in Ohio.
sense
good
[Laughter. J I move that the nomination be
made unanimous. [Applause.]
Mr. Horr of Michigan, seconded Governor
Foraker’s motion. He hoped that the convention would be unanimous, “and,.j2^j he,
its
“we w ill stand by Harrison Just
we have stood by Alger.
Somo
do
uot think that he knows anything but I
think 1 can see the hand of Providence in
this nomination. We hoped to place a soldier at the head of the ticket. It has been
dime. Now let us go home and ratify it.
ISeuator Farwell, in behalf of Illinois, aLo
seconded the motion of Gov. Foraker.
Sir. Depew, being loudly called for, said
that the convention would adjourn in a different temper from any other convention iu
a quarter of a century.
No candidate before the convention expected to succeed aud
no one was disappointed.
The candidates
would not go away without heart burnings
but as full of enthusiasm as they were when
they came here. New York was the cosmoThe men of
politan State of the Union.
other States, whenever they got too big for
their own commonwealth, went to New
York, aud when New York found a man too
large for his own commonwealth, and he
would not move, she adopted him.
New
York iiad adopted Benjamin Harrison and
voted for him solidly. [Applause.] In conclusion, Mr. Depew predicted an old time
victory for Republicans. [Applause.]
Gen. Hastings of Pennsylvania, said he
was also authorized to second the motion to
make the nomination unanimous. He had a
majority for any candidate and that perhaps
more for Harrison.
Gen. Henderson of Iowa, also seconded
the motion. He was sorry now for the quill
drivers in the Democratic sanctums. They
could tind no weak place in Harrison’s record. Iowa sent assurances that >hat groat
Republican State will stand now Urnier than
ever at the head of the
Republican colmen.
so wlieu wo
son had the

which I discharge the duty imposed upon
me, but, Mr. President and gentlemen of the
convention, I am under a constraint which I
do not feel at liberty tu ignore and without
attempting to give constructions or (interpretations of my own to the language of one
greater than myself by far, I discharge my
humble duty as the representative of the
Maine delegation by reading to you without
preface or comment the following despatch
which I have received:
When he concluded there was but little

demonstration.
7 he Sixth Ballot.

The r oil call of the States was then or"
dered for the sixth ballot,
It resulted as
follows:
Alabama-suernun 12, Alger G, Harrison l,
lllaine 1.

Arkansas—Alger 14
California—Blaine 1G.
Colorado—Harrison 5, Blaine 1.
Connecticut- Sherman G. Alger 2, Alllsun 4.
Delaware—Harrison 5. Gresham t.
Florida—Harrison 1, Alger 5, Sherman J.
Georgia—Gresham 1. Fred Grant 1. Harrison 2
IUiuor—Harrison 3, Gresham 4!.
Indiana—Harrison 29, Gresham l.
Iowa- Allison 2G.
Kansas—Gresham 3, Harrison G, Sherman 1, Alger 2, Allison 3. Blame 3.
Kentucky—Blaine 1, Sherman 9, Alger G,Gresham 2, Harrison 7, McKinley I.
Louisiana—Sherman 9, Allison 2. Alger 3,
Gresham 2.
Maine—Allison 1. Harrison 1, Alger 2, Sherman
3, Gresham 2, Foraker 1, McKinley 2.
Maryland-Sherman G, Harrison G, Allison 1,
Blaine 3.
Massachusetts— Gresham 1, McKinley 1, Allison 2, Harrison 5, Alger 8, Sherman 11.
Michigan—Alger 2G.
Minnesota—Alger 3, Harrison G, Gresham 6.
Mississippi— Blaine 1. Gresham 3, Sherman 14.
Missouri- Alter 15, Gresham 11. Harrison 2.
Sherman 2, Allison 1, McKinley 1.
Nebraska—A llison 5, Sherman 2. Alger 2.
Nevada—Alger 5, Blaine 1.
New Hampshire—Sherman 1. Allison 1, Harri-

^

umn.

Mr. Boutelle of Maine, gave assurance of
the [heartiness, cordiality and enthusiasm
with which the people of Maiue would ratify the nomiuatiun of Geueral Benjamin
Harrison. He promised that the old reffai in

6.

l

McKinley 8, Harrison

would come dowu from Mainu as it did iu
the days gone by when another Harrison was
in the held:
Oli, have you heard the news from Maine,
Uow she went liell bent lor Governor Kent,
Tippecanoe and Tyler too.
[Applause and laughter.] He promised his
State to the Republican party and declared
in the fore front of the battle would be
found, gleaming as it had iu overy critical
tight of the Republican party, the white
plume of our Henry of Navarre. This dec-

New York—Harrison 72.
North Carolina—Harrison 2. Alger 9, Sherman
Ohio—Sherman 45. Harrison 1.
Oregon—Blaine 1, Gresham 5.
1'euusylvanta-Harrison G. Sheruuu 53.
Kiiode Island—Allison 8.
Carolina-Harrison l, Sherman o, Alger

^Soutli

Tennessee—lvalue 8, Alger G. Harrison 1, Alli1, Sherman 2.
Texas—Sherman 7, Alger 8, Allison S.IGrcsbam
3, McKinley 3, Harrison 1, Blaine 1.
Vermont -Harrison 8.
Virginia—Sherman 10, Allisou 5, Harrison G,
A lur«r 't
son

1_.a:_

2.

Dakota—Harrison 10.
District of Columbia—Blaine 1, Alger 1.

Idaho—Gresham

].

Montana—Gresham 1, Allison 1.
New Mexico—Alger 1 Sherman 1.
Utah—Allison i.

Washington Territory-Gresham 4, Alger 1,
Wyoming -Sherman 2.
TOTAL.

Sherman.3441 Blaine.40
Harrison. 23] .McKinley.. 12
137 Foraker.
Alger.
1
..

1

The Sononth Ballot.

When it was arnounced that the sixth ballot resulted in no choice the convention pioceeded to the sevi nth, which resulted as follows
Alabama Shermu. 12, AlgcrC, Blaine 1, Har-

rison 1.

Arkansas—Alger 14.
Caliiorula— Blaine l. llarrh.cn 15.
Colorado—Harriscn 0.
Connecticut—Harrison 12.
Delaware—Harrison 4.
Florida—Harrison 2, Alger i. Sherman 2.
Georgia—Gresham 1, Alger 3, Sherman o, Harrison 10.
Illinois—Harrisoi 4, Urcshaui 40.
Indiana Harrison 29, Gresham 1
Iowa—Alger l, Gresham 3, Harrison 22.
Colorado- Allison 0.
Connecticut—McKinley 1, Alger 2, Sherman
Harrison 4.
Delaware -Harrison 6. Gresham l.
Florida- Harrison 4, Alger 3, Sherman 1.
Georgia—Alger 1, LincoTu 1 Harrison 3 -her
man 17, Gresham 1.
llliuols—Gresiiiun 40, Harrison 3, Alger 1.
Indiana—Harrison29, Gresham 1.
iowa—Allison 20.
Kaunas- Harrison 13, Sherman 1, A! ror 1
son 3, McKinley 1.
Louisiana—Sherman i<, Alger 3, a, 3 Hon 2,
Gresham 2.

Maine—Sherman 1, Alger 1, Harrison 2
l.tsou
2, Gresham 2, McKinley 3, Foraker 1.
Kentucky—Harrison 14. Sherman 8, A ger 1
Gresham 2, Blaine 1. Belli
polled, resulted—
Gresham 2. Sherman 7, Hr.- risen ir Alger ]
Blaine 1.
Maine —Sherman 1. Gresnum
Harrisoi' 2
Alger 1, Allison 2.
Maryladd—Sherman 6, Harrison 9, ltlalno 1.
Massachusetts—Algrt l. Sherman 2, Harr'sau
20.

Michigan—Alger 20.
Minnesota—Alger 1, l- .rrison 13.
Mississippi—Haroisc”! 4, Gresham 3, Sherman
Missouri—Algo,

Sherman 2

a,

Gresham 6, Harridan 7

Nebraska—Alger 1, Harrison 8
Nevada—Alger 2, Harrison 4.
New Hampshire—Harrison 8.
New Aersey—Harrison 18.

New Vork-Harrison 72
North Carolina—Harrison 7, Alger 4, Sherman

Pehnsylvaula—Sherman 55, Harrison
was
8.

ordered and resulted: Sherman 52,

3

A poll
Harrison

Tennessee—Alger 9. Blaine

6

Sherman 5.

.1

«.

_

THE NEWS IN PORTLAND.

Prominent

Republicans
Express
Pleasure at the Nomination.

The

|

nomination of Mr. Harrison was received by the Republicans in this city with
much pleasure. Soon after the nomination a
salute of thirty-eight guns was fired by order
of the City Committee.
A number of geutlemcu were seen, aud their views obtained

the nomination. They follow:
County Attorney Seiders thought it one of
(he wisest nominations that could have been
made, and that if either Phelps. Morton or
Hawley should be chosen as nominee for
Vice President, the Republic «i party may
have good reason to expect to wjn in the
coming campaign.
Hon. C. F. Libby thought it a good nomination, and one calculated to give strength
to the party.
Mr. Geo. S. Hunt thought it a strong nomination.
Mr. J. P. Baxter thought it was an excellent nomination, though he should have preferred Sherman.

on

Hon. W. F. Luut

said he was very much
we shall sweep the

pleased. With Harrison

country.

being elected.
Judge Symonds thought

it a

strong

nom-

Major Melcher thought Harrison’s brilliant military record would make him a great

favorite among the soldiers.
John Q. Twitcheil when asked bow he
liked the nomination said, "first-rate.”
S. R. Small was very well pleased with the

nomination.
Col. P. N. Dow’s impression was that next
to Blaine's name the nomination would be
more satisfactory than that of any other
man to Maine men. Gen. Harrison has been
in the State, appearing at City Hail in 1881!,
and many of our people became well acquainted with him. He is evidently a strong
man in Indiana and his nomination will go
far to remove that State from the doubtful
list. The only section of country wherein he
might not be regarded as particularly strong,
might be the Pacific coast but the readiness
with which California turned to him would
show that he was as
strong there as
any man but Blaine. Our people had been
schooled through the letter of Mr. Blaine
that be was not to be the candidate and the
nomination has none of the effect of a disappointment. Harrison served as a soldier
and as a statesman, has been in every way
such as to command the confidence and
respect of the Republicans of tne country.
Veteran Republican Club.
There was a wide awake meeting Jast
night of the Veteran Republican Club who
voted for Lincoln. No speaker had been ap-

pointed beforehand

to address the meeting,
but remarks were made by a number of gentlemen whs were called upon by the presi-

dent. After calling the meeting to order,
President Perry said:
"In my judgment,
taking into consideration everything, laying
aside Mr. Blaine, no man in the convention
was so strong as Harrison.”
Mr. II. W. Richardson, of the Portland
1
-advertiser, saia upoD Demg called upon:
am very happy to say that the uomlnation
made by the convention is very satisfactory
and gratifying in every respect to me.
I
a

ticket now with

which

we

Hon. George W. Woodman said:
“This
nomination was second in my mind at first,
but it is first now. I feel that it is the right
nomination. We take this man with his
popularity from a doubtful State. The Democrats, I understand, are pleased with the
nomination and think they have nothing to
do, but they will hear from the Buckeye
oabin before next November. 1 endorse the
presidents remarks and the remarks of Mr.
Richardson. The ticket is one that will win.
a Republican and I haven’t got
l^Ml myself
[fly to follow Mr. Cleveland yet.”
Dr. Charles Hutchinson said:
“1 agree
with those who have preceded me in regard
to the nomination.
1 think we have got
the man who was demanded, certainly
16 is a clean man.
1 think we may calculate we have got the winning candidate.”
Mr. C. H. Kilby stated that he had voted

iust

would end in victory

It

nomination.

Mr’Thomas Wilde said: “I think they
a wise choice, General Harrison
is a Methodist and a Methodist will go for a
Methodist. I feel just as though Gen. Harrison is
going to walk into the White

was

practically impossible

Mr. S. C. Nelson expressed himself as well
satisfied with the nomination and Alderman
Tukesbury said: “I will admit that I was
somewhat disappointed but I really believe
we have got a candidate that we should be
proud of. He came of good stock and the
people will rally around him.”
Mr. N. Smart stated that he fully endorsed
all that bad been said and that he had little
doubt of Republican success in the coming
election.
On motion of Mr. Kilby the nomination of
Ben Harrison for President of the United
States was approved by the club by a rising
vote and three cheers and a tiger were given
for him.
Mr. A. F. Gerrish said “I am just from
Chicago. The convention was a very large,
very intelligent and very orderly one, notwit hstanding some little unfortunate happenings. At noon Saturday when I left it
looked as though Mr. Blaine would be nomThe California element was deinated.
termined to present his name and it was
with the greatest difficulty that they were
kept from doing it. Companies marched
through the streets shouting for Blaine.
When his name v as mentioned there was
great enthusiasm and outside the convention
there is little doubt that the crowd was for
him.
Indiana
will
for
Harrigo
son.
A
delegate from Indiana told
me that Harrison is 10,000 stronger than any
other man in that State, and in his opinion
he would carry it by 20,000 majority.
He
said that while Gresham had strong friends
in Indiana the mass of the Republicans are
for Harrison. 1 think it was a very happy
outcqme of the whole matter and upon the
whole it is the strongest nomination that
could be made.”
Gen. Perry said: “I
think that
some
of Mr. Blaine’s friends have been very indiscreet.
The interpretation which Mr.
Manley and some others who claim to be
Mr. Blaine’s friends have given his letters
have put him In a false position.
I don’t
see how anybody could expect that Mr.
Blaine would accept the nomination after
what has been done in the last forty-eight
hours."
Mr. Gerrish said: “I agree with what the
has said. The central idea was to
president
let each candidate show his strengtli before
the convention. The true friends of Mr.
Blaine did not wish to see to see him nominated unless the other candidates withdrew
in ills favor. Sherman started in strongly
at first, but his boom was soon found to be
weak. The New York delegates said that
they did not think that he could carry the
State. But you will notice that when Harrison was found to be the coming man, the
New York delegates swung heavily for
him.”
John M. Stevens, Alderman Tukesbury
oud George W. Woodman, were
appointed a
committee to see about raising a nag.
The meeting then adjourned.

AUCUSTA REPUBLICANS
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Satisfied with

BiaillO,

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta. June 25.—While the nomination of Gen. Harrison had not been unexpected here for several days past, when the
news arrived that he had been selected as
the nominee of the Chicago Convention for
President, there was unmistakably a feeling
of
disappointment and regret manifest
among the Republicans of this city that Mr.
Blaine had not been selected.
Tonight
there is a general expression of satisfaction
among Augusta Republicans at the selection
of Gen. Harrison and Levi P. Morton, and a
feeling that it is, by all odds, the strongest
ticket that could have been chosen with Mr.
Blaine out. Frequent words of gratification
are heard, and there is a united sentiment
that the nominees shall receive the cordial
and hearty su pport of the party. They believe that with this ticket they can win, and
in September will be able to give Mr. Burleigh a handsome majority, and one which
will give renewed hope and conlidence to
Republicans throughout the country. Several of Mr. Blaine’s Augusta friends were
seen by your correspondent tonight, in regard to the nominations. Hon. E. C. Bur-

leigh

LEWISTON PLEASED.

Leading Republicans There
■Say of the Nomination.
Lkwiston, June ‘J5.—The news ol Harrison’s nomination was received in Lewiston
and Auburn

■kite

He is well
very strong candidate.
in Maine, and has created a very
favorable impression among tiie people here
in past political contests as an able and fearless exponent of Republican principles. He
will go into the canvass backed by a thoroughly united and enthusiastic party. 1 am
more than pleased at the result of the nomination for Vice President.
Mr. Morton is
a strong man not only in New
York, but all
over the country.”
Mr. Howard Owen expressed his feelings
a

known

as

enthusiastically by

follows:

“The nomination of General Harrison is a
triumph of tho Blaine men in the party, and
of course we feel disappointed that Blaine
refused to be the nominee, but Harrison's
course In the convention
was
so clear,
straightforward and honest that every
Blaine man will give a warm and heartv

support."
Hon. Herbert M. Heath:
“I can only say that my sober judgmeut is
that Harrison will sweep the country upon
the same issue that elected his illustrious
graudfather in 1S40. Of course, in this city
we feel
disappointed that Mr. Blaine would
not permit the use of his name. Next to Mr.
Blaine I consider Gen. Harrison our strongest man.
It means a rousing majority for
Mr. Burleigh in September."
Hon. Orville D. Baker deemed the norninuticp of the Harrison and Morton ticket as

the

RepuD-

“The very best nomination that
could have been made since Mr. Blaine
would not accept,” was the universal verlicans.

dict.

Republicans of Lewiston
hall-way in their loyalty

The

no sense

are

to

in
the

ticket. Within an hour, every man was
heart and soul with the nomination.
This
evening they fired 38 guns in honor ol the
ticket.
“He was tbe first man ol my choice,” is a
common

expression.

Tbe bulletin boards were surrounded upon
the moment of the announcement ol tbe nomination. Not a single unfavorable comment
was made.
Maine Republicans yielded none
of their loyalty to the man who would not
have the nomination, but next to him were
staunch in favor ol Harrison.
Said Cyrus Greely:
“He has been my

candidate from the first,
i am not a Blaine
man and have not been.
I have talked
nothing but Harrison. Ask anybody with
whom 1 have talked, and see it It Is not

true.”
S. B. Hayes said: “So Harrison Is nomi*
11T..I1
V... s..__
..i_m..:_
.—

i..

wouldn’t take It”
A. M. Pulsifer, Esq.:
“1 am sorry that
Mr. Blaine could not see his way clear to accept it, but in that Issue Harrison was my
second choice. His grandfather fought and
won a battle on the ground of protection vs.
free trade in into. His name is above reproach and he will be a strong man at the
head of the ticket.”
Capt. Holland is an enthusiastic Harrison
man.
He says the nomination fits him nicely and is sure to win.
Major B. J. Hill, of Auburn, predicted
Harrison’s nomination and thinks he Is the
best man that the party could have nominat-

ed.

F. W. Parker is a staunch Harrison man
nomination.
and early predicted his
He
thinks it a winning ticket.
Z. J. Campbell, of this city, says that Harrison is his choice of candidates.
George P. Morton, of the firm of Oscar
llolway & Co., of Auburn, says Gresham
was his first choice and Harrison bis second.
He believes Harrison will he one of the
strongest men that could have been nomi-

nated.

J. Y. Scruton says: “It is a ticket
will sweep the country."
E. T. Gile says:
“Harrison is the
man that could have been nominated.”

that
best

IN HARRISON’S HOME.

Cheering

Crowds Invade

His Office

and Pack the Streets.

Indianapolis, Ind., June 35.—When the
nomination of Gen. Harrison became known
an immense crowd made a frantic rush for
General Harrison’s law office in Market
street, shouting and waving hats, umbrellas and canes as they went
In an incredibly short space of time the street was pocked
with thousands of excitedly cheering meD,
many of whom rushed into his office, crowding around him and cheering themselves
hoarse. The halls and rooms were packed,
and in front of the

building

was

a

mass

of

people waving Hags,

hats, canes and handkerchiefs. A continuous stream of people
passed around the General as he stood in the
centre of the room, each man giving him a
hearty shake of the hand.
The General
bore himself splendidly.
In less than five
minutes the tne balls were filled with a

cbeering crowd

and the street with

a

dense

mass of people.
Amid the tumulous cheering, Gen. Harrison appeared at the front
window, bowing and waving his thanks to
the crowd. The pressure of the people m
the office became so great that he was conducted into an adjoining room where he was
forced again to appear on the balcony in reWhile the
sponse to the calls of the people.
cheering continued Gen. Harrison’s carriage
drove up. Some friends accompanied him
down the stairs. The crowd fell back and
he stepped into bis carriage and was driven
to his residence amid tremendous cneeriog.

The ovation

was

continued

when Gen.

Harrison’s residence was reached.
And in
the evening tne city was a scene of enthuP.
Gen. Alger, O.
siasm.
Platt, W. Q.

Gresham and J. M. Kusk were among those
J. H. Manley telewho sent telegrams.

graphed :

Accept my hearty congratulations.
ratify nomination In September.

Maine will

AS VIEWED IN WASHINGTON.
Commendation of the Choice of the

Convention.
June 25.—Senator Edmunds, on hearing that Gen. Harrison had
received the nomination said: “Well, he is
a first rate man.
He always commanded my
admiration and respect. He will be elected
and will make a first rate President.”
Senator Hawley said:
“Harrison is admirably qualified for the Presidency and not
can be uttered against
a solitary syllable
bis private life while his public life has
been conspicuously commendable. We can
Croat

Wasuinoton,

win with him.”
Senator Allison said: "The nomination is
an excellent one which will develop the
full
strength of the party. General Harrison is
an experiedced statesman
a brilliant man,

and

a

patriot.”

_

The Voice of the Press.

New York, June 25— The New York Tribone predicts that for the second time In its
history the country will elect a Harrison to
nnhlip autvipo

trt

nr I

vate ambition.
The Sun says "It is a respectable ticket all
The Democrats will have to put
through.
forth their best effort ami bring out tlieir utmost strength. It is no sham battle that is
opening before them.”
Washington, June 25— The Post, tomorrow, will say “The Republicans can elect
Harrison if they can elect any one.”

Phii.adki.phia, June 25—'The Ledger (inwill say “The nomination is one
entirely tit to be made, although not the best
within reach.”
Pkovidknck, June 25—The Journal speak
favorably of Harrison's personal character,
but says, upon questions of public policy the
Democrat platform is right and the Republi-

dependent)

can

wrong.

Boston, June 25.—The Globe says: “Restrained from nominating Blaine, the convention nominated Blaine’s shadow. Harrison is a second Hayes. The country will
go forward with Cleveland, not backward
with Blaines shadow." The Journal says:
“ills candidacy will heal past differences,
his character will win confidence and voters
of conscience and genuine independence.”
The Advertiser says: "The tic ket is strong
and lias public confidence. I: is well made
up politically.
AVICNON.
A Tourist’s

said:

“In my judgment the nomination of Benjamin Harrison for President was wise. He
is a true man in every respect, and
wilj

nominate

What

unit th« nrrtutit ntinn nf
UUl

the Ticket.

to

Mr. Illume after ids letters ol declination.
The nomination ol Levi P. Morton lor the
second place ou the ticket is well received
here, and it is generally believed will ensure
a triumph in New York.
Augusta Republicans will attest their loyalty to the party and the satisfaction with
which they receive the nomination, by a
grand ratification celebration tomorrow
evening. It will be accompanied by the firing ol cannon, ringing of bells, fireworks and
illuminations. Tbe Augusta Young Men’s
Republican Club arrayed in tbeir new uniforms and carrying tiny fiags lor bandannas,
will parade tbe streets with a band, and a
tine campaign flag is to be raised. The celebration would have occurred tonight but
lor the delay occasioned by tbe nomination
ol Vice President.

have made

House.”

one and one whicn
lor the Republicans.

exceedingly sagacious

an

for every Republican President, and thought
%at the veterans should make themselves
felt in this campaign. He approved of the

.....

Clarence Hale thought it a very strong
nomination. Since the convention assembled lie thought Harrison or Allison would
HarHarrison makes us sure of
be nominated.
| Indiana, if we make the fight we should

Khode Island—Allison o, Harrison 2.
South Carolina—Alger 11, Sherman <), Harrison

rison 3. Allison 3.

_

their support. After the delegates had addressed the convention the chair then put
tlie motion aud declared Senator Harrison
the unanimous nominee of the convention
and of the party for President.
After a motion to adjourn had been voted
down, the convention went on with the regular order, placing in nomination candidates
for Vice President.
When Kentucky was
called, Mr. Denny, of Texas, ascended the
and
in
nomination William
platform
placed
O. Bradley, of Kentucky. The nomination
was seconded
of Kansas; Mr.
Griffen,
Mr.
by
Warner, of Alabama; Mr. Uouk, of TenMr.
of
and
nessee,
Watt,
Georgia. Mr. Atkinson, of Michigan, in behalf of a large
part of the Michigan delegation, seconded
the nomination of Mr. Bradley.
When New Jersey was called. Senator
Sewell stated that it was the intcntimi of
New Jersey to present the name of William
Walter iJ,“'lps for the Vice Presidential nomination. There would be some brief seconding spec Ties, but as the members of tlm<eonvention were tired, he would inovo it recess
until r.x o’clock. The motion was, at 3.00,
agr-'- i to.

Harrison l

G.rt: ham. OliFred Grant.
AlUsoo.
731

_

plause and cheers which continued fcr some
time.
A telegram from Gen. Alger was received,
thanking the convention for its support and
pledging the support of Michigan.
Messrs. Wise and Mahone of Virginia.
Iluyuiond of California, Davis of Minnesota,
Proctor of Vermont, Lynch of Mississippi,
Judge Thurston of Nebraska and Harris of
North Carolina, made addresses, expressing
satisfaction at the nomination aud pledging

West Virg'nia-Atgeri, Blaine 2, Gresham l,
Harrison 2, McKinley 1. Sherman 5.
Wisconsin—Harrison 21,(Gresham

Arizona—Alger

4

The result was received with a burst of
applause and the audience arose to its feet
and shouted until it had tired itself out. One

appropriate and did I fell it proper, in view
of the courtesy to which I am indebted for
an appearance here at ail to prefree the announcement I am about to make by some explanatory remarks. I shall not attempt to
do so. No one in this convention, no one in
this magnificent audience lias any doubt as
to where the affection, devotion and allegiance of the Republicans of Maine have
beeu and always will be. [Applause.] No
delegate here will doubt the regret with

^N'evv Jersey—Gresham

uuiiwuu

Harrison.r>44!Qresliam. ED
Sherman.llb'Blaiiie..
S

Boutelle said:
I find myself somewhat embarrassed In feeing thrown even into a semblance of antagonism to the representatives of .that delegation from the great Pacific slope, who have
come hero and manifested such a devotion
to a chieftain whose banner I have followed
with pride and affection these many years.

son

—

Washington Territory—Harrison 0,
Wyoming—Harrison 2.

lliCIII.

[Applause.]

vuiuiuuui

Idaho—Harrison 2.
Montana—Harrison 2.
New Mexico—Harrison 2.
Utah—Harrison 2.

to read two

reasons

When ho had concluded there was a wild
outhiul of applause, the demonstration continuing several minutes and almost eclipsing
the demonstrations which occurred when
Harrison was nominated.
Mr. Gage, of California, Mr. Oliver, of
South Carolina. Mr. Hallowell, of Kansas,
Gen. Hastings of
Pennsylvania, ami Mr.
Sumner, of Virginia, seconded I’helps's nomination. Mr. Marsh, of Illinois, in seconding
the nomination said that Illinois proposed
to do for the doubtful State of New York
what she had already done for the doubtful

culled to order at 11.05 this

the habit of

think we have
can win.”

Tennessee—Harrison 20, Alger 3.
Texas—Harrison 26
Vermont—Harrison 8.
Virginia—Harrison 15, Sherman l*.
West Virginia—llarraon 12.
Wisconsin—Hariison 22.
Arizona—Harrison 2.
Dakota—Harrison 10.

Eighth Ballot.

man

puu

69.

Illiode Island—Harrison 8.
South Carolina—Harrison 4, Sherman A, Alger

TELEGRAMS,

morning.
Immediately

11

Maine Republicans United in Their
Allegiance to the Ticket,

Wes

14.

Missouri—Mger 14, Gresham S, Harrison 7,
Sliermau 2.
Nebraska—Alger 1, Harrison 9.
Nevada—AUer 2, Harrison 4.
New Hampshire—Harrison 8.
New Jersey—Harrison 18.
New York—Harrison 72.
North Carolina—Sherman 11, Harrison 8, Alger
3.
Ohio—Sliermau 45, Harrison 1,

Chicago, 111., Juno 25.—The Republican
convention

-Alger

Sherman 5, Alger 10,

California—Blaine 1, Harrison 15
Colorado— Harrison it.
Connecticut -Harrison 12.
Delaware—Harrison 3.
Klorida—Harrison 2. Alger 4, Sliermau 2.
Georgia-Gresham 1, Alger 3, Sliermau 9. Harrison 10.
Illinois—Harrison 4, Gresham 40.
Indiana-Harrison 29, Gresham 1.
Iowa—Alger 1, Gresham 3, Harrison go McKinley 1. Sherman 1, Harrison 10.
Kentucky—Gresham 2, Sherman 7, Harrison 15
Alger 1. Blaine 1.
Louisiana- Harrison u, Sherman 3, Alger 4.
Maine—Harrison 5, McKinley 3, Gresham 1,
Sherman 3.
Maryland—Sherman 4, Harrison 11, Blaine 1.
Massachusetts—Alger 1, Sliermau 2. Harrison
25.
Michigan-Alger 26.
Minnesota—Alger 1, Harrison 13.
Mississippi—Harrison 4, Gresham 3, Sherman

As soon as this was read, there was a rusli
from the various States to second the motion
aud after some time the question was put.
and tlie resolution was adopted by a rising
vote, only one delegate, from Maryland, being brave enough to record himself in the
negative. A vote of thanks was then tendered the chairman and other members of
the convention, and on motion of Senator
Iliscock, the convention at 8.32, adjourned

And the Nomination of Harrison

follows:

Alabama—Harrison 3,
Blaine 2.

without day.

in Portland.

15
2

1
Gresham. UllKoraker.
1
Allison. 76|Haynioud...».
Harrison's gains in the seventh ballot
were received with cheers.
Pennsylvania and New York then held a
consultation with a view to uniting on Har
rison.
The Eighth Ballot

as

make in that Stave, and a Republican President will be elected, whether we carry New
York or not, and with a good nomination for
Vice President, we can make New York sure.
lion. A. A. Strout thought it was a strong
The enthusiasm of old campaign
ticket.
The nomination is a
days will be resumed.
and
graceful tribute to the soldiers of
fitting
the country, and the candidate will command
the confidence of the people both for his
ability and his undoubted integrity.
lion. G. VV. True thought it a capital nomination. It is a good family name that is in
ination.

Sherman..2311 Blaine.

Senator Hiscock said it was absolutely
necessary that the resolution be read for information.
The Republican party was not
afraid to meet any question.
Finally quiet was restored, aud Boutelie
read his resolution, as follows:
Tbe first concern <rf 'ill good governments is
the virtue and cofcHcty of the jieople, and the
purity of their homes. The Republican party
cordially sympathizes with all wise aud well directed efforts for the promotion of tenipeiauco

MR. BLAINE S

2.

TOTAL.

Mr. Oliver, of Pennsylvania, rose to a
point of order that it was not In order to
offer a resolution at this time.
The chairman staged that Mr. Boutelle's
motion was one to suspend the rules which
would he required to be seconded by two
States and could only be agreed to by a twothirds vote.
ThcnlMr. Boutelie began to talk about tho
firesides of the nation when objection was
made that the delegate was not in order.
The chair sustained the point aud stated it
was ‘n ord?r for the gentleman from Maine
to read his resolution for information but to
this there was a chorus of objections.
Oliver continued in his attempt to prevent
the reading of the resolution, nnild great
confusion, and was induced to take his seat
only by a threat of expulsion.

What is Said of the Nomination Here

Gresham 5, Harrison

3.

On motion of Gcu, Ilustcd, of New York,
the national committee was directed to provide in the call, four years lienee, that the

and

Texas—Alger 2, Allisop 8, Sliermau 7, Gresham
Harrison 3. MeKluley 2, Blaine 2. Haymoud 1.

Wanderings
cient

in That An-

Town.

1 Correspondence of the Press. J
Wlicn we got off the train at Avignon we
found signs of our first sombre morning.
The last faint lines of dawn were giving
place to the clouds of a dark damp morning,
and for the first time we felt the tension of a

falling barometer on our nerves, weakened
by an up and uway at 5 o’clock. We began
the down hill side of life
middle is passed. Our
journeyiug was now mostly in the past.
The How cr gardens of the Mediterranean
and the summer time of Italy were gone.
Retrospect nnd the joys of to-day must take
to

realise

might

what

mean,

after

the place of anticipation, so for one day wo
must ignore all disagreeable tilings
and.
make Avignon as sunny a France as when
young amt old (lanced on the old bridge of
St. Bernard.
It is an interesting fact that the Popes
ownetl Avignon in the early centuries and
lield it under despotic sway. It had been
the old Avenis of the Romans, but in the
middle ages tho Popes had received the
county of Venaissin troni Philip III, as a
gift and afterwards they bought Avignon,
and the surrounding district from queen of
Naples and countess of Provence. It is now
the capital of the county of Varcluse. It
lies on the left bank ol the Rhone above the
mouth ol the Durance and is connected with
Villaneuve by a bridge.
They say Avignon is a very windy place
but to-day there was not a rustle in the air

which was rather leaden than light We lor
the first time unstrapped our umbrellas,
going back and getting them out of ronmync

and started on our tour of exploration without a guide. We know B., one of our party
to be as good as a magnet, for had be not repeatedly led us to places of great interest
after glancing at the map. his quiet Intuitions
almost anticipating the directions of Baedeker. As we proceeded, wondering where
we should find the museum, back of which
we afterward discovered the tomb of
Laura,
the great papal palace towered up before us,
which we freely resign to Popes either
ancient or modern. Its cold, square, lofty
towers seemed indeed the gloomy pile which
our guide book described them.
It is more
fitting as a soldier’s barrack for which it U
now used than for a human habitation
which it once was. it was built by Clement
«h, with its huge towers and walls thirteen
feet thick and is a very remarkable edifice.
Kien/.l was incarcerated here in the fourteenth century at the same time his friend
Petrarch was entertained here as a guest
The faded frescoes of the Salle du Consistolre
and the chapels are all that is left of its
ancient adornments, and at present they are
unite toned down enough for maniacs of the
Oscar Wilde type or any other fanatics of
the new school of art. The palace was the
residence of the popes for nearly a century
until 1277. Gregory II was the last who held
pontifical sway here.
He transferred his
seat to Home but it was governed by a vice
legate until 1791, when after several severe
and bloody scenes It was resigned and annexed to France. It Is still the seat of an
Archbishop. Opposite the palace In front of
the theatre is a statue of Crulon, a great general, who after fighting in many wars returned to Avignon to spend his last days,
but military zeal is said still to have Inspired
bis soul, for at one time on hearing a sermon
on the crucifixion of Christ, he is said to
have drawn his sword and to have said
on ctu.it In Crillon." (where were you Crllion). Close by. Just above the palace stands
tbaeatbadsal, utmost at the top of the Hoefce
des Homs. It is a structure of the 11th century but has been rebuilt several times and
Work is always
quite recently restored.
going on about these old cathedrals, which
have
a
work shop back of them
generally
with tools for the workmen who are always
doing something to restore or rebuild, therefore there is no apparent reason why they
may not last as much longer as they have
already existed. There is here a monument
of Pope John XXII, a gothic work of the 5th
century, badly mutilated. A square tower
behind the cathedral was formerly employed
as a prison in the time of the Inquisition and
in the reign of Terror was used as a place of
execution. The Koche des bum has a still
higher rocky eminence which affords a fine
of the surrounding country. The
prospect
lthine can be seen from this point, winding
round in Its broad channels like two, instead
of one, great river, in its course inclosing a
portion of land Into the form of a large peninsula or island. At the east, far in the distance like a silver thread, shines clear and
shiny the Durance, and way beyond, the
grand old Alps tower, ever with the same
and grandeur and in the northeast.

power
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like a great river, than a mountain
mist. For a final look we saw tbe tortuous
streets of Avignon, the old part looking like
the ton of barracks charred by time, something In complete contrast to one of our New
England cities of same size. The people
seem to bealmostin a Kip Van Winkle steep,
or to be like the old city which had no
to-morrow, which rose one day in each century out of its sleep, in the same garb, following the same pursuits, with which It had
slept one hundred years before, and from
which oue of its maidens warned the young
man halting there to “hurry, hurry” before
the setting sun, unless he found his heart
free from guile and earthly stain, on penalty
of sleeping with the rest one hundred years,
as had been the fate of all soiled by sin,
since the day It first fell out of sight, centuries before, for want of one untarnished
souL
From this point we first saw the old bridge
so renowned in song.
“.S'ur le pout W Aclynon, on 1/ danse tout eu rond, tout eu rond
sur lepont d’ AeUjnon.”
It was formerly a
very long bridge but only half of it is still
standing. It now ends in sudden plcturesqueness in the centre of the Rhone.
A*
we first looked at it, it seemed to span the
river like a bow and with itself to muse. It
is built of solid stone and the shadow of Its
arches In the water redoubled the beauty of
the picture.
Art ran do nothing for It, nor
nature build greater perfection. It is a gem
with tbe sparkling Rhine tor its setting. I
wonder those oval eyed women and sombre
men
do not dance on It still In
their
holiday merry makings. It is a power
in Itself
and
must
contain
a
world
ol past romances.
At
present it is a
sweet for coy love
making.
place too
don't
Why
they advertise it Instead
o( regarding it as “an unassuming, commonof nature,” and shutting It up like a
place
box and almost sinking the key, for so we
thought. We had walked miles and miles
through crowded alleys to get to It, though it
was only a few yards distant from the rocky
.Mnlneneu from which. we fir*t saw it- we
thought we were ready to go ou to it, when
they told us the key was at St. Mary’s,
though Samuel had kept It. So we trudged
to St. Mary’s, which we found to be a church
and where they told us Samuel still
kept it;
but our feet were too swollen with our
tramplDg to trust the veracity of anything
further, and so for the moment we gave it
up and proceeded to find trac es of Petrarch
and Laura, which was oue of the charms
which had tempted us hither.
In tbe garden back of Musee Calvert we
found the tomb of Laura. The guide told
the old story anew from which we gathered
the following: When Petrarch was twentytwo years old he first visited Avignon and
went to the church of. the nunnery of St
Clair. Laura was only eighteen at the time.
Her portrait in the museum by the garden
represents her as very beautiful. She has a
clear, pure face, simple and sweet. The first
look was Cupid’s fatal shaft for the young
Italian, and the wound never healed. Although Laura never showed one sign of reciprocal love, he continued to celebrate her
praises throughout his whole life iu song and
sonnet and admitted no other love ioto the
sacred sanctuary of his heart. Finally, discouraged by her coldness, he quitted Avignon
and went to live In the sweet valley of Varcluse, and finally spent bis time travelling in
France and Oeriuany. The house in \ arcluse where he lived so long is near a deep
grotto, where the source of the Sorque, a
small tributary of the Rhine, emerges, and
above Is a ruined old c astle. The station is
called Isle sur Sorque, near Mt. Ventone.
The fountain ol Varduse is also near here.
It is a very beautiful spot. Petrarch mentions it in one ol his canzones. After he had
travelled abroad lor many years he returned
to get one more glimpse ot his fair Laura,
whom he found, like Uoethe’s Charlotte,
“cutting bread and butter for a numerous
family of children.” But the unromautic situation of her surroundings seem not to have
cooled the poet's ardor any more than to
have kindled enthusiasm in her heart for
him. Mark Twain says all the world's sympathies are for Petrarch and Laura, but as
for himself he thinks “Mr. Laura is entitled
to some consideration, but her undoubted
more
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interest in her family would seem to exclude
all necessity for such sympathy. She died
young, weighed down by the weight of her
own cares and sorrows, about which poetry
fails to expatiate. Her remains were disturbed at the time of the revolution, and almost every trace of jher lost. Her monument was built by a passing stranger, an
Englishman; going through the town, he Inquired for her tomb, and finding no monument erected to her, subscribed several hundred francs to perpetuate her memory. A
bust of l'etrarch is also fcuud in Musse Calvert.
On leaving the sacred precincts of Laura's
tomb we struck out towards the new suspeu
sion bridge. Some of the party being tired
went back to the hotel, while the rest of us
went across to Vlllancuve. Struck anew by
the beauty of the old bridge from this point,
we decided to seek Samuel and get the key.
A garrulous old woman brought It to us, unlocked the door below, and we ascended.
The old avenue connecting it witli the city
has long since been wailed up, and so at
present the place Is entirely by Itself, so
high above the street below as to form a viaduct fur some little distance. There is not a
footprint upon it. It Is covered with a thick
carpet of moss, and fragrant with sweet
thyme The old woman picked a handful or
wo and gave it to us to take
away. Half
way across the portion still standing Is a
peculiar little chapel with an altar and confessional. It is a tit shrine for toll-worn pilgrims in which to lay their burdens down,
or for the young and happy to gather inspiration for the onwurd journey. The passage
by the chapel is only two feet wide. We
asked how horses ami carriages had passed,
were
told It had only been for
and
foot
passengers or thoso on horses.
If carriages of any kind were used here In
those days they must have forded the river
in some other place. Such a clmpel in such
a busy place must have had a powerful influence upon the people.
It would have the
ellect of a talisman for an entire community,
and uo doubt made many a life saintly.
Prayers therein were thought to save a soul
alive or bring one dead out of purgatory.
But the old wsmon did not regard it in this
sacred light, for she chatted about it, of
what it had been as a place of joy and quiet
in the past, even of revelry, she laughed aud
giggled all the time about It, and insisted on
our taking the customary roml which she
said had beeu danced by young and old for
many centuries. And when she took the
fee for her Samuel, she courtesied and bade
us a French adieu which is ever anuu reeoir.
Then we took a cab for tiie station in time to
get the Express for Lyons, leaving our Area
dian friends to their quiet joys and sorrows.
"So sweetly they bade us adieu
1 thought they bade us return."

Capt. Warren Cheuey, of Cheney’s Island,
Man.in, lauded sixty-live seals in
had shot
Eastport last Friday, which athe the
Murr
within the past two weeks
Ledges. The carcasses are bought by the
Indians who cure and dress the pelts, which
find a ready sale, says the Sentinel.
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sors may be regarded as prima facie evidence of the young man’s excellent conduct
in college.
Benjamin Harrison inherited the robust
intellect that had already distinguished his
family for three generations. Entering Miami University at Oxford, Ohio, at the age of
sixteen, he graduated at eighteen. Both
teachers and classmates have borne testimony to the ease with which he excelled in college contests, and of his early promise of future success,
lie also gained at college that
mental discipline and those habits of application which, while not always necessary to
the successful student, are usually regarded
as the first equipments of the successful man,
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and

especially of the successful lawyer.
Very early young Harrison had determined
that the law should be his professiou, and
after leaving college, he went to the law of-

FOR

fice of Hon. B. S. Storer, in Cincinnati where
he remained until he was admitted to the
bar and ready to remove to Indianapolis.

PRESIDENT,

BENJAMIN
OF

HARRISON,

When he arrived in Indianapolis in 1854,
Harrison was just twenty-one years old. He
is described at that time as a solid looking

INDIANA.

square-shouldered, young man, with an uncommonly large, well-poised head, a rather
serious looking face, and quiet, dignified

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

that Indicated reserve force. Some
of those who knew his circumstances in those
days, say that he had reason to look serious, since he was now a married man, among
manners

LEVI P. MORTON,
I
OF

FOR

NEW

YORK.

strangers, with nothing but his personal efforts to depend upon, and his professional
position vet to make. He inherited nothing
from his father, but his education. He was
poor and unknown, and as yet he lacked opportunity to show what was in him. But
the opportunity was not long in coming;
and when it did come it was seized with the
force of ability and courage.
An important
legislative investigation was going on in
Indiana, and the Democratic Governor
Wright employed him in connection with it.
Here he displayed great ability, and laid the
foundation of his reputation.
From that
time to this he has built upon that foundation, and today is probably the ablest lawyer
in h's State. Speaking of him as a lawyer
one of his ablest contemporaries at the Indi-’
ana bar says:
“He possesses all the qualities of a great lawyer in rare combination.
He prepares a case with consummate skill;
his written pleadings are models of clearness and brevity; he is peerless in Indiana,
as an examiner of witnesses, he discusses a
legal question in a written brief or in oral
argument with convincing logic, and as an
advocate it may be said of him that when he
has finished an address to a jury nothing
remains to be said on that side of the case.
I have often heard able lawyers in Indiana
and elsewhere say that he was the hardest
man to follow they had ever met.
No lawyer
who ever met General Harrison In a legal
encounter has afterward placed a small estimate upon his ability.”
The young lawyer drifted inevitably into
politics. The Republican party was then
just being organized, and the great issues

COVEKNOR,

EDWIN C. BURLEIGH.
For Representatives to

Congress,

First District-THOMAS B. SEED.
.Second JHstrict—NELSON DINGLKY, Jr.
Third JHstrict—SETH L. MILLIKKN.
Fourth JHstrict—CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.
The Nominations*
The Republican National convention began its deliberations last Tuesday. It completed them yesterday with the nomination

of Benjamin Harrison of Indiana for President and Levi P. Morton of New York for
Vice President. It was undoubtedly tile
hope of a large majority of the Republicans
of Maine that affairs in the convention
might take such a turn that Mr. Blaine
would be nominated and be able to accept,
notwithstanding his Florence and Paris letters. There was one contingency in which
this would have been possible, namely, the
withdrawal of all the other candidates m his
“uu
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appeal

from the convention to him to accept the
nomination. It looked after the balloting of
Saturday as if this contingency was likely to
arise. But Mr. Blaine’s telegram read to
the convention yesterday requesting his

friends not to vote for him put an end to all
hope, and proved that if there had been any
scheming on the part of his over zealous
friends in the convention to compel the convention to nominate him in spite of his declination, it was in opposition to his wishes.
Of course there will be a twinge of disappointment that Mr. Blaine is not the candidate, but it must be remembered that he is
not the candidate simply because he declined
to be. Had he not written the Florence and
Paris letters he would undoubtedly have been
the nominee of the convention, and that too

by acclamation.
In selecting Mr. Harrison
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records of old world battles
In the new world, from the
the Revolution to the end of
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for freedom.

beginning of
the Rebellion

they have served the Union oi these States
loyally and well, in the council chamber, in
the halls of legislation, in the battle
field,

father and son through four generations.
The first prominent American anoestor of
the man who was yesterday chosen the
standard bearer
was

of the

Republican party,

Benjamin Harrison,

the

old

Virginia

statesman, who in the troublesome time9 of
1765 refused the place in the Executive Council which the Royalist Governor tendered
with the hope of winning him over to the
support of the stamp act; and who.' later, in
the ranks of the patriots, became a member
of the Continental Congress, a signer of the
Declaration of Independence, twice a Governor of Virginia and a member of the
famous constitutional convention of 1788
which brought Virginia into the Federal
Union. Of the third and youngest son of
this old Revolutionary statesmen nothing
need be said to the men and women of this
generation or the next. The person must
know very little of the history of his coun
try who has not heard of the hero of Tippe

canoe, the victorious Whig leader in the
memorable campaign of
1840, the nintli
President of the United States. President

William Henry Harrison had one son, John
Harrison, who as a Whig served the
the State of Ohio in Congress from 1853 to
1857. John Scott Harrison named his son,
who was born at North Bend, Ohio, May 20,
1833, for his ancestor Benjamin Harrison,
tbo Revolutionary patriot. Abraham Lincoln wrote before the name inherited from
the Revolution a title won on the battle
fields of the Rebellion; and now the party
of Abraham Lincoln propose to write before
the same name the title of President also.
Re markable as is his ancestry, Benjamin
Harrison can honestly claim to he the peer
of any of his line; and he has won a sure
title to greatness by adding lustre to a name
already illustrious. That he has done this
by his own abilities, unaided by inherited
wealth or by the inlluence of
powerful
patrons, puts him at once in the ranks cf
those self-made men, to honor whom has
become a traditionary privilege dear to the
hearts of the American people. When BenScott

jamin Harrison went to Indianapolis in 1854
he was just 21 years old, poor and unknown.
So far as is known the only persons in
Indianapolis at that time who felt great interest in himself or his fortunes were himself and the young wife whom he brought
with him from the college town where he
had been educated. She was a Miss Scott,
and the fact that her father who consented
to the

match, was

one

its political alignment
formulating. All young men of generous impulses were attracted to it.
Harri-

of the college profes-

mark

were

son was a

Republican by instinct

and education.
His splendid
oratorical
powers
brought him into great demand, and he soon
became known as one of the best of the
nepuoiicau speakers in the State.
He was not afraid of anybody on the stump.
In the memorable Lincoln campaign of 1860
he and the late Vice President Hendricks
yuuHg

the convention

has made the wisest choice possible under
the circumstances. While undoubtedly of
the avowed candidates before the convention
he was the most grateful of any to Mr.
Blaine’s friends, he was not unacceptable to
the friends of the other candidates. Though
Judge Gresham was from Indiana, he did
not antagonize Harrison for he was brought
forward by Illinois, while Mr. Harrison was
the substantially unanimous choice of the
Hoosiers, Mr. Depew voluntarily withdrew
iu his favor and turned the great bulk of
New York State ov«r to him. Mr. Allison
also
withdrew in his favor and gave
him the support of Iowa. Sherman and
Alger continued to contest with him to
the end, but their rivalry was of an
honorable and friendly character. Mr. Harrison’s nomination leaves no bitterness anywhere. There is no reason whatever why
all the candidates before the convention
cannot give him their hearty support.
Mr. Harrison’s nomination will be grateful
to the masses of the Republican party. He
is an able, upright, honorable ninu, with
clean record. During the war he was in the
field fighting valiantly for the preservation of the Union. His Republicanism is of a
a sturdy and steadfast order.
On the stump
and iu the Senate of the United States
of which he was an honored member until
he was cheated out of his seat by the shameless gerrymandering of his State by the
Democracy he lias even been a brave and
vigorous defender of Republican principles
and Republican policy. In his own State
where he is best known he has always been
exceedingly popular, and almost invariably
has run a long way ahead of his ticket.
This fact speaks volumes for his worth as a
man and his strength as a
candidate, and
doubtless was one of the prominent factors
in turning the convention to him. It was
felt doubtless that his selection would
ensure the vote of Indiana for the
Republi
can ticket, and If we can judge from his
past
record as a candidate this confidence is not
misplaced.
From the foundation of our government
the name of Harrison has figured conspicuously and honorably in its history. It has
been commonly Relieved also that for the
American branch of the family could be
claimed a relationship and a share iu the
fame of the old regicide John
Harrison,
hard-headed colonel of Ironsides, the friend
and adviser of Oliver Cromwell, the roundhead of the roundheads, who perished on
the scaffold in 1»>0 when the restored House
of Stuart wreaked vengeance on those who
banished it a decade before. But those who
have borne prominently the name of Harriinn

that were to

happened

to have appointments to speak in
the same town on the same day. It was arranged that thpy should divide time, and
Mr. Hendricks expected to amuse himself

by devouring

the white haired young man
who thus unexpectedly became his nrey.
He did not do it. The result of the meeting

surprise to both sides. Democrats admitted that Mr. Hendricks had met liis

was

a

match and Republicans thought he was badly worsted. The chairman of the meeting

afterwards said:
“I have heard a good
many political debates iu my day, but I
never heard a man skin an opponent as
quickly as Ben Harrison did Hendricks that

day.” During

the next four years Mr. Harrison devoted himself closely to the practice
of law, making political speeches in the city
or local campaigns when called upon.
In
1860 he was nominated for Reporter of the

Supreme Court,

position that he desired
because it was in the line of his profession
and would bring a needed increase of in-

■

a

come.
This was
lu which Lincoln

the

memorable campaign
was elected.
From the beginning to the end of it Harrison's plume
waved in the thickest of the fight, and his

voice was not the least potent among those
of the many eloquent orators of that day.
He was elected.
In July, 1862, Governor Morton, under the
call of the President for 300,000 three-years’
troops, requested Harrison to assist in recruiting the regiment from the Sixth Indiana district, under that call the quota from
each district being one regiment.
His was
the first recruiting commission issued by the
Governor for the Seventieth Regiment, bearing the date of July 14,1862, and making him
a second lieutenant. He inspired enthusiasm
wherever he went, and soon raised Company
A, of which he was elected captain.
Then
he assisted in filling up the other companies
of the regiment, which was complete and
ready to go to the front in less than one
month, and was made its colonel. Governor
Morton suggested, when Harrison took out
his recruiting commission, that it would be

too much to ask him to surrender the civil
office to which he had just been elected, and
that he would find some one else to take the
Col. Harrison preregiment to the field.

ferred, however,

to go to the front, saying
that he would not ask a man to go where he
himself would not go, showing thereby a
soldierly quality that marked the whole of
his military career.
After a variety of service in Kentucky and Tennessee during the
next eighteen months, up to January, 1864,

Colonel Harrison’s regiment was formally
assigned to Ward’s brigade of the third
division of the Twentieth Army Corps, and
with this organization he served until the
close of the war. During the Atlanta campaign Colonel Harrison won the highest
honors of a soldier.
His regiment was assigned the duty of leading the assault at Kesaca on the 16th of May, 1864, and most
gallantly did he head it iu that terrible work,
capturing the enemy’s lines and four guns.
Again, at Peach Tree Creek, while in command «f the brigade, he gained such a signal
victory as to call forth the highest praise
from his superior officers for his soldierly
General Hooker rode along the
qualities.
lines the day after the fight, and publicly
thanked Col. Harrison for his gallant aonduct,
I/W UJUlkU UlUl

eral.

Hooker

il

Ull^auu.1!

JJCU-

his word.
He
immediately despatched to Secretary Stanton a letter loud in praises of the Colonel
of the Seventieth Indiana. “Col. Harrison,”
wroteiGeneral Hooker, “first joined me in
command of a brigade of Ward’s division in
Lookout valley preparatory to entering upon what is called the campaign of Atlanta.
My attention was first attracted to this young
officer by the superior excellence of his brigwas as

good

as

ade in discipline and instruction, the result
of his labor, skill and devotion
With more

foresight

than 1 have witnessed in any of.
ficer of his experience, he seemed to act upon the principle that success depended upon
the thorough preparation in discipline and
esprit of his command for conflict more than
on any influence that could be exerted in the
field ii -elf, and when collision came his command vindicated his wisdom as much as his
valor. In all the achievement of the Twentieth Corps in that campaign Colonel Harrison

bore

a

conspicuous part.

At the Jteseca
and Peach Tree creek the conduct of himself
and command was especially distinguished.
Col. Harrison is an officer of superior abilities and of great professional and
personal
worth. It gives me great favor to commend
him favorably to the honorable
Secretary
with the assurance that his preferment will

be

just recognition of his
martial accomplishments.”
a

services

and

While General Harrison was fighting the
battles of his country In the field, the Democratic Supreme Court of Indiana declared
the office of Supreme Court Reporter vacant
and another person was elected to the posi-

From the time of leaving Indiana
tion.
with his regiment until the fall of 1864, after
the capture of Atlanta, General Harrison
had taken no leave of abscence, but having
been nominated by the State convention of
that year for the office from which he had
been ousted, he took a thirty days leave of
absence, and under orders from the War Department, reported to Governor Morton for
duty.
During that thirty days leave he
again made a brilliant canvass of the State,
and was elected for another term.
Then he

rejoined the army, was in the siege and battle of Nashville, served until the surrender
of Johnston, and was with his command at
the final grand review of the Union forces
at Washington at the close of the war.
In 1808 he declined a re-election a9 report-

■IKIUUKOFK

THIS

COLLECTOR’S

IS WHAT

NOTICE is hereby given that the State, County and City Taxes (or the year 1880, were on the sixth
of September, 1880, legally assessed by the Assessors of the City of rortlaud, ou the following described Heal Estate, situated in said city, belonging to proprietors resident therein, in the sums herein
respectively set against each parcel or parcels of said Heal Estate j and Tax Lists with a warrant for
the collection of the same on said sixth day of Eeutember, 1886, were duly Issued and delivered by
said Assessors to HENRY W. H EKSEY, Collector of Taxes of said city for the year aforesaid; and
nine mouths have elapsed from the date of said assessment, and the taxes hereinafter named remain

day

INDESTRUCTIBLE FUEL

ination was made for no other purpose than
to subserve the best interests of the Republican party in Indiana, and in tendering it to
you we do so with the assurance that you
will receive the united and earnest vote of
the entire party.” The nomination was entirely unsought and undesired, but it was accepted in terms that indicated a sense of
public duty. Having accepted It, General
Harrson threw himself into the campaign
with his usual energy.
He made a great
campaign, canvassing the entire State and

yet made that is sure to do the work required. Made
in blocks 3 inches square and 10 Inches long.

liartol, Benjamin A.
Bartel. William H.
Blair, John 8.
Blaisdell, Amelia

WILL BURN

Brackett, James W.I

FREELY

ONE

2 1*2 Inches square and 8 Inches long will burn
2
.6
11-2 .41-2
“
“
“
"
1
4

£.j

HOUR!

35 to 40 Minutes.
20 "30
15 "20
10 15

Thus it will be seen'flre can'i be. kept up any desired
length of time withont the use of any other fuel
and the blocks can be used indeilnitely.

addressing

immense audiences, but was not
The vis inertia of the Democratic
party, strengthened by the candidacy of the
most popular Democratic leader in the State,
could not be overcome, and, in addition, the
corruption fund and tactics of W. H. Barnum were too powerful.
This campaign, though unsuccessful, great-

"

To make (he handling of the blocks convenient, tougs
are famished with each package.
If you want the best, cheapest and handiest lire ever
made (that furnished by the oil stove
not excepted) try the

INPESTr?UCTIBLE

The Atkinson House

Furnishing Co.,
dtf

GROCERS,

throughout

...

tU.

15.J

1

united in the unanimous and favorable committee report of, and voted in the Senate for,
the Chinese restriction bill introduced by
Senator Fair of Nevada.
On the contract
labor bill Senator Harrison made a speech
in the Senate favoring the prevention of the
wholesale emigration of contract labor, being careful, however, to reserve the freest
possible voluntary emigration of those who
desired to become American citizens.
He
also spoke on the alien ownership of land,
taking a decided stand against the evil of

foreigners acquiring large bodies of public
and private lands to the exclusion of actual
settlers, who would improve small farms and
make for themselves homes.
His senatorial term expired March 4, 1887,
and the Legislature to choose his successor
was to be elected in the fall of 1886.
The
history of that campaign is still fresh in the
public mind. It was a large degree General
Harrison’s campaign. Though others were
good seconds and able assistants he was
foremost in the fight.
When others wavered he advanced, when they lost heart he
expressed confidence. Ho was almost the

only prominent Republican in Indiana who
felt confident of carrying the State or who
thought it worth while to even attempt to
carry the Legislature. This is no disparagement of other Republican leaders who did
yeoman service in the campaign, but it is a
fact. The result attested General Harrison’s
wisdem and his work.
The Republicans
carried the State and came within a hair’s
breadth of carrying the Legislature, though
the apportionment had been gerrymandered
so as to give the Democrats at least forty-six
majority on the joint ballot, and Senator
Voorhees said he should feel personally disgraced if that was not the result.
With the expiration of his senatorial term
General Harrison returned to the practice of
his profession, being now and for many
years past at the head of one of the strongest law firms in the State.
In his private
life and personal character General Harrison
has the good fortune to be unassailable.
nor

personal

Wc carry the

Co.,

of London. The houses of which Mr.
Morton was the head soon became among
the best known and most substantial of
any in this country or
Europe. From
1873 to 1884 the Lonon branch was the fiscal
agent of
the United States in Europe.
His firms were active in the syndicates that
negotiated United States bonds and in the
payment of the Geneva and Halifax awards.
In 1878 Mr. Morton was Amprip.an p.nmmis.
sioner to the Paris Exposition, anil the same
year was elected a member of Congress as a
Republican. In 1880 he was re-elected.
That year he declined the nomination for
vice president on the Republican ticket.

When Gen. Garfield became President he offered Mr. Morton the choice between Secretary of the Navy and Minister to' France.
Mr. Morton chose the latter, and represented the United States in Paris from 1881 to
1885. Through his representations
while
minister the restrictions on American pork
were taken off and American corporations
obtained a legal status in France.
He was
American commissioner general to the Paris
Electrical Exhibition, the representative of
the United States at the Submarine Cable
Convention, and publicly received in the
name of the people of the United States the
statue of Liberty Enlightening the World.
The session of the Republican convention
that has just adjourned was not so

long by

two days as that of the convention of 1880,
and in the number of ballots it fell far short
of that historic gathering.
Thirty-five ballots were taken before Gen. Garfield was
nominated, he being chosen on the

thirty-

largest and finest

With Connecticut or New
Jersey we can get along without New York.
But Republicans do not propose to ignore
the Empire State—not by a large majority.

With

platform committed to the protection of American industries and American
labor, and with such a candidate as Benjamin Harrison the Republicans will command success because they will deserve it.
a

Maine scattered her fire to the last.
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6,600
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12,609
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46.20

67

3,137

800

16.80

Honora
Land rear Nos. 214 to 218 W side WashAdm'x.
ton st.,
10
Charles
L.
Land and bouse. Long Island
Cushing,
Land and W house E side Clark st., 131

4,600

100
300

2.10
6.30

66
58

1,204
3,042

900
800

18.90
16.80
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12
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9,866
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300
300
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46.10

300
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hrs.,
McCarty,

John

No. 50,
14
4,138
Gould, Martha W. rand. Peaks’ Island (2 lots)
about 6 acres
Gray, Burton A.,. Land Long Island
Land and 2 W houses N side Pore st.,
Griffin, John
Nos. 26 and 27.
16
4,216
Griffin, Thomas F. and | Land and W house N side Salem st., No.
57
wile.i 17,
1,890
Land and W. house W. side Washington
Halley,
12
3,217
St., No 162,
6
Hanson, Asa, Heirs,. 1-0 Land E side G. T. Kailway,
Land and W house N side Congress st,
Nos. 135 to 139, and W side North st.,
Hearn,
Nos. 2 and 4,
13
3,939
Hellewell, Samuel. land, Peaks’ island,
8,400
Laud and B house W side Carletou st.,
Hodgdon, George
Nos. 48 and 60,
63
4.370
Knight, Green & Co. Land E side Sheridan st., Nos. 161 to 1«5, 12
«,146
Land N side Pore st., Nos. 339 to 341,
and E side Silver st, Nos, 1 to 7,
I.applu, John
29
5,198
W stable of A. T. Hall on same.
29
Lewis, Kinda A. Land and W house E side State st, No. 255, 36
2,750
Lewis, Thaddeus C. lottage, Little Diamond Island,
Part of Little Cbebeague Island and
Little Chebeague
buildings,
Island Co..,.
Cottage of E. L. O. Adams on same,
Land aud W house N side lane, Nos. 13
Manuel, Philip G., heirs
and 15, between Cove and Mammond
12
sts.,
2,593
Laud and unfinished W house and stable
S side Turner st., Nos. 2 to 8, and W side
McCarty, Henry P.
E Promenade, Nos. 220 to 228,
5
11,220
16
McGltncby, Patrick. Land E side St. Lawrence st.. No. 13.
3,666
land
and
W
house s side Danfortn st,
Albert
8.
Murch,
Nos. 48 and 60,
40
4,766
and W house S side Portland st..
Murray, Hugh. Land
nos. 400 HI

Flour at Wholesale Prices!
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ROOM !

Necessity of Our Ever Increasing
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2,500
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4.20
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400
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6.30

11.20

2,700

2.000
1,600
300

4,032

100

38

2,318

8,000 bal. 70.00

3,226

3,600

75.60

Land and B house N side Pleasant st„
Nos. 83 and 86, and W side Oak st.,
Nos. 2 to 10
38

Whitcomb, Charles B.

land and W house W
Nos. 16 to 20

42.00

13

3,835

2,600

62.50

12

2,875

300

6.30

Land, W house and barn N side E Cove
Land N side passage way E side Sheridan st.. Nos. 113 and 115
13
W bid. on J. T. Brackett's land Peaks

1,788

Island

100

2.10
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And by virtue of the authority vested la me as Collector of said City of Portland. I hereby give
notice, that unless said taxes, accrued interest, and all necessary intervening charges, are paid on or
before Tuesday the 26th day of June next, at ten o’cloc'x in the forenoon, 1 shall then proceed to sell
at Public Auction at the Treasurer’s Offlce, In the City of Portland, to the highest bidder, so much of
said Real Estate, as may be necestary for the payment of said taxes, interest and all charges.
H. W. HER3KY, Collector of Taxes for the City of Portland.
Portland, June 23d, 1888.
jun23 d3t
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Glasses!

bye

find

Coupon

Krgiatcred.

j Portland Water Co. 40 year Bold

4s.

Cfnpon and Kegi-nrrd.

85.000
Portland Water Co. 0s.

Due 1891.

ForSaleby H. M.Payson & Co.
Haakera, .‘I'J KichaaieNl,

myl7

United States 4 1-2
Per Cent Bonds,

Manager.
Kaowi.ro>,
THIS WEEK, COMMENCING MONOAE JUNE 28.

HUBER

Comedy Company!

and a (ail Company o( Specialty Artists Take
l asco
May Steamboat Co.'s boats. Custom' House
Wharf. Bound trip ticket with admission
30 cents. Children 16 cents.

Udnlw

liaMtl

BEROJIjtlNN’S

Automatic Temple!
In connection with

Profe»bor Berger's Grant!

EXPOSITION!

For a lew days only, at

227 MIDDLE

>nly

STREET,

(opposite the Falmouth.)
Or»«4, lapeini, t'aaeplicmed, Hraallfat, SVaadrr Marvels of flMkiaiue.

Two and One-quarter Per Gent
2 1-4) interest, and that as they approach maturity the price will decline
until the whole premium will be wiped
out.
We therefore advise the holders of
these Bonds to sell or exchange them for
other secnrltles.
We have on hand a
desirable list of City, County, Railroad
and Water Bonds, suitable for Trust
Funds, and would be pleased to have the
holders of the above mentioned Bonds
communicate with ns.

An active world In miniature; all phases of life,
scenerv. character and historical traditions, moving and operating by Ingenious automatic devices.

DON’T mss IT.

Open Day
Jel«

and

Evening.

Admission to All onlj 10 ots.
dilf

BDDDATIOIUL.

EXAMINATION OF SCHOOLS.
sub-committee
examination
TIIKdates
for teaching In the public
will meet fur the
on

Woodbury&Moulton
Cor. Middle
and

Exchange Sts.,

PORTLAND,

ME.

my25

NorthernBankingCo.
—

OFFERS FOB SALK

—

5 Per Cent Debenture Bonds of the Company, a legal investment for
Savings Banks.
7 PerCent First Mortgage Loans on Real
Estate in the best sections of Kansas.
8 Per Cent First Mortgage Real Estate
Loans of the Maricopa Loan and Trust
Company, of Phoenix, Arizona.
Also Bans Stocks and other investments.
STATU

mhlO

LEWISTON 6s
Maturing

1, 1888.

June

will be paid at our office on presentation. We
would also Invite the attention o( holders o(

Portland 6s, due Nov.
—

AND

of candisc tacts

of

examination of teachPortland,
ers, at High School Building, on MONDAY, the
2nd day of July next, at 9 a. m. Applicants must
satisfactory examination In the following

Ka
ches, viz:

Beading, Spelling, Arithmetic, laeludlng the
Metric system of weRthts and measures. Book

,ltf

_

system!
&u>tsTheory
Music, Elementary
Teaching.

and narcotics upon the human
its of
Free-Hand Drawing, and
and Practice of
All applicants must be present on the morning
above specified, and the examination will continue two days unless sooner finished.
No other examination will take
place prior to
the opening ot the schools.
THOMAS TABU,
Superintendent of Schools.
Portland, June C, 1888.
Je7dtd

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.
for admission to College will
be held at the
Lecture Tloom
Cleveland
Massachusetts Hall, on
Fbii.av and Satuhhay.
June 29th and 30th, and on Fuiday and Satubday, September 14th and ISth, beginning each
day at 8.30 A. M. AH candidates must be present
on Friday morning.
WILLIAM DKW. HYDE, President
Brunswick, May 24tb, 1888.

EXAM1NTIONS

■nay'29(lAwtJun30

Hanson (i. Larraoee

1888,

& Co.

—

State of Maine 6s, due 1889,
only One Year more to ran]
the Importance ot availing of the premium

[which have
to

which

now

can now

months hence

realized upon
will command

be

they

them,

as

lew

a

premium

no

at

We think It Is also Important to convert the

all.

United States 4 1-2 Per
Cent Bonds,
[which

but little over Thukk Yea as
to ran]

have

now

In order to obtain the present high premium
which must gradually and surely become less as
We are offering some
they approach
excellent securities which we can recommend to
holders of above bonds, or In exchange for any
other securities soon to mature, and we shall be
happy to communicate or confer with them resuch exchange.

The largest display of Cotton
Fabric Dress Ooods ever shown
In this city, at Mo. 446 middle
street. You well know the value
received for your money at the

MIDDLE STREET STORE.

maturity.

garding

SWAN & BARRETT,
186 Middle
my29

Street,

Portland,

3000 yards of French designed
Salines, in figures, stripes, checks,
large and small designs and plain
colors to

dtf

OPENING,

ROCK MINERAL SPRING CAFE.

Long

at

121-2 CENTS PER

NltlUEK RESORTS.

GRAND

match,

Me.

Island, Portland Harbor, Me, June 17, 1888,

clam bakes, shore dinners, private parties
societies; excursions accommodated at short notice. Base ball grounds free to patrons.
Furnished cottages, rooms and board at reasonable
For

YARD.

4000 yards of She-Mo Cloth, onehalf wool, in cream white, black,
drab und mode. These goods are
of late Importation und have become very popular for seashore
wear.
To introduce these goods
we shall make this special
price

rates.

Long Island Rock Mineral .Spring Cafe Is the
best place on the coast of Maine for clam bakes
and snore dinners.
I have set up a new arrangement for baking
clams at one-half hour’s notice for live to one
thousand people. Never was anything like this
arrangement before. Patent applied for on tbls
style of baking clams.
For time table see Casco Bay Steamboat Co.,
also Harpswell Steamboat Co.
For terms, etc., apply to E. PONCE, Proprietor,
corner Exchange and Middle streets, and on lA>ng
Island to Charles E. Littlefield, Manager.

6 CENTS PER YARD.
1 lot of Scotch t.inghams In Hue
checks and'strlpes.
A full line of
plain colors In Scotch Chambray

at

17 GENTS PER YARD.

_eodtf

RESORT^

“THE BLUFFS.”
MOUNT

DESERT

We

ATLANTIC

HOUSE

Saturday

of Challle

6 1-4 CENTS PER YARD.

D. B. STOCKHAM & CO.. Proprietors.
JelBdim

SCARBORO BEACH,
will open for tbe Season of ’88,
Wednesday, June 20.

open on
one more case

Delaines at

croquet.

THE

shall

morning

FERRY.

A new house, overlooking the seat
all modem
conveniences; in full view of Bar Harbor; hearing
aud fishing unsurpassed; fine lawns for tennis and

The Best Place to Purchase

ALLYNE

and

AUTOMATIC

1891.

We beg to call your attention to the
’act that the above mentioned United
Mates Honds at the present price yield

junelB

CLARK’S CLOTHING HOUSE

Portland Harbor.
....

(ltf

TO THE HOLDERS OF

MAINE’S MOST POPULAR

THE STORY TOLD IN FIGURES!

H.

The celebrated

7s.

31.60
6.30
2.10

L'.

87.000

st..

Simeon.j st., No. 6

|

or

300
634

33
29
12
22

Welch. Joauna

L.J

62.50
26.2o

4,482

S...{

j

200
400

8

Vi

Cleaves

8.40

2,880

P.j

side

400

1,200

Mary.J

McIntosh, Kuima

168.00
8.40

1,000

house

land and W house and stable W side
Ellsworth st.. Nos. 31 to 35, and E side
proposed st., Nos. 2 to 8.
Land and W house N side Walnut st.,
Towle,
Nos. 101 and 103,
Land and house Peak's Island, “Valley
View
Trefetben, Emily
House,’’
laud Peak's Island,
Land and V house, stable and Bowling
Trefethen, William
alley and wharf. Peak’s island,
Trott, Jane B., Heirs. Land, Peak's Island,
Trott, Samuel, Heirs. 2-3 land and house Peak’s Island, (2 lots),
Land and B. house W side Hanover st.,
True.
No. 40,
Almira
A.
land N side Commercial st., Nos. 7 and 9,
Turner,
Land E side Hammond st.. No. 9,
Walsh, Joseph G.
V4 laud W side Mayo st.. Nos. 62 and 64.
Weeks, Jos. L., Heirs
Land and B house 8 side Free st., No.
82. and W side South st., Noe. 46 and
Welch,

Woodman,

400

10,0*0

...

Aaron, heirs

8,000

37.80

Sterling, Josiah, Jr.t Land Peak’s Island on Island Avenue,
Cottage on land of J. Sterling, Peak’s
Island,
saloon, Evergreen Landing,
Sterling, Quincy M.j Bowling
Peak’s Island,
band E. side Washington st., No. 261,
Swett, William, Heirs

Wilson,

100

l,80o

Land and W house E side Howard st.,
Nos. 11 and 13
14
Land and W house S side Spring st., No.
38
12,
Land and W house W side Pleasant st.,

James.J
K.J

Due 1S>2.’1.

2.10
84.00
2.10

21.00
10.60

Shaw,
39
Place,
Land and W house E side Turner st., Nos.
Smith, Annie J.
37 and 39,
14
Smith, Warren. Cottage, Peaks’ Island,
Smith, William H. Cottage Peak’s Island,
saloon and dance hall and
Sterling, Abraham T.... Land, wharf,

Taylor, Louisa

58.80

2,800
100
4,000

600

07

W house and stable E side
Smith st.. Nos. Oil and 71.
Laud and W house N side Salem st, Nos.
7 and»
Land and 2 W houses E side Mountforth
st., Nos. 9 and 11
Land and W house and stable W side
Emerson st.. No. 10
Land and W house N side Congress st..
WS‘deH0WSrJ St”

4.20

Laud and

spectacles

Business!

2,860

63.00

Ebenezer.j

We carry the finest line of Canned Goods,
Preserves, Dried Fruits, Imported Fancy
Groceries, etc., in the city. Call and get onr

4.20

68.80

3,000
200

and

know by actuMaine,
comparison that we are giving finer goods
in this department than can be obtained else
where at the same prices. We are selling

200

George.j

Richards, Charles D—

0s.

falne Central B. It. Consuls

DUE

House exclusive of land Peak's Island,

al

MORE

acre

6,616

Pennell, Thomas.

■’nk'ililul,

falne Central K. K. 5s.

Knowtton on Peak’s

j LandhousesWPeak’s Island.
Peak’s Island,

we

4.20

78

Rogers, Cath’iue, heirs
F. M. Ray, Guardian.

TEAS and COFFEES

Figured Batiste Cloth

at

7 CENTS PER YARD.

on

8. B. GUNNISON.
This Hotel closed to transient visitors on the
Sabbath.
Je20d2w

CLOTHING

GRAND VIEW HOUSE,
Wnl

GEORGE C. FRYE,
Jere
»

ATNTD

Congress

corner

and Franklin Streets.
ST&Ttl

great Markdown

Gents’ Furnishing Goods Ladies’ and Children’s Outside Garments
Previous to

rapidly increasing
business it is absolutely uecessnry
Owing

has been constant and rapid. From $3,030.14
for
may,
1880, they leaped to $0,030.41 for

to our

vance

for us to bnve more room, and we
slinll have our basement completed iu season for our Fall business, when we shall put in a larger stock than ever, and we intend
to make

Lower Prices
THAN EVER BEFORE,

mny, 1887, ou again w ith a rush
$0,012.07 for may, 1888.
It will help the reader to digest
these astoni<i|iing figures, and to
appreciate the wonderful growth
of which they are the evidences,
to

j

j

This seems to be a good time to
look back and observe the growtli
of our business.

if

arrange them in a progressive table thut can be taken in at
a glance, as follows:

May 1882,

$1,487.20

1885,
1880,

2,011.15
3,030.14
0,039.41

“
“

THE STORY IN FIGURES.

“

Our cash sales for the month of

may, 1882, were $1,487.20, and
had only Increased to $2,611.15
for may, 1885. may, 1886,showed
a small increased to $3,036.14.
From

that time

to

this the ad-

“

j

1KA

w'e

■

1887,
1888,

It only needs
figures to show

t.

SPOT CASH

TURJNRR

Je22

*

BROS.

tuid other uses, 24 Plum St.

Physician and Surgeon,
Office Hours;—9 to 10 a m.;

glance

the

-IN'-

need more room.

We are offering some of the best bargains In Furniture that have been offered this year. A full llue
Parlor Suits In Plain Sultan and Figured Plushes. Mohair, Damask and Hair Cloth.
Chamber Sets
Walnut, Oak and Ash; also dark and Tlut Painted Sets: Patent Kocker Kasv chairs In
Mahogany,
Plush and all Fancy Coverings; Sideboards. Bookcases. Hall Stands, Desks, etc; Marble and Polished
Top Tables, Mirrors, Spring Beds and Mattresses of every kind; Uepairtng and Upholstering to order.

of
in

DEANE &

COLLEY,

EXCHANGE

STREET
eodtjlyl

dlw

■ ■

Port Clyde Marine Railway lias been thor
and is now In readiness to
vessels In need of repairs. All work
dispatched qulcklv and satisfaction guaranteed
w8T

oughly rebuilt,
take out all

WARRANTED GOODS, 21 PlllIU St. Ao£l#ku

I

■* IVI II IV
w# I

I

■

■

at

—

BB Bi ■■■

—

p“ftWiiftSCULOTTEBBECK

■

(

mm

* FOSS’.

Following are the goods sold at
the middle Street Store at 3 cents
per

yard.

Cream Seersucker,
47 Inches
wide.
Best quality of Dress Prints in
medium and dark colors.
Best quality of white ground and
Shirting Prints.
A good quality of Cream Lace
Scrim.
A

good quality

31V4 Exchange 8t„
febl6

morning

Portland,

AT

—

dtf

Kellned teinnurary homes In pleasant places are
111 furnished, u without a few well-chosen music
books.
Two books of recent publication,

CLASSICAL PIANIST,
and PIANO CLASSICS,

iiw.

atu

miuukC ai,

toon G. LarraN

hundred piano pieces

Cood Old Songs We Used to

Sing,

(*1.26)coutalns 125 Songs that are world favorites
VOCAL BANJOIST,

a

—

Mb.

SUMER HOMES and SUMER MUSIC,

a

ot Colored Scrim.

We call your attention to thut
gigantic sale of Ladles', misses’
and Children’s Hosiery and Underwear, commencing Saturday

STENOGRAPHER

(|1) good assortment of songs with banjo
accom
*
pan I men t.

Ihtnifttre
Je2

p

_dim
J. A. HAYDEN,

(81.25)

reader why

CLOTHIER,

to 3, and 7 p. m.

CHOICE VOCAL DUETS,

ai these

L'LAKK,

2

1*21

ME.

SONC CLASSICS,

0,912.97
a

PORTLAND,

($1) contains fifty high grade songs, with English
and foreign words.

dtI

Congress Street, Portland. To
Owners.. r^miTTnc
Vessel,
I
«i « »i THK

Tilt ftr ornamental

WM. LAWRENCE DANA, M. D„

(each $1) contain togetber
of exceptional beauty.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR JUNE.

46

482

■ I'RIKEM CARDS.

we

Je2S

5 Cts. Per Yard.

OVENS

660 C0N6RESS STREET,

.....
One lot reduced from
$7.50 to $1.00
“
“
“.9.00 to 5.00
OTHER LOTS EQUALLY CHEAP.
Dress Goods and Silks to be Closed Out Regardless of the Sacrifice.
54 inch Newmarket Cloths reduced from
$2.00 to $1.00
“
......
reduced from
56
1.50 to
.75
54 inch Hair Line Ladies’ Cloth reduced from
1.00 to
.50
One lot of Gray Dress Goods at half price.
Black Silk Warn Henriettas greatly under price.
......
25 inch Black Surah Silk
75 cents
One piece 24 inch Satin Duchess reduced from
$2.00 to $1.39
Hamburg* marked down.
Ladies’ Hosiery and Underwear at less than half price for some lots.
Job lot of Parasols about half price.
An examination of our stock and prices will convince
any one that
we arc determined to reduce it.

5 Cts. Per Yard.

Auburn, mains.

June 20th, 1888. located 750 feet
above sea level, overlooking the beautiful
Lake Auburn, all modern conveniences, rooms
light and airy, 300 feet of broad piazza, Eastern
Star Mineral Spring Water, large stable, two
malls dally: terms very low; send for circulars.
B. F. CLOUGH, Proprietor,
mygaTu&8tf

Taking Stock.

ALMOST GIVEN AWAY.

IN NEW ENGLAND.

Protection or Free Trade is the issue,
ft is safe to wager u Cleveland hat and a red
bandanna that the Democrats will be trying
to run away from it before a month has

elapsed.

12.60

29.40

eighth.

Republicans.

600

3

Senator Harrison was selected on the

Tlie nomination of Harrison ensures the
electoral vote of the Iloosler state for the

875

14

1,400

Andrew J.

mont, May 16,1824. He began life as clerk
in a country store. Ills aptitude for mercan-

sixth.

Finest Stock!

Lowest Prices!

malice has ever dared to attack him in this
regard. His character as a citizen, neighbor
and friend is invulnerable.
Like Mr. Harrison, Levi Parsons Morton,
the candidate for Vice President, is a selfmade man. He was born in Shoreham, Ver-

tile affairs soon made itself manifest and it
was but a short time before he was called to
a larger field of action.
In 1850 he became a
member of the firm of Beebe, Morgan & Co.,
merchants of Boston, and four years later he
removed to New York and established the
firm of Morton & Griunell. In l8631ie founded the banking house of Morton, Bliss & Co„
of New York, and that of Morton, Rose &

side Turner st., Nos.

4,273

Pote, Harriet M.

Largest Store!

4.20
2.10
2.10

Island,

Phillips, ElizabethC...

_I..ZI

regarding civil service reform in general,
and especially on the President’s appointments in Indiana, are to be found in the
Congressional Record. As a member of the
foreign relations committee he assisted in
the
consideration and amendment, and

Neither political opposition

Whitney Building,

TELEPHONE SOX B.

proved himself fully equal to the requirements of the place and the expectations of
his friends. His Dakota report and speeches,
nn/1 !■«

St.,

-

200
100
100
200

5,000

Daniel.|

MARRINER & COMPANY,
-

5,000
8,800

35

B.{

FUEL !

INAAC C. ATKINNOIN, General Manager.

203 Federal

4.20

5|o44J

ACENTS FOR PORTLAND,
Portland.
Corner Pearl and Middle Streets,
je22

200

35

Dolan,
and 133
Drew, Gamaliel 8. Land and W house E side Clark st., No. 43
Land
and 2 W houses W side Anderson
Eastman, Harriet
st., No. 64
Matthew.
land
W
side Sheridan st., Nos. 156 to 160
Flaherty,
Frye, J. Warren. .and Peaks' Island (3 lots)
Peter.
land
and
2 W houses W side Lafayette s’.,
Gerts,

orator.

the State.
His service of six years in the Senate gave
him a national reputation as one of the
ablest men, best lawyers and strongest debaters in that body. During this period he
grew very rapidly in public estimation and

and and W house S
58 and 60.
iV bids of Charles II.

Tax.
7.20

No.

Catherine.|
E.|

extended General Harrison's acquaintance
and reputation among the people, and from
this time he was recognized as the coming
man among the Republican leaders of the
State. He polled nearly two thousand more
votes than the general average of his ticket.
His brilliant campaign had been watched
from without the State, and after the October
election he was in great demand for speeches
in the East, where he added to the high estimate the people had formed of him as a
speaker. He came as far East as Maine, and
audiences in this State were greatly pleased
with his soldierly bearing and his eloquence

unanimous for the man who had been fighting the party battles for so many years, and
had been a conspicuous figure m every campaign since 1857. His nomination was plainly foreshadowed before the Legislature convened, and beforo the caucus met all other
names had been withdrawn.
His election
gave the greatest satisfaction to Republicans

Land Long Island,
Land tone Island,
Land Peak’s Islanu,

31,000 bal.

Valuation.

Aren.

17

Cunningham,

ly

In 1880, as usual, he took an active part in
the Indiana campaigu, and when it was
found the Republicans had carried the Legislature lie became at once the leading candidate for United States Senator. Efforts were
made to create diversions in favor of others,
but the voice of the party was practically

Plan.
laud

V. bldof J. M. Edwards & Son on
No. 132 Green st,
,V. blu of George K. Davis on laud
119 to 127 Portland st.,

Brackett, John, Heirs_. and and house Peak’s Island,
Brackett, John T. Laud and house Peak’s Island'
.and and W house N. side Adams st.,
Nos. 19 and 21, and E. side Warren st.,
Burke, Alice.
Nos. land 3,
Land and W house S side Douglass st.,
Nos. 7 and 0,
Burnham, George W....
Land and 3 W houses W side Lowell
st.. Nos. 26 to 30, and N side Burnham
st, No. 65,
Laud and B house and bids., 8 side Congress st., Nos. 992 to 1,012,
Land and W house 8 side Congress st..
Clark, Frederick W.
Nos. 1,016 to 1,024,
Land and W house W side Portland st.,
Nos. 607 and 509,

elected.

as an

820,000

825.000

Names.
Description of Property
Ackley, Ambrose V. anil and house, Peak's Island.

have been telling you is the only

i.REEYWOOI) mm OPERA HOUSE.

Lndroscoggln A Kennebec K. It.
87 000

unpaid:

we

All! ■K7IKNTK.

BONDS.

NOTICE.

OF PORTLAND.

CITY

er, and resumed the practice of law. In 1870
he becamo a candidate for Governor under
peculiar circumstances, having been placed
on the ticket by the State central committee
while absent from the State, to fill a vacancy
eaused by the declination of the regular nominee. lie had before the convention declined to take the nomination, but the action
of the committee was in deference to the
popular demand. In tendering it to General
Harrison the committee said: “The nom-

rilWANCIAI..

IHICIIAAHUDl.

One and large collection.

Emerson’s Male Voice Cems
and Emerson’s Part Songs
and Clees For Mixed Voices,

& Co.
_atf

CEMENTS

TESTED,

BO’T A SUI.D.

24 PLUM STREET.

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.
All Traveling Expenses Included.
Parties will leave BOSTON MONDAY, JULY
83. and MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10. (or T»>
UrssSTish•( Tw»i,.a|i ■>».., through

(each 81) Just the books for a social sing.

College Songs
(eaehsocts) ami

"»»<(

jubilee

tation Songs,

War Songs
and Plan*

(3° cents) are favorites

everywhere.

.fnp book maitetl for retail price,

Oliver Ditson & Co.,
jun5

Boston.
I'll TI»«X;S&W2W

lemTiTTce
AT

—

SCH LOTTE Mi BECK A MOSS’.

Borders

for Garden Walks,

24 PLUM STREET.

Jo Id

codim

And the most picturesque regions o( the

ROCKY

MOUNTAINS,

With visits to Manitou Springs, Denver, Georgetown, Silver Plume, V eta Pass, San Luis Park,
Toltec Gorge, Durango. Canon of the Rto Las
Animas, Sllverton, Bear Creek Palls, Ouray, Montrose. Cerro Summit, the Black Canon of the Guunlson. Gunnison, the Marshall, Pass, Sul Ida, the
Royal Gorge, etc., etc.
In addition to the full tour, Independent
Trips to Pueblo, Colorado (springs. Manitou
Springs, or Denver, and return, can be made on
the above dates, or with parties to leave Boston
Monday, August 20, and Tuesday, October 9.
All three tours of the Yellowstone National
Park, July 23, August 80. and September 10;
and (Seventeen Tripe la July to points of Interest In New England, Canada, and the Middle
RAYMOND.

I. A. WHITCOMB.

tp'Send for descriptive circulars, designating
whether the Colorado Excursions.the Yellowstcne
National Park Tours, or the book of "Seventeen
Summer Trips" is desired.
W. H il MONO,
296 Washington 8t, (Opp. School St.), BOSTON,
MASS.
Jelb
d3t

~

■

|

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNINtt, JUNE 26.

Pacific Mall.
Pullman Palace.164%
Reading. 69%
Rock Island.1C6%
St Louis & San Fran. 28%
do prel. 66%

33
164
68%
106

26%
64%

114
dolstprl.
St Paul. 66

WIT AND WISDOM.

and the market-man said:
"What'S the matter with the fruit?"
“Vere was a bumble-bee in it,” auswcrcd the
girl between her sobs.
Are free from all crude and irritating
matter.
Concentrated medicine only. Carter’s
Little Liver Pills. Very small; very easy to

take;

pain;

no

griping;

no

no

them.

purging. Try

"England raises the greatest hogs hi the world,”
declared a butcher who.was a proud native of the
island.
"Divll a lie is iliat," returned a Hibernian listener. "1 tell ve, for faith, I used to pay riot to
one o’ thim, and ought to kuow!”
No wonder the name of Burnett Is so well
known; ask for the best Flavoring Extracts in
any part of the world aud Burnett’s are handed
you. At last the foreigners are finding this out.
She had promised to be a sister to him.
He thanked her coldly, but said that he had live
sisters already.
"Why, Mr. Sampson, I thought you were an
only child.”
"I am. I mean that I have live sisters sucli
as you offer to be to me.”

102
100

34%
102%
20%
63%

Texas Pacific (new). 21%
Union Pacific. 64%
U. 8. Express. 71
Wahasli, St, Louis & Pacific.... 13
do pref. 23%
Western Union.76%
K. Tenn, new.
9%
East Teuu. Dref. 63
Wells. Fargo Express.140
Oregon JSav.
91
Boustou & Texas. 13
Mobile & Ohio
7
Metropolitan El.128%
Alton a Terre Haute.
391
do prel. 74

11%
76%
9%
62%
140
91
IS
7

Mew York Mlrlrw Stocks.

Telegraph.]

7 OP

Sierra Nevada.4 25
Mexican. 3 30
Hale «; Norcross. 7%

When Baby waa lick, we gave her
Caatoria,
When the waa a Child, ahe cried for

Caatoria,

12 M
1 P.
2.30

When ahe became Miss, ahe
clang to Caatoria,
Whan aha had Children, ahe gave them

dosing

Caatoria,

relief In sick headache, dizziness, nausea, constipation, pain in tne side,
guaranteed to those using Carter’s Little Liver
Pills. One a dose. Small price. Small dose.
Small pill.

Prompt

0

The Juvenile idea of the Bible often

droll

enough.
"My family is older than yours,” said a youth
called-Meyer to a comrade.
"How do you know?'’ was the reply.
"Well, my family is mentioned in the Bible—
the Jerry Meyers and the Neher Meyers.”

liUMNItnulAL.

rlNARulAL Anu

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, June 26. 1888.
fue following are to-day's closing quouiu >u* of
Drain, Provisions, &c.:
Bioertne

H Mxd Core.

ana

82*04

low grades. 2 96@4 (X 1 Cora, bag lots.. 07@68
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots
644666
XXSpring.. 4 35®4 Ot Cats,car lots44 *45
Patent Sprffi*
Oats, bag lots
|49@60
Wheats...,,.. 5 Vs@5 6( Cotton Seen.
Mich, straight
car lots>.25 00*26 60
roller .6 0085 21 I do bag .2C00SaT'>0
clear do....47685(X ; Sack’d Br’n
stone ground 4 60®4 71 i oar lots.. 19 00®20oo
St Louis st'et
do bag...21 oo®22 oo
roller.6 1386 2E Mlddl ngs. 21 00*24 00
ciear ao....6 00®6 26 do bag lots,22,00*26 00
Winter Wheat
Provisions.

Patents.5Vs®6

5C Pork-

Fish.
Cod. {p qtl—

Sacks ...18 26*18
Otesr....l7 50*1 h
Large Shore 3 7684 (X
Mess. ...18 25*18
Large Bunks 26(84 6C JJggJ,_
Small.8 5084 00 i Ex Mess. 8 00® 8
Pollock.2 60®8 25 I Plate....
9 00*9
Haddock.....
I Ex Plate 9 50*10

Hake.2 00®2 25
llerrin.
Scaled t* bx.. 18822c
Hoi. 008(X
Mackerel 4> bbl—
Sborels.lH 00820.00
Shore 2s. 1« 00817 00
Med. 3s.
Larva ..

60
oo
60
50

26

Tubs4) #..8%*9%c
| Tierces.... 8%g0%e
I Palls.8%*0%c
Hams V It 11% @12
do covered

12Vi@14
Oil.

Kerosene—

Po

IteL Pet. 7

l Timothy Seeds 00*3 10
Ducks.
Clover. 8%@12Vkc
Apples.
Jiussets,
,84 76
1
Fancy Baldns
®
Evaporated {Mb 8®10c N.Y. factory 9%@11

VennoMh.?.*?^k@l

@12

Sage.11

Butter.
Lemons.
Creamery 4> lb...20*22
Falermo.6 00® 6 60 Gill Edge Ver.. .20*22
Messina.6 60@6 00 Choice.17@18
Good.16*17
Malagers....

Store.16@18
Eggs.
Eastern exTT.
17*18

Valencia

@
Oan&VVestem
17*18
aud PaPalermo (Mix.5 60®600 Limed..

Messina

imports.
WESTPORT,N8. Schr J W Raymoud-373 qtls
fish to Twitched, Champlin Si Co.
schr T W S Ureser, 1630 qtls dry ;nsh 4 bbl of
tongues & Sounds to Dana & Co.
A BAR BADGES. Brig Resolute-420 puncheons
16 hhds 14 bbls molasses to Cousins & Tomlinson.

dry

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. June 24.1888.
Receipts by Maine Central Railroad—For Portland 44 cars miscellaneous.merchandlse; *for con
nectlng roads 112 cars^mlscellaneous merchandise,
_

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

June.
Opening....
Highest....

79

Lowest.

78%

Closing.

79

July.

79%
79%
78%
79%

Decl
82%
82%
81%
82%

OOHH.

June.

C>| riling....

47%

Highest....

48%

Lowest.

Clusiug.

47

July.
47%

47%
46%
47%

Aug.

48%
48%
47%
48%

OATS.

June.
Opening....

81
81
31

Highest.

Lowest,....

Closing.

Monday’sllquotallons.
WHEAT.

June,
79%
79%
79%
|79%

Opening.
illgliesi.

Lowest.

Closing.

July.
79%

79%

78%
79%

Dec.

82%
82%
82%
82%

>3011JL

June.
47%

Opening.

Highest.

lowest..

July.
47%

48

48%

47%

47%
48%

48

Closing.

Aug.
48%

49%
48%
49%

OATS.

Highest.

31%

Lowest.

31

Closing.

31%

Boston Stock Marne

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

are reu

danr:
Bell Telephone..
Merman Central..
New Vork and New England lialiroad.

t

***

••••

38%

1*5

a, inrel

Aivii., lopeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 83
C. B. ..; “2%
Calumet & Hecla.23 9
n a Southern Railroad.I 39%
t am
Mexican Central 4s....
66%
E'mi *V i’ere Marquette Itallioal coin
o
t

rel

..

Chicago, Burlington

boston A

a

Northern.~

Albany.j

60
196%

New York Stock and Money dtarkoc
fBy Telegraph.]
NEW .link, June 26, 1888_Money on <ad
lias hi.
easy, ranging Horn 1 to 2 per cent; last
loan %, Closing 1@1%. Prime mercantile paper

oer eeot.
Sterllllu Exchance null 1...I
Government bonds are dull and steady to
Arm. Railroad bonds dull and steady. The stock
market closed dull, but heavy to weak at lowest
st

a

Eggs—Eastern extrsl7@18c:

si; i.i

steady.

some

fancy

near-

by stock higbeu Eastern firsts at 17c; ex Vt
and N H at 17®18c; ;fresh Western lat 1G%®
17c; N 8audNBatl7c; Michigan choice 17c.
Jobbing price lc higher.
I ’Poultry—Northern fresh killed spring chickens
choice at 26®30; Northern fresh killed fowls at
12%®l4c; Western iced fowls 11c; live fowls at
He; live chickens spring chickens 20@25c; live
spring ducks 12®13o.
Beans- sjnoice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 90®8 00 41 bush: choice New York large hand
picked do 2 86®2 90; small Vermont handpick
ed do at 3 10®3 16.
Hay—Choice prime lmy 19 00; some fancy $20;
fair to good at *18 00®sl8 00: Eastern fine (14
a *it>; poor to ordinary jiuaj lb: Eastiswale 10
Cain. Rye straw, choice, at 24 50*820 Oo; oat
straw 10 00® 11 00.
Potatoes—Choice old Maine, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia liurbanks, and prolitics 60c;
choice cheuangoes in bags at 55c: otiier old stock
50c.

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, June 25, 1668—Cattleimarket—receipts 9,000; shipments 2000; irregular jbeeves at
76®5 90; cows and mixed 1 60*3 90; Stockers
and feeders at 2 26®3 76; Tcxalis at 2 00®3 90,
Hogs receipts 20,000; shipments 6600; strong;
mixed at 6 45®0 6754; heavy 6 66®5 75; light at
6 40®6 66; pigs and culls 4 10®5 30.
Sheep—receipts 5000; shipments —; slow;
muttons at 3 00®4 90; Western feeders at 3 16®
3 35; Texans 2 09®3 75; lambs 2 00® 4 00.
8

Domestic markets.
Nttw
receipts

[By Telegraph.]
YORK. Jane 25, 1888.—Flour
26,219 packages; minim 6051

market
bills and

S6

■

CreighlK to Liverpool qUlet.
CHICAGO, June 26. 1*88.—The Flout market is
unchanged. Wheat fairly active and steady ;No 2
Spring Wheat 7 8 54 @79c; No 2 Red 8054®8054c.
Corn firmer and higlier;No 2 at 47%®47V3c. Oats
—No 2 at 81c. Rye at 63c for No 2. Barley—No 2
at C3c.
Provisions steadier and higher—Mess
Fork at 13 66. Lard at 8 26. Dry salted shoulders at 6 00®6 26; short clear slues 7 96®8 00.

forJPortland,

Passed the Gate 24th, schs Speedwell, NYork
for Bangor; Zampa. Hoboken for Boston; Union,
do for do; Irene E Meservey, do for do; Lizzie J
Call, fm Elizabetbport for Augusta: Kate Foster,
do for Boston; Catawainteak, Port Johnson for
Salem; Otranto, do for Lynn; Alfred Keen, Richmond for New Haven.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 22d, sch Mary Lymburner.
Fickett, New Yerk for Salem.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 23d, sch Walker Artnington, Drinkwater, Newport News.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 23d, schs Jas
Freeman. Jasper, and Jertisha Baker, Chase, Providence for Boston.

Calais.
VINEYAKI) HAVEN-Ar 22d, sells 11 T Kimball, ami Express. Im Hoboken for Haverblll; Jas
Nichols, do tot do; N T Morse, Amboy for Bath;
Duroe, Anderson, Amboy for Augusta; C E Bears
Lubec for New York; Beta, Machias for do; JA
Brown. Thomaston for do; E & G W Hinds, from
Calais for New Haven.
Bid 22d, schs Geo W Jewett, Gen A Ames, Jas
A Brown, Francis Collin, Duroe, Brigadier.
Bid 23d, schs H T Kimball, Jas Nichols. Nellie
T Morse. Express.
KDGARTOWN—Ar 21st, sch Ira Bliss, Hudson
Elizabeth port for Newburyport.
BOSTON—Ar 28tli, schs May O’Neil, Creighton, Salt Cay, TI; IT Campbell, Matthews, Philadelphia; Ernest T Lee, Thomas, Amboy; Abbv
B Walker, Dobbin, Hoboken: Montezuma, Good,
Northport, LI; Cambridge, Fletcher, Bath; DK
Ham, Seavey, Portland; Jas Holmes, Ryan. Belfast; Sadie Corey, Lowe, Wluterport; Commerce,
Ladd, Castlne; E Waterman. Hutchins,Hallowell;
Henry A, Kalor, Kennebec; Nulato, Sawyer,
Macbias; Billow, Wallace, Calais; Ida Hudson,
Collins, Recklaud.
Ar 36tb, barque Nellie E Runihall, liumball,
Sagua; sell Smith Tuttle, Feltis, Dauiariscotta;
sloop Electric Light, Condon, Lockport.
PLYMOUTH— Ar 24th, sch Cora C Meader,
SALEM—Ar 23d, schs L Ilolway, Bryant, Hoboken; J W Woodruff, Smith, Port Johnson; Geo
Savage, Barker, Wiscasset for Amboy.
Sailed, schs Lizzie Cochran, Hopkins, Bangor
for New York; Nightingale, Burgess, do for do;
Lillian, Bobiuson. Belfast for do; Silas McLoon,
Merrill, Boston for Kockport; Onward, Lowell,
from Bangor for Nantucket; Lizzie C Rich, Bich,
do for do; George Savage, Barker, Wiscasset for
Pertli Amboy.
Also, schs Olive Branch, Farrell, from Bangor
for New Bedford ;
Diadem, Sellers, do for do;
Magnolia, Cooper, Rockport for New York.
Also sld, sch Carrie 8 Bailey, Welch, Norfolk,
to load for Bath.
Ar 24th, schs Olive Elizabeth, Kandall, Amboy
for Portland; Charity, Hiugham for Bangor.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 24th, sells Hermon F
Kimball, Kimball, Hoboken; Janies Nichols, Kimball, and Express, Kimball, do for Haverhill;
Electa Bailey, Pbilbrook, Philadelphia.
BATH—Ar 23d, sells W S Jordan, Hutchinson,
Boston; J M Haskell, Godfrey, do.
Sld 23d, schs Millville, Brannin, Philadelphia;
Celina. Adams, Baltimore; Laguna, New York;
Mary E Morse, Crocker, Baltimore; Mary Eliza,
Morrissey, and D l. Sturgis, Pusbard, Boston;
It?rl Ita Warner, Laithwatte, Baltimore.
Foreien Ports.
Ar at Falmouth 13tli inst, barque Mohican, Berry, Melbourne.
At Port Spain May 25, barque H A Litchfield,
Davis, for Baltimore.
Sld fin Caibarien 15tli inst, sch Maynard Sumner, Dyer, Philadelphia.
Sld fm Havana I6tn, brig Screamer, I’erry, for

that they can’t cure
Rheumatism and Neuralgia. Others
Ath-losay they can but—don’t.
says nothing but—cures.
jiho-ros the
of
its
success.
secret
That’s
Years of trial have proved it to be
a

YS OF STE AM i *•!! P'
SEOH

Clarlbel.New
City Alexandria New
Nevada.Now
Atlas.New
Adriatic.New

Kin

York. .Jaemel. Ac..Jne
York.. HavfStVCruz.Jue
York..Liverpool.... Jne
York. .Hayti.Jne

York..Liverpool_Jne
Khynlaud.New York..Antwerp. .Jne
New Yotk..Hamburg—Jne
Kngia

City of Columbia New York..Havana—June

Cephalonla.Boston.Ltverpoo1_Jin-

26
23
26
27
27
27
28
28
30
30
30

Niagara. New York..Havana.Jne
City Rio Janeiro. New York..Aspinwall.. .Jne
Auranla.New York. Liverpool. ...Joe30
Helvetia. New York..Loudon.Jne 30
Furnessta.New York..Glasgow.Jne 30
Elbe. New York..Bremen.Ine 80
Zaaudam.New York..Amsterdam..Jne 3o
La Bretagne.New York .Havre.Ine 30

Newport .New York—Aspluwall...Jne
Philadelphia.New York l-aguayra... July
Andes.New York..Cartliagena.July
Clenfueges.New York. Ctenfuegos July
July
City of Atlanta...New York. .Havana

Athos.New York. Kingston....July

Santiago.New York..Havana,
MINIATURE

A

l.MA N

rises.8 69

8n:-sets.
la itfflli id da)
Moon rises
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41
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30
3
4
6
5
6
7
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106
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prices.

from rheumatism for years and having
been treated for the disease by different
physicians in this State and Massachusetts without even temporary relief.
II jhjii my recommendation scores of people have used this remedy with the same
C. fi. Wilson.
results claimed for it
Dubuque, Iowa. Jan. 8,1888.
has
Athlophoros
completely cured me of
nervous headache, and I feel thankful for
all the good it has done me.
Mrs. Louise Cherry.
49" Send fi cents for the beautiful colored pio*
ture, Moorish Maiden.”

THE ATHLOPHOROS CO. 112 Wall St H. Y.

EPPS’S

are invited to our store for tlieir Fashionable Fool
wear. We are prepared to meet the wants of all whe
wish Fine Fitting, Fine Looking and Fine Wearing

*trp In.

Maine, Hilliard, Boston for
St John. NB.
Brig Besultado. (Br) Jones, Barbadoes—no!
lasses to Cousins & 1 omlluson. Vessel to ltvan &

If

Northwestern.}06%
Northwestern pref
...}"»%
*86%
New York lentral..
New Vork. Chicago A tit. Louis.. 14%
do uref. 63
Ohio Akfiss. 18%
16
Out. & Western..
■■■■■

.....

Oregon Trans-Cont'l. 23%

106%
104%
14%
63

1* Mason, Percy, Baltlmore-coal to
°
Kandall & Me A Ulster.
Sell Mdward Waite. York, New York.
Sell A J Bentley, Baker, New York—coal to J M
Haynes.
Son Bolt Byron. Willard, New York—clay to

Portland Stoneware Co.
Seh ./as Beckwith, from We>tp< it, NS—live lobsieis to ,1 W 1 relei lien.
Sell Allandale. Beiuiek. Kllsworth.
Seh Julia Aim. Biee, Steuben.
Seh Lincoln, Wilson. Cherryfield.
Sell Brilliant, liooner, Port Clyde.
Sell I Ita M Doughty, Doughty, La Have, with
1 i.ono ||is halibut.
sell J <; Craig, Webber, Western Banks, with
«h o ijiis fish.
Sell John Soa.es, Waters, shore, with 55,000
lbs fish.
OUTS/IiL—S h Mattie B Bussell, Larrahee, fin
Philadelphia for Bath.

SchJFied

Cleared.
lick ion, IJtilelield, Albauy—N Y &

Me (iranite i avmg Co.
Kch N 1
.i
Dinsinore, Dodge, Kennebec, to
l‘> *• for l i.iMileiplita—J S Winslow & Co.
li Mari
lnnis, Hunt, Rockland, to load for
v a Y* it, —Peters Nickerson.
seht iliv Branch, Huntley. Cutler—J H Blake.
M b Bit:
»nt. Hooper. Port Clyde—J H Blake.
e*i s;., it*. Kiee, Prospect Harbor—J H Blake.
h l « V, (Br) Lester, St John, NB-Callagher
<v
•.

Lower anLTerms the Most
Liberal of any House in America.

Our Prices

BOOTS AND SHOES

No Trouble

to

and fresh. Just received for Spring trade.

The largest assortment, greatest range of sizes,
and best selected stock of seasonable
goods in the State, at

Sip of mammoth Gold Boot,

MV

Ladies $2.00. $2.50 and 3.00 Fine Kid Boots
in a quality and style never before approached for
the price.

LADIES’ OXFORDS
111 the latest styles and colors—Wiuc,
Uilff nod Terra.i'otla.

Urown,

Ladles’hand made patent leather tipped, stylish
kid ox-fords a specialty.
Misses’ aud Children’s Oxfords in a large variety of styles.

TENNIS

SHOES

For Ladies’, Gents’. Misses’ and Children, ltubber soled Canvas Oxfords and Balmorals, all col
for Men, Boys’ and Children. All the latest

ors

novelties in fanev shoes for vacation
wear,

and

beach

BROWN,
SIGN of MAMMOTH GOLD

BOOT,

461 Congress Street, Market Square.
my!9eodtf

RARE CHANGEFOR BUSINESS

a

Suffer any Pain,
|f
Have Any Soreness,
V 1111
11 Feel Any Weakness,
Have a Lame Back,
I Uw
send straight tts you can to the drug

■■

All

f||

||

Go or
store and Insist

-

>n

having the Famous

Hop Plaster

-

Campaign is now open, and our first send off will be the
shipping of the greatest number of Chamber Sets ever sent in one
week, and LOW PRICES, GOOD QUALITY and EXTRA FINISH

will do it. Think of it! A Chamber Set for $15.00, Pine to be sure,
but ean guarantee just as good a night’s sleep as on a $400 set, and
it will last till the legs arc worn clear to the spring that has cost only $1.25. Here’s a Chamber Set of another color, Solid Oak, for just

$25,00.

It has long been said that “Great Oaks from Little Acorns Grow,’’
but it has been left for us to show that a beautiful Chamber Set ean
be made to grow from the same sized acorn for any sum from $25
to $100. Under our management ASH CHAMBER SETS, the most
popular of all medium priced sets, are sold way below what is possible for others to think of selling for. Think of the fact that $25 is
considered high for a really good set, for we ean deliver one to any
station in Maine for ten per cent, less than that. Maple, Cherry,
Black Walnut have their friends, and no wonder, when seen as
they appear on our floors, particularly when decorated with the
attractive figures that we have placed upon them, of which the
above is a sample.
Do not miss seeing what we have been telling you about, as we
have the GREATEST BARGAINS EVER OFFERED. You ean, or
course, buy or not, but COME AMD SEE THEM.

Lobster and Oyster
cash uusiuess of over $400 per
week, which can be Increased; also an extra
chance to handle tish in connection witli the above
business; 1 have been three years building up the
largest trade in this section of the State in my
line; but as 1 am obliged to make a change 1 will
sell my market building, fixtures and team at actual cost price, including the good will and trade;
this is a rare chance for one or two parties who
understand the fish and lobster trade; they can
step into a well established business at a reasonable price;
parties meaning business come and
stay a week and investigate. For further information address
jeI4d2w-I*. O, BOX 86, Lynn, Mass,

NOW doing

a

ill

ISAA.C c.
je23

tero.

clean

and aweet.

26c.,

nnpifiAi it*

lumber and timber.

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the low'
esl market prices from our stock on tne wharf, 01
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, anti In tin
quickest possible time.
DKEHMV, WINMLOW A CO.,
3‘j:t C'onimi-rrinl Mtreel,
I'ortlnnd, Mr
ie4eodtf

Which Occurs
PER

$5.00

SET.

These are the best Teeth manufactured in the
world, and the prices for these teeth the past flf
teen years have ranged from $10.00 to $15.00
aud even $20.00 per set. Wilmington Teeth
$4.00 per set. Gas free to all who wish to have
Gold
one or more teeth extracted without pain.
Silver Fillings 60
Filling $1.00 and upwards.
cts. to 76 cts. Cement or Bone Fillings 60 cents.
Appointments by mail will receive prompt attention.

Dr. F, J. BONNEY,

Dentist,

4991-2 Congress, Cor. of Brown.
mar29

_dtf
HAINES,RICH A RDSON& 09
—

DKALKKS

IN

—

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.
full assortment of sizes aud lengths of timber
plank in stock at our yard on Brown's Wharf.
special auenuon given w sawing urucis m suuuimills.
era
A
and

Office 322 Commercial St.,

vun

we

THE BEST

|

mnb;

Spring Medicine

Seven per Cent. Thirty-year Water Bonds
l*rincipal ami Interest payable In Gold. (Interpayable semi-annually May and Nov.) at the
Central Trust Company, New Y ork.
Send for circular giving full Information.
est

KKOTK1KRN,

BATED

BANKERS&BH0KEB8. II WnllMl.,New York.

AND ALL PARTS OF

furnish their own horses and give their whole
time to the business.
Spare moments may he
profitably employed also. A few vacancies in
B. F. Johnson & Co., 1009
towns and cities.
Main St., Richmond, \’a.
Kisritaered Trade Mark, Ki.MI The Strongest, Cheap-r,,' ,—:
^—nest, and Best Fasten
—

Blake’s Belt Stud. Jsfcg fe" *}£
■!—i

8^^--..

a*.
without

None genuine
thin trade mark dtpic
turcon the package.

1

_

Breene.Tweeil&Cc

f.

S3 Chambers Ht.
New York.

I’ntentedJ nly 31. lHM.

•*

eop&wlm

jc5

■

24

Plum Street.

ELY
KILLER !
DI TCHER'S
CERTAIN DEATH.
No hunting wit It powder and gun as for snulrrcls, only to stupify them. No lingering death on
Files seek it, drink and are
tlie sticking plaster.

quickly they cannot get away. Use
Prevent reproduction, secure serene
it freely.
peace and quiet. Alw ays ask for OUTC'II K R’H.
so

Everywhere.

Ftr Hole

jo23

nought and sold
and upward*.
Orders by mail

on

or

Ed-

The Steamers ot this Line will leave KailWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.30 p. m„ for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Tnroagb tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. Kjr-Frelgbt received upto 4.00 r. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE.
novl4dtf
Gen" Manager.
road

eod&wlm

a

telegraph

Vacation Suits, Norfolk Juckcts, Tourists’ Jnckets, Skeleton Flannel
Coats, Ac,, Ac., at closing out prices.

Congress St., Boston,

AT

We ure offering some great bargains lu this department. Besides
having four limes the largest stock of any house this side of Boston,
we have ten limes the number of Genuine Bnrguins shown by any
other house and we can prove if. BOYS’ SAILOR SUITS, ages 3 to 12
years, 85 cents, $1, $1.50, $2 and $2.50, all actually half price.
Blue Flannel Blouses and Flaunel Shirt Waists in all qualities
from the cheapest up, sizes 6 to 16 years. We make a specialty of the
Star Blouse and Waist lit $2, the finest selling goods in the market,
and regular selling price is $2.50.
Great vulucs are offered this week iu BOYS’ KNEE PANT SUITS,
many of these hnvc Hats to
ages 4 to 14 years, at $5, $6, $7 and $8.
mutch, and all have Extra Pants. Now' is the time to secure Vacation

Boy’s Light Weight Overcoats and Summer Reefers. A few Long
Pant Suits, all wool, for Boys II to 17 years, at $5, $6, $7 and $8, that

nre

marvels of durability for the price.

Portland & Rochester R. R«

1888.

2.15,5.00 p.

STATION, FOOT

p.

3.00 uml 0.30 p.

Philadelphia,

tween

Bar Harbor, Portland anil Hashing, D.C. without change.
Close connection made at Wrsibreek J sacs
ilea with through trains of Main* 'featral R. K. and
Portland, with through
at Grand Trunk

Transfer,

trains ot Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of 8. H. HKLLKN,Ticket Agent, Pork
land.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W PKTKR8 Sank
je22dtf

Portland and
HUMMER

cents

at 10.00

will

a. m.

leave

Portland,

and 5 p. m.
E. B. MALLETT, Jr., Manager,

Freeport.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co,
STEAMER ENTERPRISEHCAPT. ALFRED RACE.
and
Saturday, May 6th,
Franklin Wharf every Tuesday and SatONleave
Heron Island.
tor
Steamer will

after

Squirrel Island, Boothbay,
South Bristol, East Boothbay, Clark’s Cove and
urdy

Damarlscotta.

Every Thursday at 8.30 a.m. for Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island, South Bristol. East
Boothbay and Pemaquld.
Returning will leave Damarlscotta every Monday and Wednesday at 7.00 a. m., lor Portland
and Intermediate Landings.
Every Frldy st 7.00 a. m., will leave Pemaquld
for Portland and Intermediate Landings, arriving
In Portland about 2.30 p. m., connecting with Boston boats from Portland. Through tickets sold on
the boat to Boston.

Positively

lttnd

June

until

MONDAY.
11th,
the Mtramer l»i» will
ON further notice,
Leave Burnham’s
follows:
and

run as

From New York, pier foot ot Canal St.. North
Liver, tor Man Frnariara vin The l.ibinu*
Pnaama.
COLORADO.sails Saturday, June 30, Noon
From Ran Francisco. 1st and Bran nan sts.
For Japaa aid China.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, sails Saturday,
June 30, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
(. A. ADAMS * CO..
113 stale Street, Car. Broad St.. Haatoa.
• 10
dtt

BOSTON
STEAMERS.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

(Sundays excepted.)

Wharf at 6.00, 7.00, 8.45, 10.00 a. m and 12.20,
Leave Casco
2.00, 3.00, 6.00 and 6.l5 p. m.
Wharf. Diamond Island, at 6.30, 7.40, 9.16.10.20
a. m.. and 1.30, 2.30, 3.20, 6.46 anil 0.46 p. m.
The 10.00 a. m. and 3.00 p. m. trips will be made
around the Island touching at Diamond Cove,
LEWIS A. GOUDY. Manager.
jelldtf

STEAMER

GREENWOOD.

Wharf, Psillssl.
Between Custom House and Boston Steamers. For
Trelethen’s and Jones’ Landings,
Uiimhnua'w

auu UICDUWWU VHMVICll.

Fare

Only $1.00.

THB FIRST-CLASS STEAMIER!

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrlvlngilh
season

Cor connection with earliest trains for

points beyond.

Through

tickets for Provideacr, l.onrll,
Worcester, New York. Ae.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston ererv week day evening at 7 o'clock.
SUNDAY TRIPS, leaving Portland and Boston
at 8 p. m.
J.B. COYLE. Manager.
JelStl

Cur Store will be

Open Every Evening until July 1st.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
88, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
septai-dtf

Boston Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

LINE.

From BOSTON atari WEDNESDAY and SATUrOAf.
from PHILADELPHIA

eteri

Tuesday

and Friday.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at la m.
Insurance one-half the rate el
rwvrgBCS-*—Mlllng vessel.
the
West by the Feun. K. K., and
lor
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

•.-J.UairftA'W

mission.

Passage *10.00.

Bound

Sldtf

ICE

B.
70

8AMPMOIV, Agral,
l.oug Wharf, ISo.lsn.

SEASON

1888

BURNHAM & CO.,
With their regular housc|Supply of

Jobbers,

Retail Dealers of New England.

255 KIDDLE
__

STREET,

[

_

._.

]a|

BEST ROOF
In the World Is the Montrose Patent

Metal Shingles.

ICE

Send for Circulars and Price-Lists Free.

E. VAN

—

NOORDEN

383 Harrisou

jan23

&

CO.,

Ave.. Boston, Mass.

dBmcTli

m.;

2.26, 3.30,

11.30
m.

WIN DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland. 8.56,10.16, iL30ULjn,;
3.00, 4.45 p. m.
Leave Jones’, 9 25, 10.35, 11.60 a. in.;
4.15,5.20 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 9.15,10.45 12.00, Am.
3.30, 5.05 p. m.
•For Jones’only, tin stormy or foggy w
will run to Trefethen's, only at option •

captain.

FAKES
Single ticket, round trip, adult..
Children under twelve.
(Admission to Garden, Adults 10 cents, Ct
6 cents, at the gate.J
Twelve rides.
Twenty rides, scholars... $1.001 for residei
Sixty rides, adults. 3.001 cottagers
F. V. WEEKS, Ma
F. M. WEBBER, Clerk.
Jei
CITY ADVEKTIWKVIKNTW.
CITY OF PORTLAND.

PROPOSALS-

FOR

CO

milK Committee on Public Bu. dings will
X sealed proposals until Friday, June 29,
at 4 o’clock p. in., for seven hundred and flf
of best quality Lehigh coal, broken, and t»
dred and fifty tons of t>est quality Lelilg
egg size, 2240 pounds to the ton, to be del
and put In and trimmed in the bins at such
public buildings and school houses ot tb
and at such times as may be designated. T
to be in all respects of the best quality, and
best order, and to be well screened on the
before delivery, and weighed and inwpe
inch weigher and Inspector as the con.

designate.

may

separate bids will be received at the sail
for five hundred tons of Cumberland coal, s'
for steam purposes, to be delivered as abot
The committee reserve the right to reject
CIIA8. J. CHAPMJ
all bids. Address
Chairman of Committee on Public Bui
Portland, June 10, 1888.
Je

Trip MIS.

Meals and Room Included.
nr passage apply to

freight

If.

u:ai>i\(i manufacturers.
Wholesale and

6.16, 7.05,9.00, 10.15,
Leave^refetheu’s, 6,06,6.30,
7.65, 9.50 p.

For NEW YORK.

For

STANDARD CLOTHING CO,

Leave Portland 5.60, 6.45 8.30, 9.46.11.00a.m.;
•12.00 m., 1.55, 3.00, 4.45,6.10,7.25,19.30 p.m.
Leave Jones’, (Greenwood Garden] at 6.25, 7.15,
8.50, 10.05. 11.20 a.m.; 12.20.2.16.4.15,5.20,
6.40. 9.00,10.15 p. m. (or at close ot entertalna.

“KIMBALL BROOK ICE,”

OR. E. B. REED, Claim
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Rooms 93 Frarktln St., Portland
REED treats all chronic diseases tha
all cases that are given u|
by
allopathic and homeopathi
slctaus, 1 will take tbelr esse to treat an,
them. 1 find that about four-fifths of the
up to die can he cured. Examlnatlo
(stance by letter with tbelr full name ail
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and !2.i
Ccnsultaflo
animation at the office, $1.00.
sc
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 o. m.
is heir to;
DR.
curable
the

Slveu

Having also purchased the stock of ICE secured
this season by the Yadraa.aggia Ice Ca.”,
offer by wholesale and retail. Ice ■ 'purest quality
and at lowest prices.
We are prepared to answer and All ;all orders
promptly,

at

Office, Nos. 71 ic 73 Cross Street.
Trlrphone 441.

'pl<13nvls

lawn Vase Orders.
■

24 PLUM MTKEET.

June 23, ISM.

Falla and West.
14.30 p. m. express
ford’s. Fnbyna's,

for 4ileu House, CrawProfile House,

Meant

W’ashiagton, Hrthlchelm, Jefferson and
Franconia.
0.13 p. at. for No. Conway, Crawford’s,
Fahyaa’s, AillJeloa. Wells’ Hirer, Ac.,
Kims dally.
arrives Montreal *.43 u. at.
Sunday Included.
Parler Cars fer Montreal on 8.50 Am., ar<

rive Montreal *.:»» p.

m.

Wagner

Palnrr Cars fer Niagara Falls on
8.50a. m., arrire at Niagara Falls 10,10
а. as-, ,-nnnectlng for all
pouits West.
Wagnrr Pbtu--. Coes lor Fubyan’s on 12.60
Passengers By this
p. m.
rracn all
While Mountain Resorts before evening.
EJr-This train will not stop at Hiram.
Cnaadian Psrirtc aieepcrs for Moaireal on
б. 16p.m., arrive Montreal N.43 a m., all
trains connect at Brldgtcn Juuct. with B. A S.
K. K. for Hridgton Harrison and Water
f >rd
Arrivals

in Portland 8 36 am., 12.36, 7.60
p. m.
Parlor and Sleeping Car accommodations secured
by application to M. L. Williams. Agent, PortJ. HAMILTON, Sopt.
land, Me.
CHAM. H. KOYK. O. T. A.
June
Portland,
22,18S8.
Je22dtf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
ufler MONDAY, Jane 43, I HAN.
Passenger trains lenvr Portland
Union Htatiea, Congress Hired

On and

from New

as

follows:

on

and after

of

ARRANGEMENT

Passenger trains will leave Union Station, Portland, as follows:
*.30 n. us. for all stations on through line, all
White Mountain Resorts, connecting with
all points lu Northern New Hampshire and
Veruieut. This train runs through to Moatrral, Hurlingteu, Ogden.burg. Niagara

Co.

Burnhams wharf.

Ogdensbarg R. R.

Coinmcnc-lnff

On and after lune 26th, 1888. the steamer|Phantom, H. B. Townsend, Master, will run as follows:
Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Great Chebeague, Little John’s and Cousins Isl-

Returning

PALACK

are run daily (except Sundays) via this route, be-

Children.15 cents
10-Ride Ticket...*1.00
Round Trip Tickets with admission to Green
wood Garden, Adults 30c, Children 16c.

ands.
Leave South Freeport dally (8undays excepted)
at 7.00 a. m. and 2 d. m.

Washiaglea,

PILLNAV
HI.KPPINO t'AHH

run.

Freeport

Hnltinaere,

and the Haaib.
THBU18H

m.

Steamboat

m.

(or Norwich and New
“Pravidrace l.lae
York, via "Net wick l.lae ', with Heelea A
Albany It. K. for the Wr>l ami New York,
all rail via. Hpriugfleld .also with N.Y. *
N. I£. K. tt. ("Steamer Maryland Route’’) lor

Leave Trefethen’s for Portland, *9.26, 11.30 a.
in., 3.00, 6.20 p. Hi.
Leave Evergreen for Portland, *9.20, 11.26 a.
m„ 2.65, 6.16 p. m.
•On stormy and foggy weather ‘trips will not be

FAKES.
Round Trip.25
Single tickets,
••

STREET.

and

The 13.33 p.oi. train from Portland connects*!
Ayer Jewel, with lleesar Taaael Heals
lot the West, and at Uaiaa Hindoo, WercesYsrk
via
ler, Icr Provideore and New

m.

3.05,6.25

m.,

oTpREBLE

alter Tleudsy, Jaae 33, INNH,
Passenger Trains will l.earc Pertlawdi
Per Worcester, I'liaiea. Ayer Juaciieu,
Nashua, Wiadbaas and Kppiag at V.30
a. ui. and 13.33 p as.
Par .viaucbrsirr, Ceacerd, and polats North
at 13.33 p. m.
Par Hachrster, Hpriagrale, Alfred, Waled
bare, and Hare Hirer at 7,30 a. a., 13.33
and (mixed) at 11.30 p. as.
Per (isrhaa it 7..'Ill a. as., 13.33, 3.00,
8.30, aid (mixed) at 0.30 p. us.
Per Naccarappa.t'umberlaad .Vlllle, Wash
break Jaacliea and Weedferd’s at 7.31
and 10.00 a. as., 13.33, 3.00, 0.30 and
(mixed) •e.:ro p. as.
Per Pared A 'eaae (Ueeriag) 10,00 a. aa.
On

Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30 a. m.,
2.00, 4 20 p. in.
Leave Portland for Little and Ureat Diamond,
Evergreen and Trefethen’s, *9.00, 10.30 a. m.,
2.00, 4.20p. in.
RETURNING—Leave Peaks’ for Portland,
•9.20,10.50 a. m., 2.36, 6.26 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s (or Portland, *9.80, 11.00 a.
m., 2.46,6.36 p. m.
Leave Long Island for Portland, 11.15 a. m.,
2.46, 6.06 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond for Portland, *9.36,
11.40, 3.10, 6.30 p. rn.
Leave Great Diamond (or Portland, *9.30,11.36

FOR DIAMONO ISLAND AND DIAMONO COVE.

and South America and Meilco.

s

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

*l«lj^

SCHLOTTEKBCCK & FOSS’.

30th,

—LINK roll—

BUYS’ and GHILUREN’S GLUTHING,

Specialty.

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

APRIL

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

JlllULiy

California, Japan, China, Centra!

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S

f

Colton Prints, Seersuckers of all kinds. Blue k Alpuctas, Serge,
Blue Flannels, Ac., Ac. We closed out from a large New' York muiiiifueturer of these goods over $15,000 worth at a very low price and
Coats and
shall give our patrons the benefit of these LOW PRICES.
Vests for $1.50 and $2.00 that cannot be duplicated. Odd coats nt 50
cents, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and upwards.
Black Alpnccn Coals nt $1.50, $2,11(2.50, $3, $3.50, $4 and $5, all
sizes 33 to 50, breast measure.
Young meu’s Bicycle Suits, Knickerbocker Suits, Routing Suits,

margin of 2 per cent,
a

1

no freight received after 8.16 at Portthe day of sailing.
Freight received and delivered by W. H. Bohanon on the wharf.
my4dtfA. MONTGOMERY. Pres.

FOR HOT WEATHER.

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
^24

Print*

Island, and t'apc lirrios.

THIN COATS and VESTS

Outfits for Boys.

CLOWER VASES,

Jill

SUMMER TIME TABLE III EFFECT JUNE 23,1U8

eau

'4

—

Brnniiwlck, Nora

SPRING ANO SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS. 1888.

Superior grades of line HOmESPUN SUITS, in men’s aud Young
We guarantee
men’s sizes, nt only $10, $12, $15 and $1S per suit.
great values in these Suits. There is notliiug to equal these tine goods
lor service aud genteel appearance.
Extra quality meu's All Wool Suits at lower prices; cut sack patterns; all sizes 35 to 44; only $6, $7.50 aud $8.
Gents’ tine Riverside Black Worsted Suits, cut sack and four button frock, sizes 33 to 44,only $12 aud$!5 per suit, worth $20 and $25.

(Hill in (‘{nil A MONTH can be made work
.lv" III iduv ingforus. Agents preferred who

*

—

-is-

CILA RIVER
IRRIGATION COMPANY.

f

July 1st,

men’s Fine All Wool Imported Tweed Suits in handsome patterns,
made aud trimmed equal to any $18 Suit in this city, and the fit as
good as any custom garment, by many thought to be better, all sizes
34 to 44, at only $10 per suit. Cut sack aud four button frock.
STANDARD CHEVIOT SUITS, something new for summer, made
from a medium weight, nil wool material, color blue and perfectly
fa.t, welted seams, tide lasting lining, made to retail for $15, and offered to our patrons this week at only $10 per suit. Tills is a very
nobby suit for summer.

Tarrant’a
Aperient.

Sold by Tarrant & Co., N.Y.,
ami Druggists everywhere

Je23dtl__Portland.

Leave Portland for Peak’s 6.46,6.80. 8.00 0.00,
•10.30 a. m., 2.16, '3.16, 6.00,6.10, 7.30 p. m.
Leave Portland for Cushing’s, 6.30, 8.00, 9.00,
•10.30 a. m., 2.16, *3,16, 6.00, 6.10 p. m.
Leave Portland for Long Island 8.00, *10.30 a.
in.. 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
Leave Portland for Little and Ureat Diamond,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen, 6.45, 6.46, 8.00,
•10.30 a. m., 2.00,4.20,6.10,7.30 p. m.
RETURNING-Leave Peaks’ lor Portrland
8.10, 7.00,8.30. 9.20, *10.60 a. m., 2.36, '3.45,
6.26, 6.30, 8.30 p.m.
Leave Cushing’s for Portland, 6.60, 8.20. 9.30,
•11.00 a. m., 2.45, *3.35, 6.35. 8.40 p. m.
Leave Long Island for Portland, 8.45, *11.16 a.
m., 2.46, 5.05 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond for Portland, 6.20, 7.20,
9.10, *11.40 a. m.,3.10, 5.30, 6.50, 8.10 p. m.
Leave Ureat Diamond for Portland, 6.15, 7.16,
9.06, *11.35 a. m., 3.06, 6.25, 8.30, 7.60 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s for Portland. 6.10, 7.10,
9.00, *11.30 a. m., 3.00, 6.20, 6.35, 7.65 p, m.
Leave Evergreen for Portland. 6.06, 7.06, 8.66,
•11.25 a. m., 2.66, 6.15,6.40, 8.00 p. m.
Nl’IIMV TIVIK TtBI.K,
Leave Portland for Peaks’, *9.00, 10.30 a.m.,
2.15. 6.00 p. m.
Leave Portland for Cushlng’s,*9.00,10.30 a.m.,

aprlldtf

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX N. S

ward**

OURS HAS NO EQUAL AT THE PRICES.

Seltzer

—

TT&Stf

FOB

New

have begun marking down prices on many Hues of staple goods
in order to REDUCE OUR STOCK as much as possible before
that time.
Wc desire to say that for quality, reliability,
line fitting, well made and well trimmed garments

—

SCIII.OTTFBBECIi & FOSS’.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

Pom’LAND NIK.

o29eodtf

ORANGE

ORANGE
mv20

i v

International

DfriNBa

DRIN

AT

steamers.

/\i in

rntviv/UQ

■

KHOM MKKCHANTH’ EXCHANGE.
18%
Ai m Hull 23d Inst, ship Berlin, Whitmore, San
14%
23% F Francisco.

Gen, Manager.

1

—

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE BBSfONtHEWYOBKStdCKS

—

ATK-UNTSOTST,

SEMI-ANNUAL STOCK TAKING
S .S. White’s, II. D. Juste’s, and John*
son & Lund’s Best Teeth,

After

1

Uaoal. 144* ...ImiVna

D. J. FLANDKKS, uen. Pass, ft Ticket Agt.
Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent.

ap25dtf

STREET.

I’Ltill

and

On

l/ll A

ll.l ll.oltnml

feed, Perlsauoulh Srsburipdil, Salrsi,
l.ynu 2.00, 9.00 a. m.. 1.06, 0.00 p, m. bars
burr 9.00a.m., 1,06, 8.00 p. m.
Pullman cars un above trains, and connects
with rail line tor New York, South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines lor New York.
••West Division'trim North Berwick Sundays.
ItVla Western Dtv. from Searboro Crossing.
Through Ticket* to all points South and West
for rale at 1'sisa Htaiiea, tleagrrss atreel,
Aeuasrrcial Hired Hialieu, and at liulau
Ticket inner, 40 Kschaage Hired,
JAS. T. FURBKR, Uen’l Manager.

LINE.

20-Ride Ticket for Scholars.$1.00
Adults. 8.00
60
Only to be sold to residence and cottagers of
the Islands after they move down.
C. W. T. GODING, General Agent.

CORNER PEARL AND MIDDLE STS., PORTLAND.

BORDER;

GARDEN
^

The Atkinson House Furnishing Co.,

KILLED OUTRICHT

for

at

The Only Line Selling Tickets in Con*
nectlon with Greenwood Garden.
v» liUB

and Mid-

Stops at Old Orchard Beach one hour.
Eastern Division Front Union Station.
Per Hsalon (18.00a.m.. daily),t9.00a m.,{1.06,
18.00 d. m. Returning leave Bmm< ',7.80,1,9.00
Midi,
a.m„ 12.30 p. in. (**7.00 p.iu. dally).

NTKA.HKK Al.lt'K.
CAPT. N. HASKELL, will leave Town Landing
Wharf, Kalmouth, every day, (Sundays excepted),
at 6.00 and 9.30 a. in., and 6.00 p. m„ for Portland. Leave Ilarpswell steamboat Co-’s Landing
Custom House Wharf, Purtland, for Kalmouth
Koreside and Intermediate landings at 8.30 a. in.,
3.40 and 6.10 p. III.
je21dtfISAIAH DANIELS, Manager.

a.

MARK.BT

For Sale in Lynn, Mass. Only Wholesale Market in the place.

humanely,

ieoss&fSSjgtg
five

FOSESIDE

Oitro

a

Co.,
Bay Steamboat
CUSTOM
WHAKF,

Wholesale and Kclail

CO.,

t-Higr,-,, Ml., Ponlnnd.
ThS&Tutl

Fninl. Old Orchard Heark,

fnrd, (.00 a. W., 2.15, ZSri.'iu, 4.15, 5.80,'a7.00
p. 111.
7 Boston and Bar Harbor, Limited, composed entirely o( Pullman Vestibule Palace cars, on which
an extra (are Is charped.
’.Tuesday* and Fi "lays.
t'l iiestiays, Thursday* and Saturdays.
tcounects with Kail Lines (or New York.
•
Stop* at Old Orchard Beach 25 minutes.

Casco
The

station,”

For Hanlon 1.00 and 6.30 p. in. Deter 1.00,
4.15, 5.30 p. HI. «earborou«h Heaeb, Fine

June 23,1888, the new STEAMER
MEKKYCUNEAG will leave Custom House
Wharl, Portland, dally, Sundays excepted. lor
Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island.
Jenks’, Rant End (it. Chebeague. Ilarpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island 10.00 a. in. and 6.00
p. m.
Returning (or Portland, leave Orr's Island 6.16
a. m., 1.00 p. m.! Bailey’s Island 6.30 a. m.. 1.16
p. in.; Ilarpswell 6.46 a. in., 1.30 p. m.; East End
in.; Jenks’
Gt. Chebeague 7,16 a. in., 2.00 p.
7.30 a. in., 2.16 p.m; Hope Island 7.36 a. in.,
2.20 n. m.; Little Chebeague 7.66 a. in., 2.40 p.
in.; Long Island 3.16a. in., 3.00 p. m.; arrive
at Portland 8.46 a. m., 3.30 p. m.

FALMOUTH

Union

Subday Train* From I'ulon Station.

im

HOUSE

Show <»oo«Im.

WYER GREENE &

are

Portland.

leave

TRAINS LEAVE COMMERCIAL STREET
STATION (or dear boro Hnnh and Fine
Faint 17.10, 8.35 n. lit.. 2.1 0. 3.80 p. 111. (7.10 a.
in. tralu connect* at Union station with 7.30 a.m.
train (or Ho*tnn, the 8.35 :i. m.. 12.40, 3.30,
8.00 p.m., train* connect at Trausler station
with train* (or HM»a and nay nations.
Train* leave Uniou Station (or Commercial St.
Station at 8.20 a in., 12 55, 6.06, 8.10, <10.10,
cl 1.06 p. in.

Oil ami after

Maaa.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer ft Co.,
M by all Dealers In Medicine*

Gentlemen’s Patent and Enamel Leather Oxford
Tics and Balmorals, light and dressy, Ladies’ Ox
ford Ties In endless styles, Ladies’ Front Lact
Bools to suit the eye and purse.

jeU

Kelsey.
Sell Henry

Ayer’s Pills,
Lowell,

14, im*

Knc Hneinn
17.30, 8.45 a. m., 718.45, 412.50,
Hnnlnn foe Portland 7.80.
1.30 (8.10 p. m.
0.15
For
a.
1.30,
m., 1.00. 4.00, tl.CO p. ni.
tcarbnrn Hmrb, Fine Folnt. 7.30.
8.45,
10.25 a. m.. 2.15, 3.30. 5.15, 5.45 *8.80 p. m.
I*ld Orchard Ururh, I7i.cn, Hiddefnrd 7.80,
1.45, 10.25 a. m., 12.50, 2.15, 8.30, 6.16,5.45,
1.10, *3,30 p. m. hcNurhunti, 7.30, 8.45 a. no.,
Well*
12.50, 3.30. 5.15. «.0O *8.30 o. m.
8.45 a. in., 3.30. 5.15 p. m. North
Hr..
Mcmirk.tirmi FalU.Urvrt 7.30,8.45 a.m.,
12.50, 3.30, 6.16. «. 10 p. m. lino. Harorklli, I.awrrnrr, and l.owrll, 7.30, 8.46 a.
Hnrheelrr Varna
71., 12.50, 3.30. d.10 p. m.
inigion. Allan Ha), 8.45 a. in., 12.50, 8.80
Woltboro and Center Harbor, 8.45
p. m.
Tlnnchreirr and Concord
I. in., 12.50p ill.
(via Lawrence) 8.45 a. m., (via Newmarket
8.30
m.
(unction)
p.

Steamboat Co.

Ilarpswell

effect Jnnc

WESTERN DIVISION.
Train*

mi an: i i|i

isi

—

BOOTS and SHOES.

MONDAY, June 25.
Arrived.
EW*auora, Beunett, New York—mdse

to J B Coyle.
Steamer State of

arations. Tho public having once used
them, will have no others.” Berry,
Venable & Collier, Atlanta, Ga.

BREAKFAST

SUMMER VISITORS

In

Jaar'i},

R. C. HRADPORD. O. T. A.niyl7dll

“Safe, pleasant, and certain in
their action,” is the concise testimony
of Dr. Georgo E. Walker, of Martinsville, Virginia.
“
Ayer’s Pills outsell all similar prep-

COCOA.

trition, and by a careful application
properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of such
art icles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tento disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
dency
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many |
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus;
JANIE* EPPS Sc Co., HOMOEOPATHIC
Tu&S&wly CHEMISTS. Lond«n, England,

Effed

On Saturdays, only, an extra train leaves Canton
3.00 p. in.; connecting with train due In Lewlstou 5.16, and Portland 5.45 p. in.
Returning
from train leaving Portland 6.16 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Suet.

that tho most careful physician could
desire. They have supplanted all the
Pills formerly popular here, and I think
It must he long before any other can
ho made that will at all compare with
them. Those who buy your pills get
full value for tlicir money.”

new

lrrsa|ewii-l*

r

—

J. T. Teller, M. D., of Chittenango,
K. Y., expresses exactly what hundreds
He
have written at greater length.
Ayer's Cathartic Pills are highly
says:
appreciated. They are perfect in form
and coating, and their effects are all

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural lawe
which govern the operation of digestion and nuof the tine

Newts, reg..127
New 4s, coup...128
107%
New4%s,reg
New 4%s, eoup.107%
Central Pacific lsts.116
Denver & It. Gr.llsts...120
Erie 2da.
94%
Kansas Pacific Consols.108
OrcgonlNav. lsts.Ill
Unlou Pacific 1st...116%
do Land Grants...
do Hlnklne Funds.
The following are closing quotations of stocks:
June 23. June 26
140
Adams Express.140
Ain. Express.107
107%
30
Central Pacific. 29%
Chesapeake & Ohio...
133
Chicago*A Alton.133
166
.166
dopre}
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy—113%
112%
ion
Delaware A Hudson Canal iCo.... 10H%
128%
Delaware, Lacka. & Western.... 129%
Denver ci Kin Grande. 16%
16%
24
Erie.. 24%
66
Erie pref. 66%
116%
Illinois Cential.116%
10%
I nd. Bloom & West. 11
14%
Lake Erie A West. 14%
89%
Lake Shore. 90%
63%
Louis A Nash.... 64%
82%
Manhattan Elevated. 83%
79%
central.
78%
Michigan
4%
Minn AM- Louis. 4%
10Vi
do pref. 10Vi
73
71%
Missouri Pacific....
81%
New Jersey Central. 81%
23%
Nor. Paclficlcommon. 23%

PORT OF PORTLAND

*

strictly followed.

latATEVI L' COiTIFOKTINfi.

AIAMNENEW 8.

ue

Ayer’s

contrast to

a

medicated sugar-plums” —tho only fear being that patients may he tempted into
taking too many at a dose. But the
directions are plain aud should be

coc&wdlyurm

oe»

transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregated 114.026 shares.
The louowtng are UMlay’s quotations ot Government securities:
United States 3s...
a

cure cure.

Concord, N. H.. 8ept. 8,1887
In my own family Atlilonhoros was used
as a lant resort, the user having suffered

very strong; middling 9%c.
SAVANNAH, June 26, 1888.—Cotton Is drill;
middling 9*4 r.
CHARLESTON, June 25 1888.—Cltlon quiet;
uilddllug 9% c.
MEMPHIS,IJune 26, 1888.—Cotton drm; mid.
ditag at 9 1 l-l«c
MOBILE, June 25, 1888.—Cotton Is drm; amtd in ; » 9-16c.

SAlLiNC D

quick, cafe,

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R

Portland, via U. T. Railway, 7.10 a. in.;
Mechanic Kalis (mixed train)
Lewiston 7.161
9.00. Arriving at W. Minot 9.25;
E. Hebron
9.54: HucktleUl 10.06; E. Sumner 10.46; Hartford 10.66; Canton 11.16 a. in.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. in.; Lewiston 2.00, Mechanic Palls 3.16. Arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 3.40; Huckfleld 3.63: E. Sumner
4.06: Hartlord 4.11; Canton 4.26, and (ilibertVtlle 4 35.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 6.00, 9.10 a. m-s
arriving at Portland 8.26 a. in., 12.16 p. m.
MTAU1C tONNKCTIOrv*.
DAI LY
Prom W. Miuot 10.00 a. in. anil 3.30 p*
in. (or Hebron Academy;
Huckfleld 3.65 p. m,
for W. Sumner and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.;
arriving at Pert'6.30; Dlxfleld 6.00; Mexico
7.00 p. in.; also tor Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave Mexico 6.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a.
m.; arriving at Puri land 12.16 p. in.

Sooken.

honestly admit

Romford Falls k Buckfield Railroad.
Leave

Cld at St John, NB, 23d, sells Win Mason, McLean, New York; Etna, Reynard, do.

OEi hul l.June 26,1M88.—Wheat—No 1 White
88Vic; No 2 Red 85%c.
.NEW ORLEANS, June 26 1U88.—Gottoo;is

European Markets.
By Telegraph.;
LIVERPOOL, June 26.—The Cotton marketactive and prices firmer; middling uplands at
6Vid. do Orleans atJ6 8-led; sales 16,000 hales;
soeculatlon and export 2000 bales; receipts 6,000 l<ales.
LIVERPOOL,June 25 1888-Uuotatious— Winter wheat at 6s 6d®6s 7d; ;spring weatat 6s 6d
Corn—
®«s 7d; Club; wheat at C*6d@6s8d
mixed Western at 4s 7d; pea;- at 6s led. l’rovis nns, Sv.—Por» at 70s.
Bacon at 4ls od tor
short tear and 39* 6d for long clear.
Chesseat
43s cd tor white. Larn at 41s 3d. Tallow 23s.

to swallow
its film of
its bitter-

Sld fin Cardenas 18th, brig Kaluna, Cofliiu, for
Richmond; sells F J. Richardson, Beiano, NYork;
Maggie Dalling, Dalling, Philadelphia.

SOME DOCTORS

uaiuM.

ISSN.

Trinidad.

May], lat 23 8, ion 14 W, barque Girard C
Tobey, from San Francisco for Liverpool.
May 8. lat U, ion 27 W, barque John M Clerk,
Pendleton, from Philadelphia for Batavia.
June 8, lat 13 N, Ion 26 W, barque M & E Cann,
Foote, from Portland for Buenos Ayres.

KAILUOilDH.

*uuiint

I’ills, that have been well called

Diverty, Tay-

at 1 20.

Receipts—Flour, 14,00) bbls; wheat. 18,000
bush; corn 374,000 bush; oats 116,000 bu; rye
2,1X19 bush; bailey, 3,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 18.0001 bbls; wheat, 3,000
Dusli: corn, 386,000 busli; oats,. 379,000 bush :rye
2 600 busli, barley 6,000 bush.
BT. LUUlB.June 26,1888.—The Flour market is
steady, o Wheat steady at 81c bid cash. Corn is

am.

U B

; aud what

ness

RICHMOND—Ar 22d, schs Win Cobb, Chase,
Kennebec; Wild Pigeon, Paine, do; J S Beacham, Genii, Rondout.
WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 22d, brig Edith, Foster, Port au Prince.
BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, barque Henry A Litchfield, Davis, Port Spain; sch Albert H Cross,
Henderson, Wilmington.
Cld 24tli, sch Susan B Ray, Crockett, Bath, (and
sailed.1
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d, brig Ellen M Mitchell, Eaton, Calbarien; Jane Adeline. Cates, Aguadilla; sch S 11 Ritchie. Bar'lett, Gardiner; David
S Smer, Guthrie, Sullivan; R D Dibber, Pinkliam,
Portland; Sarah & Ellen. Henley, Kennebec.
Cld 83d, sebs Isabel Alberto, Hale. Saco; WJ
24th, sch Augustus Huut, Hall, Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 22d, schs Empress, Kendall, Bangor; M A Achoru, Achorn, Wilmington.
NEW YORK-Ar 23d, brig John H Crandou,
Pierce, Matanzas 13 days; schs Fautiic Fliat,
Warren, Wood Point, NB; Agricola. Augusta;
F Edwards, Bangor; Chas Heath, and Charlotte
Buck, do; A Wells, do; July Fourth, do; Willard
Saulsbury, Calais; Nellie Grant. Ellsworth for
Rondout; WH Archer, do; Chrotno, Franklin;
Luuet, Gardiner; Mark Gray, Pigeon Hill; Danl
Britain, Rockporl; Ivy Belle, Round Pond, SG
Hart, Somes Sound; Eliza Leveuseller, Thomaston; Harry Percy, Greenport.
Ar 24th. barque Annie Reed, Warren, Amoy,
124 days; brig Mary K Pennell, Mitchell. Azua:
llarrv Stewart, Blake, Turks Island; schs Eva H
Hernmaii, Wood, PoitoCabello; Modoc, Perry,
Nova Scotia; J C Nash,Crowley, Shulee, NS; G R
Ferguson, Ferguson, Bangor ; Northern Light,
Harper, Sullivan.
Ar 26th, barque John E Chase, Park, Calbarien;
sch Susie P Oliver, Snare, Darien.
Cld 23d, brig Sparkling Water, Hicliborit, Fernaudina.
Sid 23d, barques Addle Morrill, for Buenos
Ayres; Willard Mudget, for Arica.
Passed the Gate 23d, barque B Webster, from
New York for Galveston; schs J L Newton, from
Hoboken for Boston; Orrie V Drisko, do for do;
Elizabeth M Cookjdo for do; Wm Rice, Rondout

Time

a

People formerly hail, trying
tho old-fashioned pill with
magnesia vainly disguising

Bangor.

firm.l

Whiskey steady

What

PORT TOWN8ENU—Ar 18tli, ship James Nesmith, Jackson, San Francisco.
PORT DISCOVERY—Ar 17th, ship R R Thomas, Nichols, Sau Pedro.
FERNANDINA—Ar 23d, sells E S Newman,
Lowell, Charleston: Almeda Willey, Copeland,
Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 23d. sch Jessie Lena, Rose

Header, Bangor.

528 sacks; steady; sales 14,750 bbls.
Flour quotations—Fine at 2 06®2 75; supernne
Western and Slate 2 35®3 <’0: common to good
extra Western and State at 2 90®3 40; goou ;o
choice Co at 3 60®6 001
common
to choice
White wheat Western extra at 4 40®,4 60; iancy
do at 4 65®5 00; common in good extra Ohio
al2 90®6 0O; common to choice extra St Lou s
at 2 90*6 00; paten' Minnesota extra good to
prime al 4 60*4 76; choice to fancy do at 4 80
10. others pinchanged; inducing 6,400 bbls
ty mills extra at 4 36*4 60; 1900 bbls tine do
2 06*2 76; 760 bbls superfine at 2 35®3 00 ; 7C0
bblsjuiw extra at 2 r>5®3 16; 4600 bbls winter
wheat extra at 2 76@6 10, 5400 bbls Minnesota
c xtra at 2 76®6 00.
Southern flour steady; commoiijto fair extra at 3 20®3 80; good to choice do
3 9o®6 00.
flour
firm.
Wheai-recelpls
Rye
65,360 busli: expons63,531 bush; sales 2.000
bush: dull with prices a shade better; No 1 bard
at 85c elev; No 2 Red quoted at 88c delivered,
87%cfoli. ltye dull. Barley dull, tiara—receipts 18,380 bush; exports 63.631 bush, sales
209,000 push; more active at higher prices, closing firm; No 1 at 6354®63%c delv. xtais—receipts 109,800 bush; exports 90 bush; sales 59,000 bush; moderately active and shade firmer;
No 3 at 32c, do White at 36®38e; No 2 at 83d
3354c; White do at 37%®39c; No 1 nominal at
35c; White do 43c; Mixed Western at 80£37c;
White do at 38®4554c. Coffee—fair Rio nominal
14»/« .wagar-raw firm (refined firiii|C6V4®5»/4 ;tfx
C M S1®®^ 1316; While Ex C 6%e; Velum 6%
®554c; standard A at 654 e; Mould A at 7c; Confectioners a;u6»®6 bfi-10
cut loat amt cn.shed
at.he; off A 6®6Vkc; nowdered at 7c; granuatel
at 6)J4®6 Bl-luOc; Cubes at 7e.
•'rtrolcum is
steady—united at 7354c. Fork is dull and without
Beef
is
I.nrd
firmer
and moderchange.
qntet.
ately active—Western steam at 8 525i®8 66
city steam 8 00; refined at 8 45 for Continent; S
A at 9 66.
Holler quiet.
Cheese Is quiet but

Juue.
31

opening

d

?rlces!for

l

Chickens.12®16 lExtraO.65k
Fowls.11® 14
Seeds.
Uses*.
iBed Top....8264*82%

8

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON.June 26.1888.—The following are today’s quotations oi Provisions, die.:
Pork—Long cut 17 00®17 60;short cuts 17 60®
17 76; hacks 17 76@18 00; light backs 17 001
pork tongues 18 00.
Lard—Choice 9c V ft in tes; 9%c In 10-lb palls;
%9@9%c in 6-ft pails; 10®10%c in 3- 1b palls, w
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%c » ft:
country do at 7c.
Hains at ll®l2c, according to size and
cure; pressed hams 12@l2%c.
Butter— Westernjextracreamery at20®21c;ext
firsts at 19®20c: firsts 18@18%c; extra imitation
at 18c; do seconds at 16c; do factory, choice at
16@17c: do fair to good 15®16c ;N York and Vermont extra creamery 21®21 %c; do ext firsts 19
®2<>c. Tile above quotations are receivers’
strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices
®2e higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at ll@12c; do new
at 8®8% c; lower grades, as to quality; new Western at 6®8c; new sage 9c.
Jobbing prices %c
higher.

I Lard—

Produce.

Oranges.

73%

00

Oranoerrles—
Pratt'b Ast’l.HHibl. 10%
Cape Cod 00 00®C0 00 Uevoe’s Brilliant. 10%
dea Beaus...8 00®8 26 Llgouia. 8%
Medium....* 5082 76
Merman maS 60®2 75 Centennial. 8%
Yellow eves.2 60®2 76
Raisins.
Potatoe8,Br’bnks60870 Muscatel.... 2 26*3 36
White Brooks 60869 London Lay’r 2 85*3 26
P E Islands
55860 Ondura Lay
8%@9c
St Potatoes 4 0086 00 Valencia.
7gy<%c
Ber Onions,ct2 268 2 40
Sugar.
Turkeys.. .17® 18 igran. latea
It.7%

Florida.

M.
P. M

Poits.

'll
MIICEU.ANKOl*.
_

Ar

72%
72%
72%
78%
78%
73%
73%

10.30
11.00
11.80

Fishermen.
Ar at Port Hawkesbitry, CB, 20th, sch Margaret
S Smith, from Portland for North Bay.

Lermond, Hupper, St Thomas;
for, Kennebuukport.

Petroleum Market.
BOSTON, June 26.
Pipe Line Certificates.
Opening

Mr. Meadow Brooks (opening the door of bathing house)—Why, Clarence, old boy, I’ve been
looking everywhere for you. You've been away
from the piazza for three hours.
Mr. Mickasdel—Oh! Dicky, you really don’t
know! While 1 was in the watah some horrid
thief came into the bathing house and stole me
decktie, and I’ve been confined beak ever since.

are

Colorado Coal. 32%
Hocking Oout
10%
Homestaae
1000
Ontario.
29 00
Quicksilver. Ip
do preferred.
86%
Amador...
2 40
ton. Cal.A Va.
10%
Yellow Jacket
5%
ODhli

Seal Harbor. Cargo on fire.
Bath. June 22—Sch M V B Chase arrived here
yesterday leaking at the stern post and was hauled on the railway for repairs.

Domestic

128
87%
72

NEW YORK, June 26 1888. The following
closing quotations lor lulnlug stocks to-day:

Sell Fairy F'orest, Horn Rockland for Portland,
before reported ashore at Whitehead, was assisted off 23u by the Life Station crew and taken to

■

IHIACeLLANEOi;*.

Memoranda.

63%

do
St Paul. Minn & Man.101
St. Paul & Omaha. 34%
St. Paul dilOmalia prf.102%

(By

I

113

pref.103%

three-year-old girl, passing through the market, picked up a green pepper and tried to eat it.
She put it down hurriedly after taking one bite,
A

8m to Aspinwall 9th tnst, brig Motley, Harper,
Florida.
Cld at Crab Island about loth inst, seh Joseph
Wilde. Reed, for Fajardo and Boston.
Sid fm Cardenas 16tli, sch Georgia, Stowers, for
New York.

EVERY WEEK VIA ALL LIKE
For tickets and Information, apply to the
Agent, Boston A Maine R. K., Commercial
Station. Lowest rates to alf points Wes
dee’.
Sooth

IJllol V » Pa ft, 1*. How t-11 & Co’sMes
8nnn*** NireeiLwJure »
Vt<t*«*rtialnR Bureau:!'
"^ V ‘V v
In* fontrvt

1.55

For Anburu and l.ewiston. 7.10, 8.45 a m.,
1.25 and 6.06 p. m. l.ewiston »iu Hrnaswick, 6.60 a. m„ 1.30 and tll.30 p.m. For
Hath. 6.60 am., l.So and 6.10 p. m., and on
Saturdays only at 11.30 p. m. Koekland and

Knox and I.lncoln K. It., 6.60 a. m. and
l. 30 p. m., and on Wednesdays and Saturdays
at 6.10 p. in. Hraaswick. Onrdiner, Hallo well, and Anaasta,6.50a. m„ 1,20, p, m.
Farm■ express), 1.30, 6.10 anil 111.30 p. in.
ington rin l.ewiston, s.45 ». m., 1.26 p.m.;
ria Brunswick, 6.60a m., 1.30 p. m. ManU inthrop. and l.ake
Mamao
month
cook, 7 10and 8.45 a In. 1.26 n.m. Keaddetd.
a.
m 1.26 p.
nad
North
Anson.7.10
Oakland
m. Wau rrille.and Hkowhcgaa via Us6.60
ion. 7.10 a. m., 1.25 p. m., via Augusta
a. m„ 1.20 p. m, (Express,) 1.30.6.10 and 111.30
1.30
and
Helfast
and
Dexter. 1.25,
p. m.
tll.30 p.m. Hunger Tin Lewiston, 7.10 a.

m.12.2o. p.m. (Limited Express) and 1.26 p. m.
via Augusta. 6.60 a. m.,1.20 (Express: 1.30
and tll.30 p.m. Hanger and Piscataquis
KllsK K.. 6.50, and 7.10 a. m.. tll.30 p. w
werth and Paints

on

Ml. Desert Hraar *,

1.20 and tll.30 p. in., and for

BAR HARBOR,
Express.) 1.20 and 11.30
■■•niton 6.50, and
hi.
1.30 and tll-30 j>. m.
■Stephen (Calais Aroostook County HI.
John Halifax, and thr Province.
1.26.
1.30 and 11.30 p.m.
£fr~The Bangor and■* Bar Harbor Limited Ex
1"
nress from PorfUmd
o. m. stops at Dan
12.20
III.

(Limited

Vancehoro and

V..10 A m., 1.25,

Ns* ty*tv

**> ••

TUESDAY

MORNING,

NEW ADVEKTIBEMKNT8.
W. F. Carruthers. Boston—2.
Portland Misfit Clothing Co.
For sale—Celery ulanls.

Wanted—Saleslady.

Oweu. Moore & Co.
Salesmen wanted.

Wanted-House.
Tenement to let.

Wanted-Cook.

let.
Girl wanted.
House to

AUCTION SALKS.
Executor’s sale—Beal estate.

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and
others whose occupation gives but little exercise,
should use Carter’s Little Liver Fills lor torpid
liver and biliousness. One Is a dose. Try them.

___d&wlw

A WARNING.
The modes of death’s approach arc various, and
show
statistics
conclusively that more persons die
from diseases of the Throat and Luugs than any
other. It Is probable that everyone, without exception, receives vast numbers of Tubercle Germs
into the system, and where these germs fall upon
suitable soil they start into life and develop, at
first Slowly, and Is shown by a slight tickling sensation In Hie throat, and if allowed to continue
tbeir ravages they extend to the luugs, producing
Consumption, aud to the head, causing Catarrh.
Now all this Is dangerous, aud If allowed to proceed will, in time, cause death. At the onset you
must act with promptness; allowing a cold to go
witbout attention Is dangerous, aud may lose you
your life. As soon as you feel that something is
wrong with your Throat, LuDgs or Nostrils, ob
tain a bottle of Boschee’s German Syrup. It will
nov8-dly-cT
give you immediate relief.

BRIEF JOTTINC8.
Mr. Davis, the boat-builder, shipped three
shells yesterday to prominent oarsmen.
was
The Elaine finished repairs and

launched yesterday.
A coil in the boiler of Goodridge's steam
launcli exploded Sunday and several persons narrowly escaped injury.
The Portland Club hoisted its flag yesterday on receipt of the nomination of Harrison.

A steamer called the Lorena will soon be
run between the Ottawa House and Cape

Cottage.
Capt. Willard has appointed Joseph Littlejohn assistant harbor master and lie will
have charge of the lower harbor.
Mr. Fred Willey yesterday, seized a horse
belonging to Steadman & Co., that had run
away, and saved the animal’s doing much
damage.
The main water pipe burst at the corner of
State and Deering streets last night and the
water carried large, quantities of stones and
sand to Portland street and destroyed several lawns.
There will be a young men’s prayer meeting at the Y. M. C. A. rooms this evening
from 0.45 to 7.30; loader, Mr. C. W. Morton.
All young men are cordially invited to be
present.
The workshops of the Grand Trunk shut
down Saturday for a two weeks' vacation.
lkurimr this

t.itm*

pyfi>n«ivA

the Cang Brought to
land.

Port-

Fonight the Young Men’s Republican Club
11 raise a campaign Hag from tliair club
rc ouw at Mechanic’s building, on Congress
w

glars

ul

then entered the sleeping room of Mr.
aud Mrs. Shorey, and stole a watch, and a
wallet containing between $80 and $90. They
then escaped, but were tracked by the Gorham sheriff to Gilead, and two men seized,
One of them got away and ran down the
railroad track, pursued by all of the posse
except one man, who was left to guard the
other burglar.
The burglar under arrest
drew a revolver on his guard and tired two
shots at him, luckily without hitting him,
but succeeded in getting away. The burglar
who had first escaped was recaptured, and in
his possession was found $21 in money. The
other man, who got off, went to Bethel.
Hither went the Gorham officer Sunday
and notified Sheriff Wormell hebelieved that the burglars were in that vicinity.
Sheriff Wormell tracked the fellows to a
burning barn, belonging to Samuel B.
Twitchell, and from there to a barn owned
by W. W. Mason. When the barn was entered no one could be seen. Mr. Wormell
was confident that his men were there, and
seizing a pitchfork he prodded the hay in the
A yell of pain showed he had judged
mow.
correctly, and a man sprang from the mow

night,

same revolver that had been used
against the officer at Gilead. In the prisoner’s possession was $21 in money, the same
amount as the other prisoner had on him
when arrested.
After arrest, the two men squealed and
said two companions had cone towards Portland.
Mr. Wormell telegraphed Deputy
Sheriff Stone at South Paris, their description, with a request to him to arrest them.
Mr. Brown, a runner for Bolster, Sargent &
Co., of this city, was on board the train that
left Bethel at 9 a. in. yesterday. He saw two

suspicious

board the train at Bryant’s
Pond, and when Mr. Stone took the train he
notified him. The men had bought tickets for
Portland, but they became suspicious that

Ltnj,

niiu

iulu

me

uaui

accompanied

ml

tuc

iiausicl BIU-

by Officer Langmaid,
brought them to the sta-

tion. Officer Wormell arrived in town by a
later train. It was a good job, well worked
up.

_

PORTLAND MECHANIC BLUES

Celeb.ate Their 81st Anniversary at
Long Island.
From the appearance of tbe weather yesterday morning one would have predicted a
rainy day for the eighty-first anniversary
celebration of the Portland Mechanic Blues;
but it was not to be, for, as tbe day advanced
it brightened, and better weather for the celebration could hardly have been asked for.
At 8 o’clock, tbe Blues and Chandler’s band
assembled at City Hall and prepared for a
short parade through tbe principal streets,
coming down Congress to the rrenle House,
where they were joined by their honoraries
and invited guests.
They then proceeded
down Congress to Pearl street, to Custom
House wharf, where they embarked on the
steamer Emita for Long Island.
On arrival at the island breakfast was
awaiting them in the Itock Mineral Spring.
Cafe, of which Mr. E. Ponce is proprietor.
The tables of this cafe are under the direction of Mr. C. E. Littlefield, and Mr. Sidney
W. Fletcher is in charge o£ the cook room.
The breakfast was excellent
After breakfast came the shooting match.
There were four prizes contested for, two by

depart.

Corges Commandery, U. O. C. C.
At the stated meeting of Gorges Commandery, U. O. G. C., held lastevening, the following officers were elected for the ensuing term:

the active members and two by the
Below is the score of the winners:

honorary.

HONORARY MEMBERS.

Fred Rogers.3
Lieut. I*. H. Conley.6

P. N. C.—Ira S. Locke.
N. t'.-Alfred King, M. D.
N. V. C.—Mrs. Lewis W. Littlefield,
W. P.-Miss Ella P. Wright.
K. K.— Lewis W. Littlefield.
F. K. K.—Janies C. Kent.
T_JosiahC. Ward.
W. H.-Mrs. D. P. How.
W. I. G.—Mrs. Joslah C. Ward.
W. O. G—Miss Gertrude L. Buckuam.
The arrangements for the excursion of the
members of thie order, With their friends, to
Empire Grove. Poland, ou the 4th of July,
are progressing most
favorably. The Supreme and Grand Officers have been invited
and are expected to be present. It will be a
regular basket picnic and a jolly good time
is expected.

6
4

4
4

6—21

4
6

3—21

ACTIVE MEMBERS.

Capt. C.W. Davis. ....4 4 3 4 6-20
Corp. W. A. Turner.3 4 3 4 6—19
The next thing in order was a game of base
ball between picked nines from tbe active
and honorary member?, which were made up

follows:

as

Actives.
Honoraries.
Freu Dow, p.
p. H. Mahoney, p.
e.
Geo. A. dark, c.
Ross,
Col. Lynch, lb.
W. H. Bassett, lb.
William Ross, 2b.
P. H. Whitmore, 2b.
W. Scott, 3b.
T. J. Garrett, 3b.
J. Bell. ss.
E. S. Giles, ss.
T. Gorham. If.
W. Foley, If.
Fred Rogers, cf.
A. I). Butler, cf.:
Phil Silva, rf.
R. H. Grimmer, rf.
resulting in a victory for the honoraries'
At 2.30 dinner was served and 98 solid men
fell in and did justice to a splendid bill of
fare.
Hemw

Brave Act.
At Dong Island, June 25th, Benny, the son
ofC. McRane, was out in a punt rowing.
The boat lurched to one side and he was
thrown out. He tried to save himself but

During the day Chandler’s band discoursed
excellent music which delighted the
boys and the cottagers on the island.
That the first anniversary of the Blues
was a success goes without saying and will
long be remembered by those who were
lucky enough to attend. At seven o’clock
tbe company fell in and took the boat for
some

sank. He came to the surface and sank
again. Zoeth Rich was notified of the accident and hastened to the rescue. In jumping from the wharf to the water he hurt his
arm and side quite badly but he kept on and
caught the boy as he was going down for the
third time, and swam for the shore. He was
quite exhausted but made out to get hold of
the punt, which gave him support, and bj
that means the boy and himself got to the
shore. The boy was unconscious and they
rolled him on a barrel. He was doing well

home.
The

following honoraries

guests were present:
Capt. Cusick, U. S. A.,
Capt. Black,
Bratnard Bradford, Biddeford, L. I.,
Lieut. Young,

at last accounts. Young Mr. Rich did a noble act. It is hoped he will be all right in s
few days.

L. Sargent,
J. Chisholm.
Geo. A. Harmon,
Wm. McNair. Saccarappa,
H. M. Cribby,
R. P. Turner,
Wm. Ross,
J. E. Sargent,
8. M. Cliinault,
C. B. Todd,
T. W. Burnham,
G.

Spiritual Culture.
The lectures of Mrs. Drake have steadily
increased in interest. The one yesterday af
ternoon on “Spiritual Culture’’ was pro
nounced by all “the best of the course.” The
lecturer advocated the uaining of the Spirit
ual faculty from earliest childhood, with ai
much earnestness and constancy as the train
ing of the moral and physical i. wers of 11k

velopment.
The fifth and last lecture of the
be given Wedp“«d»--

watched,

ironed the men and

post office there but the postmaster could
give no information yesterday morning as to

fullest de-

were

tion,

Elizabeth Depot is left entirely without passenger accommodations, no passenger trains passing either way by that station. The people are now asking the question, what about the mails?
They have a

whom alone can any life find its

men

and tried to get off the
cars at Yarmouth.
The deputy, with the assistance of other gentlemen, arrested them
and telegraphed Marshal Hawkes of this

they

Cape

life in
clement in

the

was

G. H.

Huntress,

invited

and

Col. J. J. Lynch,

Sergt. Ackley,
ford, L. L.
Henry Ross,
T. W. Scott,
J. Illsley,
K. Rich,
John Staples,

Bidde

R. Wilson.
r. H. Silver,
C. H. Hatch.
R. P. Jewett,
D. W. Steele,
J. G. McFarland.
Joseph Smith,
G.

’resident

Commandery
Bangor.

Reception Hall was fairly well filled last
fening with an intelligent looking audience
i listen to a lecture to be delivered by Samu el
Gompers, president of the American
j Federation of Labor.
The meeting was
0 sited to order at 8 o’clock, and Rev. Henry
j ilanchard presided as chairman.
Mr. Blanchard said that his interest in the
] 'edcration ot Labor hud been aroused by tiie
eport of its last annual meeting at flalti1 uore.
One ol the speakers on that occasion
ras Prof. Richard T. Ely of Johns Hopkins
Jniversity. For him as a student, thinker,
i uthor, friend of workingmen, Mr. Blancli! ,rd had great
admiration.
He was very
;!ad, therefore, to accept the invitation to
j ireside at this meeting when the president

e

if the Federation was to deliver an address.
Jefore introducing him h» would congralu1 ate ail workingmen and their friends upon
hese things. The first is the general irnirovement in the condition of workingmen
is the result of their organizations which
irophecy better ones to come. Many labor
1
irganizations have arisen, flourished and
aded. The general public learning of the
iecadenee of these do not know what better
take their places. It hears of failures
ines
;

,

lecause

conspicuously chronicled,

are
successes are

>ut the many
hardly noticed.
411 trades are improving their conditions as
.lie result of organizations. Death of some
s followed by life in others.
Mr. Blauchird gave illustrations of this fact.
Tlie second tiling which is cause for congratulation is the passage of tlie secret ballot
Jill by the Massachusetts legislature, which
aas uow become a law, and will be operative
next year. Governor Hill in New York had
fetoed a similar bill.
He hoped the workingmen of the Empire
State would remember this fact the next
time they vote. The new law of Massachusetts ought to he followed hv a law in the
Mime direction in Maine.
The bill was
championed in Masschusetts by Iiichard Ii.
Dana and Josiah Quincy—worthy sons of
noble sires.
What men will champion in
Maine?
The third cause for congratulation is the
increasing interest among employers, professors and clergymen in the organization of
workmen.
The signs of the times are ausMultitudes of empicious in this respoct.
ployers are studying the efforts of noble men
in Germany, France, England and America
who have established successful forms of industrial partnership.
They see the truth of
the motto on one of the great shops of
’The
house
for
France,
each, and all for the,
house.
Professors, clergymen, literary
men, philanthropists are seeing the need of
gaining stability and content among workingmen by thorough organization which
shall educate, liberalize, unite the sons of
labor.
As one who kuows how many there are of
such,and as an earnest co-worker with these,
he was glad to introduce Mr. Samuel Gotnpers. President of the Federation of Labor.
Mr. Gompers is a short, thick set, intelli-

gent looking man, and speaks very forcibly
and deliberately, calling forth frequent expressions of applause, and at the end was
loudly cheered.
lie dwelt on the subject of shortening the
hours of labor, and showed that there is no
remdy so far reaching in its permanent re-

sult that will raise up the condition of the
working people, that will effect more good
without cautiug a less amount of friction,
that would be more permanent in its character to improve the condition of the whole
people and arouse the spirit of manhood and
independence, than lies in the proposition of
the reduction of the hours of labor.
He touched on the subjects of woman and
child labor and showed the bad results of
the abuses of these classes of labor and said
that there should lie laws enacted and enforced in every State of the Union against
auy child being allowed to labor in any shoo
or factory until it had readied the age of, at
least 14 years. He also touched upon the
subjects of strikes, and white not in favor
of instituting strikes, he did not join in the
general hue and cry against them, and advised organized laborto be well prepared for
a strike and the necessity of striking would
lie less. He then went on to give a general
review of the labor question and of the work
of the trades union, and at the end entreated
his hearers to organize their respective trades
and endeavor to make them a success.
School

Committee.

The regular monthly meeting of the school
board was held last evening. Mr. Dunn was
chosen chairman pro tern. The mayor came
in at 8 o’clock and presided after that time.
Present, Messrs. McGowan, Crosley, King,
Dunn and McAlpine.
Mr. Kowen, who has taken the school census, made some explanation to the board in
regard to his failure to secure as many
names of youths of school age as his
two
Immediate predecessors in that work.
This
matter was referred to a committee consisting of Messrs. Dunn, Crosley and King.
The report of the principal of the High
School respecting the graduating class of the
High School was read by the supervisor of
that school.
Forty-seven members of the
class were granted diplomas and six were
certificates
granted
by vote of the board.
These names will be given to the public on
Thursday next, the day of graduation.
On motion of Mr. McAlpine, several members in a partial course in other classes are
nnrtinl

School.

was

in

tlie

.-iiaie senator c.

these

of study.
The connuitiee on text hooks reported favon Shepard’s Chemistry, and this
book was by vote adopted for use in the High

PERSONAL.

■

Reception

orably

P. Mahoney.

city yesterday.
Prof. Cortliell, of Gorham Normal
was in town yesterday.

in

courses

John Bell,
G. W. Jones,
W. Eaton,

Mr. H. A. Fuller, of South Paris,

Compers

LABOR.

School,

u.

Gilbert, ot Canton,
tepresentative Amos Allen, of Alfred,
in Portland yesterday,
s Lizzie M. Green returned
yesterday
ing from Boston where she has been
ing a short vacation.
Hobart W. Richardson, editor of the
tnd Advertiser, arrived home yester.

short western trip,
retiriug from the Kennebec Journal,

rom a

'. E. Manson was the recipient of a
leaded cane, presented to him by the
f Burleigh & Flint, in token of their
ciation of his services,
athrop Pitt Tryon and Harry P.
er, formerly of Woodfords, were graduroin the Boston Latin School
yssterMr. Tryon, who took five prizes at the
•xercises at Tremont Temple June 8th
esterday awarded one of the Franklin
s.
Mr. Mosher’s standing was excel-

Hyde’s

book on languages, Portland
edition, was adopted for use in the first, second and third primary classes, not as an additional study, but to take the place of the
oral instruction now given in language in
those classes, the book not to exceed 33 cents
in cost to the pupils.
Mr. McAlpine’s order on discipline in regard to attendance and punctuality was
taken up, further considered, amended, and
finally referred to the committee on rules
and regulations.
Pay rolls and bills amounting to $9,421.17
were read and approved.
A communication from Mr. G. H. Cloyes,
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department, offering to move the watering trough near
the Butler School if a satisfactory location
for it can be found, was read and ordered on

The First Parish.

Yarmouth High School.
graduating exercises will take place at
il church at 8 p. in.. Friday next. This
3 the prgrammoe:
Music.

Prayer.
Music.

V Do.... .....Carrie E. Wilson
don—“The Last Banquet”.
..Jennie Q. Bucknani
‘fiance..Grace

D. Gooch

Music.
.Jessie M. Uodsdon
den—"Old Huldah”.Emma F. Ward
s.Nellie L. Kenney
Music.
lislory.Sadie L. Davis
ropliecy.:.Sadie II. Titcomb
dory.Olive L. Blanchard
Address to Class.
Presentation of Diplomas.
Singing of Class Ode.
Benediction.
graduates are Olive L. Blanchard, SaDavis, Grace D. Gooch, Jessie MIon, Nellie L. Kenney, .Sadie H. Titand Carrie E. Wilson.
The Alumni
ation will hold a reception in Masonic
110 o’clock p. m.
Arrivals of Fish.

Trefetheu & Co. reported the followivals of fish

yesterday:
Millie Florence 5,000 pounds:

oner
er Fannie

Thrasher, 5,000 pounds

William Gray & Son

are now engaged in
of
the First Parish
church. They have taken down the ball,and
inside it, enclosed in a small tin box, were
found a number of articles placed there In
18G2, when the spire was last repaired. The

repairing

articles

spire

follows:
Card of H. N. Haley, hair dresser, corner
of Temple and Federal streets. On the back
is written. “September 25,1862.
When this
is tak jn down my customers will all be bald
are as

headed.”

A one cent coin of the year 1H02.
Portion of the Portland Advertiser of Sept.
23. 1862, containing report of the battle of
Antietam.
Lincoln’s emancipation proclamation from
Advertiser of the same date.
The following minute:

“Portland, September 27, 1862. Mr. Charles
H. Ball placed in this ball, Sept. 26,1862.
When tins is taken down we may all he
dead.
This church was painted by E. 1).
Gammon. The following men were employed ; William S. Trowbridge,Edwaid Burns,
The first
Charles II. Ball. John Huntress.
The spire
one that liuds this will keep it.
down and
was painted, the vane taken
replaced by Wm. S. Trowbridge. Sept. 25,
1862.”
Of the meu mentioned ail are alive except
Chns. H. Ball and John Huntress.
Maine

of

t and 3,000 pounds of cod; schooner
; Spurting, 12,000 nounds of halibut.
•e were three arrivals from Westport,
with fish and lobsters. The schooner
Beckwith brought in 5,000 live lobThis schooner has been very fertubringing in cargoes of live lobsters,

the

Lodge.

These officers of Maine Lodge, I. O. O. F.
elected last night:

were

N. U.—J. li. Marsh.
V. <!.—J. 11. Hutchins.
It. 8. Stephen Marsh.
1*. 8.—C. K. Plummer.
T.-A. U. Smith.

few persons

r

for two per
p ■ice of luiard 17, with single room:
Address MBS.
* ms. with double room, *12.
.1 DUN

»

l.ET--Brlck house 0 rooms, all painted ami
papered since last occupied; central location,
Irst-elass surroundings: 21H, ineluding water
atet. W. H. WALDRON, ISO Middle Si._26-1

L il’AnCR HOARD
Parties wishing snmy 9
mer board In a pleasant place near river
« bere there is good fishing amt boating privileges,
<• in find same by addressing C. M. C l.A UK or A.
25-3
BCTLEB, Mtiscongii*. Me.

Stevens.

Hand, I). If. Chandler, leader,
K. T., 55 men, CommanFarrington.
llaugor Brass Band, J. Creams, leader,
it. John Commandery, K. T.. of Bangor. Commander Mansfield.
The line of march w as then taken up and
die procession proceeded down Congress to

1

1

BASEMENT

IlO I.KT—A new and desirable house situated
X on Melleu street, containing 1<) rooms with
Modern conveniences. Apply to JOHN F. FliOC-

I.KT

address

MARKET SQUARE.

•

Special Announcement!

fULl DRESS SUITS FOR SALE OR TO LET

St._

-Up stairs rent of six rooms, and
one-half of stable, Sebago water in bouse,
on Maple St., Deerigg.
Enquire of J. B. DON28-tf
NELL, 70 Commercial St., Portland.

iu 2d liand mowing machines
Ison
model 2 horse

TO
Block.

I.KT-The spacious chambers 30x120,
B. B. Farnsworth & Co., in Woodman
2SEtf
GEO. W. WOODMAN, Agent.

ananged

well

are

PRICES

In this city, June 25, by Rev. C. H. Daniels, Jos.
S. Greene ol Skowticgan aud Miss Carrie L. Shaw
of Portland.
In Biddetord, June 22, Win. H. Patten of Bid
deford aud Emma Dearborn of Saco.
In Augusta, June 22, W. T. Packard and Miss
Lilia Cross.
In Saco. June 23. Flunk 11. Fail Held aud Miss
Harriet N. Fairfield.
in Lovell. .June 14, Moody F. McAllister and
Della J. Hatch.
lu Byrou, June 11, Isaac Hodsdon aud Mary A.

Biliousness

In all the

Stock too

L

P
is

Q
^k

Our Coods

ness, Bad Taste in the

|

Mouth, Coated Tongue,

NEW

Small Dose.

ADVERTISEMENT*).

WsNTED—For Bangs Ne«
Self-Wringing Al. p an1 Amylon. None bul
first class canvassers need apply. ALLEN K
BANGS, No. 267 Middle SI., Portland, Me. But

SAI.ENMAN

teriek Pattern Room.20-4
DISK KIATELV

To pur

a

Address, stating full
JONES, 115 Franklin St.
4.

particulars.

thoroughly
a

for
familiar with

good established trade,

are

FOSTF.K, 174 Congress St., Boston.

Young

21-1

who has bad some
experience as core maker In brass foundry;
state pay desired and experience. Address 1). M.
HOLMAN, 473 Portland street, Portland, Me.
20-1

WANTED

large and Stylish line of

—

TIT ANT ED—High school boy to work in an
Tl
apothecary store during the summer

are

Address P. O. BOX 1176, City.

vacation.

20-1

collect small pictures to
copy and enlarge lu crayon, India Ink and
water color; salary paid aud outfit free. Address
with references for particulars EASTERN COPYING CO., 21 Maiu St., Baugor, Me.
14-tf

WANTED—Men

to

BOOKKEEPER WANTED

Flannel

Blouses.

of the Best Make, and Prices Low.

vniU)

1*
be

DLl.lofnr.l

final

Hruvlrlanrl

llniml.

Stores; Young I.ndy preferred; but must
thoroughly posted In double entry bookkeep-

ing.

The Clothier and

Apply in person at

Under

middle Mu. Parilaad, me.

I.ET—House No. 708 Congress street: firsi
class; all the modern Improvements. Appl)
to E W. MCKINNEY. No. 152 Spring St. 20 1

J

order cook want

good
ed at once,atCRYSLAL SPA RESTAUR
(-IOOK
20-1
St.. Portland, Me.
ANT, 4811
Congress

NILE-10,000 White Plumed Bosloi
W. C
20-1
SAWYER & CO., 6 Preble

FOR
Market and Arlington Celery Plants.
St.

sales lady forth)

WANKanev Goods experienced
Department, at MANSON li
20-1
St.

LARltABEtC & CO.’S, 240 Middle

examine my .stock, and you will iintl
the best line, anil 1 he largest assortment

of Salmon and Truut Flies to be found
iu the State. Special bargains in lint
Laucewood, Hum boo and Hreeuheart Fly
and Trolling Rods and all kinds of Fishing Tackle. Agent for the “New Mall,*'
ami American “Ideal” Bicycles, none
better made. Also, the “lvel” safetj
wheel.
Agent for I»u Font’s Fowdei
Mills, and Atlas Powder. Wholesalt
and retail. H. L. HAILEY, 2(13 Middh
Street, Huns and Sporting Hoods.
eodtl
rnylO

hai.B—West end

Congress street,
FUR
house, 8 rooms, bath, rard wood and cherry
W. h.
Price
steam

limsb,
WALDRON,

mm annie R. jwiinmon will receive
pupils for piano Instruction at ber home
21-1
No. 137 PARK STREET.

Ml

complaints of non-removal of
otTal or ou account of drivers not performing
work
their
properly to be left with the undersigned. In making complaints give number uf
G.
M.
cart.
BTANWOOI) & CO.. 201. 283 and
265 Commercial St. Telephone 980.
may2d3m

NOTICE—All

Falmoutn

Hotel,

WANTED.
eodtl
farmers In want of

a

mowing

or a horse rake to examine the
and the New York champion rake
at KELLEY’S Agricultural Works,
Kennebec
street; they are way ahead of every thing in the
market.
25-2

Kelley

mower

pairs
WANTED—6oO
Yachting and Bicycle

of

feet
shoes

Cor

Tennis,

lor vacation
All the latest novelties at

and beach wear.
BROWN’S, 401 Congress street.

23-1

...

A EE wanted Any one having a safe
that they wish to sell address A. B. C. SAKE
Press office. City; statlug size, make, price wanted
and where it can be seen.
21-1

....

troubled with rheuWANTED—Everybody
matism, dyspepsia, gout, Jaundice, kidney
liver

T. F. HOMSTED, A%SS£:VZrZ”'
jel4

8

disease, dropsy, erysipelas, eczema or
any skin disease, malaria, ulcers, tumors, bolls,
piles, catarrh, bronchitis, asthma, coughs, colds,
etc., all caused liy Impure blood, to call and in15-2
vestigate at 413 CONGRESS STREET.
AI1KNT8

WANTED.

Special agents to show every
WANTED
In Maine wliere to obtain tbe most
—

man

SUMMER CLOTHING!

economical life insurance; a State Institution,
chartered by act of Legislature; reserve fund in
state treasury; lowest death rate; lowest assessments. For Information apply to THE PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY, 08 Exchange street,
Portland, Me.
16-2

All those who have not yet purchased their Light
Suits should call at Haskell & Jones’ and examine
their stock, as it still contains choice bargains for
$10.00 and $12.50 per suit.

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS
of every

in

our

description and

at fair

prices

can

ENT'S
Light Colored Oxfords and BalC morals ill goat and sealskin. Just the thing
for vacation wear. Call and examine at BROWN,
461 Congress street.

_33-1

22-1

V AC SIT FUR HALE The Winona, will be sold at a low price, new steel
boiler and otherwise, thoroughly equipped. JOHN

STEAM

MARSHALL

NEWMUSIC

splendid

line of Outing Shirts in
showing
and
French Flannels.
Cheviots
Scotch
Madras,
We are the sole agents in Portland for the sale of
the celebrated White and Fancy Duck Vests made
by Macullar, Parker & Co., of Boston.
a

Furnished

rooms

at

IjVUR

at CITY

Boston, Mass.
v3r.

.">**<L**?rdinn

Juu2

eo<12m

t

HASKELL & JONES, American
Cement,
CONGRESS
I¥0.

Jel6

170

STREET.

XT&StI

*■

24

Very cheap, two new carryalls,
buggies, phaeton, Ac.
Inquire

regular priee 93.50.
100 boxes Writing

PLUM

STREET.

Paper

and

16 cents.

Envelopes

50 tine Leather Pnrses 17 cents.

slightly damaged Photograph

35

Albums at less than half
The

largest

price.

aud best assortment

of Rhine

Jewelry

Stone

in the

city.
An elegant assortment of tine
Boston

Candy

at

50

cents

per

pound.
The 10 cent Books

are

selling

fast.

FRANK R. CLARK.
Jel5

dtl

Elegant Form

HOTKL._31-1
HALB—One

one

a

a

bargain

has

no use

one

any

for him.

3QN STREET,

a

Can

owner

be seen at No. 12 MAD1-

City._211

HALE—Male

11 weeks

old,
pointer pup,
lemon and wblte, *5.00;
1 nlue Belton set
FUR
1
10 weeks
male
set-

old, *5.00;
English
ter,
pup,
ter, male, 10 weeks old, (5.00; 1 Irish watej
spaniel. 18 months old, *5.00; 1 thoroughly trained rabbit bound. 2 years old, *7.00; 3 thoroughly
trained patridge spaniels. *8.00.
M. H. RANLETT, Rockland, Me.; Box 093,20-1
HALE—Pasture and wood lot. on tbe
Cape, about 3 miles from Portland Bridge,
The owner,
containing from 50 to 80 acres.
Frank A. Haimaford, In falling health compels a
sale; now past urine lo cattle and 4 horses. N. 8.
GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange Bt.20-1

FUR

HALE—Tbe curtain formerly used back
of tbe pulpit in the secoud parish church Is
for sale on reasonable terms. Apply at 232
HIGH BT., or 9 DEEDING ST., or 306 CONGRESS ST.20-1

FUR

Sheridan Patent
Book Binders Cutting Machine; second-hand.
IVUR
81 OxfordSt.
to B. H.
HALE

Apply

IHEAP-A

COLKSWORTHY.

20-1

HAI.B-Blacksmith sbop and tools;
nouse, stable and c* acre of laud; pleasantly
situated near church, post office and school; V*
mile from Maine Central station; seven miles

FUR

aihii

iruuiuu.

SNELL,

or

A. 8.

m

ui

tau

uu,

uc>v«

NOYES, West Falmouth,

**,

Me.

__19-2
SALK- 2
St., at

IXOK
gress
HUNT.

desirable bouse lots
cor.
of Weymouth.

Stroudwater._

and

I

COMFORT

I

ConA. F.

on

PERFECTLY
COMBINED IN

MADAME FOY’S

Skirt Supporting Corset

of the moat popular In the market and for
by all leading dealer*. Price by mall $IJD.
rOY.HIRMOY ACHABWICK,New Haven, Cuaa,
It

la one

•ala

—

FOR RALE BY

—

18-3

MALE—A good story and half house
W.
with 2'
FOK
land, live minutes walk to
horse
school house and hall. Fur
* acres

particulars
Inquire of CHARLES U. WOODMAN, Lunt’s
Cor., Ocean St., East Deering, Me. Also cottage
on Long Island to let.
14-4
car.

MALE—The stock and fixtures of a

firstclass grocery and provision buslnaas In
FOK
of the best locations in the
of Port
fix-

Je23

E.

PLUMMER,

PORTLAND.

deod3w

LINE

LARGE

urn

land,

tures new, stock clean, rent low; thts Is going to
be sold at once and is a rare chance for anyone
wishing to go into a well established business.
Address C. X„ care of This Ofilce.13-2

CENTS’

MALE—In Freeport village, a new 1V4
story house, pleasantly situated on one of tbe
principal streets; plenty of good water carried into
the bouse; three minutes walk from depot, church
and one of the best schools In the State. For further information address L. M. BAILEY, Freeport, Me.__4-4

SUSPENDERS!

male OK KENT-A desirable furnished cottage near the Beach at Ocean
Park R. R. .Station, near Old Orchard.

FOB

ALFRED WOODMAN.

1-4_

at
MALE.—My
IjlOB
lage; also 34 acres good land
field at Mallisou
residence

Oorham
near

Falls, Oorham:
together. A bargain can

acre

VII

village;
will be
be had,

sold separate or
as I am about to leave the state.
GARDINER
M. PARKER or N. S. GARDINER,' 40 Exchauge
Street. Portland._23-8

14, 17, 10, 21, 25, 39 and 50
cents per pair.
Gents’ Good Linen Cuffs only
$1.50 for dozen pairs.
Gents’ White Lawn Hiring Ties
only 14 cents dozen.

Pleasant residence at Nason's
FOB
Corner; good 2 V, story house and a nice sta
also small house and
MALE

ble;

acres of
office.

land.

—

BROTHERS,

store, and about three

Inquire of O. R. WISH. Argus
OU

WALE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
euglne, and one 14 horse power boiler with
healed pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a bargam. Address, KIDDEFORD STOVE FOUN-

FoII

DRY, Blddetord. Me.oc5tf

MALE
House and lot 180 Stute St.
Brick house and very desirable lot, number
State street, westerly side, near Pine street; for
terms apply to J. 8. RtCKElt.
feb22tf

JXOK

—

_

SALK-A valuable
Just allowed;
1X011
requires but small capital to manufacture;
article of Builder's Hardware; demand unlimPatent

an

ited; profits lOo per cent, at wholesale. Just the
thing for syndicate or stock company as an Investment ; responsible parties are ready to manPrice for Lulled States
ufacture on royalty.
Address LEVI AB*8.000, Canada. *3,000.
BOTT, 48 Congress St., Room 22, Boston, Mass.
dlw
Jun24__

I»ye House For Kulc.
Newburyport Dye House of Newburyport,

11IIE

Mass.; established eight years, lilted with
modern facility for doing work and doing a
good paying business; extra chance for good dyer.
Address A. M. TUFTs A CO, Newburyport,
very

je*2d lm-

Horse For Sale.
horse, 8 years old, sound and kind and
BAYweighs
about 975 pounds; stands with
a weight.
Can he seen at HITCHING S STA
BLE, Green Street.

FOR

SALEir

IOKN tl.L
In tbe pleasant
healthy, village of Oorham, Me.,
first-class
modem
M * SrsLka.
residence,
thirteen rooms; located in highM3mE9BS- lands; corner two streets, Urge
stable connected; surrounded by tine shade trees,
small orchard ebolee frail tree ;amt within
muiutes walk of Churches, State Normal school,
High and Primary schools, and U ft.
lum, ten
miles from Portland; a very desirable gentleman’s
residence, or’a hum* summer boarding nous
P«h
address HOUSE, Box 52, Oorham,
particulars
Me.
Jc2eodlm
x

a

—

AT

—

SPECIAL SALE.
ONE WEEK.
Ladles’ Lisle Vests,t hlna Silk*, I’reuch
untl Amerlcun Satlnes unit Mughaiii*.
French Feus, White Terry Towels 12 1-2
its. i’reum, blue anil pink striped Or.
trundle Husllus.
$1.00 Nottingham
Luce 1’illow Shams, .,0c pair. We have
a
closed
manufacturer’* stock of I’arasols, and will sell about $1.00 under
Dress floods at reduced
Colored
price.
prices to close.

dtf

uf a tirst-ela.ss
d
coiiiplen
bar trade, and new theatre building opposite, low
rent and very centrally located; large city; bouse
new and has
always made money; gas and electric lights; rooms heated by steam; seldom does a
well furnished hotel like the above he lor rent
and none but IlnklAM responsible parties need
apply. Further particulars of W. II. SMITH, 17
Tremont street. Boston, or P. O. Btx W, l.vnn.
dlw
je25

4

MILK SHAKE

__

JIM K lease, license and good will
X hotel of 45 ..in. (urmsh* »i

A

DRINK.

Si'll LOTT E It BEC' K A FOSS’.

lOO PER CEIT.
1

f

THE LA RGE*T Mil Rftt Equipped In
the World -KG luatrui-tor*. 3B Nudenta last
Thorough Instruction in Foeaf and ln*trumen/ul Mu tie. Piano
and Organ Tuning, Pina ArU, Oratory, l„erature. Piench,
(Sermon and Italian L Manages. English Branches, OymnaeUce, etc. Tuition. *4
<1 room with Htmm
Heat and Electric Eight, *4.00 to *7.40 per week. Fall
Term begin* Sej>t 1%
For Illustrated Calendar,
meme fall information. *ddrmi £.
T0UKJF.E, Dim-tor,
Franklin ikiuare, BOCTOM, Mam*.
I

Fountain Pen 93.00;

Bay Horse; weighs
farm borse;
thousand pounds; suitable (or
FUR
In want of
horse:
for

90 PARK

ENGLAND CONSERVATORY

0F

BROWN._22-1

HAI.B
second baud

may8_•

TOSTREET.22-1

be found

Bt.22 1

m.

p.

houns.

stock.

We are

—

KENT

Middle

180

new

Maos.___

,’TllMCEI.k.ANEOVM.

Gt

splendid

HAI.B

FUR

or

ThS&Tutf

—

*3,750.

-The most desirable building lots
tn Deerlng. each lot has line large shade
of
tho
lots have plenty of fruit trees,
trees, many
apple, pear and small fruits, all on street car tine,
1 mile out. Apply to W. II. WALDRON, 180
Middle Bt., or No. 61 Ocean Bt., Deerlng, after 5

11

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

heating;

FOB

miNf beeaneoin.

New Satines for.12 l-2c
New Toille du Nord.12 I-2c
New Indigo Prints
7c
12 l-2c and 15c
New Indigo Percales
12 l-2c
New Indigo Light Percales
Scotch Ginghams.25c
25c
French Chambrays
30c
French Satines, Plain and Fancy

E. T
20-1

mo

LB—8x10 printing press, foot power,
good running order; will be
Apply to or address K. O. BAILEYS CO„ 18 Exchange Bt., Portland, Me. 23 1

self inking, In
FOR
sold low for cash.

city

Jer.dtf

Furnisher,

B* O K

SATURDAY

man

ni

rro LET—On Danforth street Kdne rent of :
J. rooms, at $4 per month; one rent of 0 rooms
#8 per month. Apply to JOHN P. PROCTOR
Centennial Block._2B-1

rKD—An

They

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

A

WANTED—A

Salesman

be paid; applications from
salary
such only
will be answered.
LAMKIN &

far. Pearl and

Protestant girl for genera
In small family; must brim
good references; none others need apply at No
259 BRACKETT STREET._20-1
—

WANTED
housework

Shoe

....

Small Price.

WANTED
chase
pleasant sunny house, In ward 3

WANTED—Boot
Maine. To

having
territory, audwill

NEW! NEW [NEW! NEW!

LIVER. They regulate the Bowels.

Small Pill.

WANTKO-A

WANTED—All
machine

aeES, Nausea, Drowsi-

I

UKI.P

THE ATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHING CO,

apr23

-L—-fain In the Side, TOR-

PID

a

221

young or middle aged man to
work on a farm In North Gray, Me.; a steady
and
home
for a sober. Industrious uum;
Job
good
must hove knowledge of farming and cure of animals and know bow to mow and do haying; apply
at once. Call or address S. M. LATIIAM. West
25-1
Cumberland, Me.

the
a liberal

in prices from

and furni16 rooms;

obcupled by present owner 11 years; 3 years
lease; located in one of the best sections in the
city of Boston to let rooms, and always let at good
prices; a bargain for somebody. W. F. CAK-

and

W. 11.

23-l_

ha

first-class route; fine
set customers;
pickles, mustards, preserves, ketchups. Ac.; trade
$176 per week; 30percent. W. FI CAltKDTU22 1
EKS, 11 Court street, Boston.

It !

—

con-

possession

on

be sold at a great bargain.
WALDRON. 180 Middle street.

_22-1

one

Children’s

the*e uttle r,Ufc

They also relieveDIsDyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy for Dlzih

veniences,

UK—$800;
FOR
horse and team;
splendid

KUTHKKS, 11 Court street. Boston.

storied trench roof house

July 1st; will

$5,000 to $6,000. W. F. CAKKUTHKKS. 11
Court St., Boston.22-1

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.

iJutUwlyCaredby
tress from

h ALB—A 2

built with all modern
Forthoroughly
located
Avon Street;

appraisal stock and fixtures
FOR
of a strictly first class family grucery store,
business of over $200 per day, on the principal
street in a smart city with 20 miles of Boston;
trade best in the place; run by present owner 15
years; ill health cause of sale; investigation will
prove as represented or no sale; capital required

Reduce

one

Must be soli to close an estate.
on the street.
23-1
JOHN K. PROCTER. Centennial Block.

IVOR HAUK
$1400 buys fixtures
ture of first-class lodging house.

SPECIAL SALE

room*

m'lu

SICK HEADACHE
.E

Large

Bound to

am

$8, $10, $12, $15, $18, $20, $23, $25, $30.
all Bargains.

Sarsaparilla

\Jf\|\ | Ll\0

ami 1

Inquire of JAB.

HALB—House and lot No. 827

—

T1AUE

splendid

Bt.___23-1

Congress
with all modern
IVOR
street, containing 10
of the most desirable locations

HA UK—At

and of the finest Materials.

Suitings ranging

by all druggist, gl; six for $5. Prepared onl)
by 0.1. HOOD &CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

DTC D'C

Leading Styles

139 Green

FOR

IVOR HA UK
$1000 buys a first rate wood
and coal business ; cousists 2 horses. 3 wagons, 2 sleds, 1 safe, office furniture, sheds, Ac.;
low rent; established to years;
111 health sole
cause of owner selling; big chance for somebody;
fine set of customers.
W. F. CAKKUTHKKS, 11

I

Je26dtd

niee shade
view of

HALB—Lot o( land on Cumberland Bt.,
Apply to
nearly opposite the Cathedral.
23-1
JOHN K. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

IVOR HA UK— $3000 buys fixtures and fund
tureof first-class country hotel, 27 rooms,
makes 20 beds; always full I he year round; located in a fine town 20 miles out of Boston; rent only
$30 per month; an investigation will prove it Just
as represented or no sale. W. K. CAKKUTHKKS,
11 Court street, Boston.20-1

Ready Made Clothing

Sold

d&w

DUNPHY,

I

than any

100 Doses One Dollar

trees; good bathing beach and
harbor: near Jones’ Landing.

HA

We keep

other. Phi
bitter taste, offensive breath, coated tongue, sicl
headache, drowsiness, dizziness, and loss of appe
tite make the victim miserable, and disagreealih
to others. Hood’s Sarsaparilla combines the besi
anti-bilious remedies of the vegetable kingdom, ii
such proportion as to derive their best medicina
effects with the least disturbance to the whole gys
Tills preparation is so well balanced in it:
tem.
actions upon the alimentary canal, the liver, th<
Kidneys, tne stomacn, me Dowels anu me cireuia
tion of the blood, that it brings about a health)
action of the entire human organism, restores tin
appetite, and overcomes that tired feeling. Tr)
it this season.
“I have taken not <|Uite a bottle of Hood’s Sal'
saparillla, and must say it Is one of the best medl
clues for giving an appetite and regulating the dl
gestive organs, that I ever heard of. It did me i
great deal of good.” Mus. N. A. Stanley, Canas
ota, N. Y.

seven

HUH1NEHH UUANUEH.

BUY

Brick
finished

kxs ii anvk

sir

halb

rooms

FO

TO

street._23-1

conveniences,

A RARE CHANCE

blacking

no

Congress

bouse No. 84 Island Avenne,
For
and basement, piazza and 10

wear
wear

R HA UK—$1800, stock and fixtures of cash
grocery, finely fitted throughout; well selected stock ; established 40 years ;locatlim corner 2
streets Weet End. W. F. CAKKUTHKKS,
1 Court St., Boston,

Mechanic Falls, June 18. Henry A. Poole
Ida M. Goodrich.

HA LB—A

Dongola,

LOHT—Ladles

food

as

A

are

sum of money: between Boston boat and M.
C. Depot; Under will please leave at WHITE’S
SHOE STOKE, on Congress street, and be rewarded.
23-1

street.
dtf

a.

Baker property, situated on Stevens
Elaius Avenue, Morrill's Corner, Deerlng
Kor
lull particulars and terms of sale, enquire of the
auctioneers.
A. B. BKOWN, Executor.

a

light weight
GKNTLK.HEN—Our
Hals and Congress
cool, comfortable and
and wear well. BROWN
need

23-1
Congress St._
pocket book containing key and

I

Common sense Oxfords
481 Congress street

desirable property, consisting
of land,
large
Apply to
23-1
JOHN K. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

481

or

MONDAY, July 3d, at ID o’clock
m., we
ON
shall sell the valuable Keal Estate known
the Abel M.

all the latest styles
Wine, Brown. Buff and Black.

lot
a two story bouse and
on Wilinot near Cumberland.

dressy,

ESTATE,

(or ladles In

specialty. BROWN.

a 7
3Vj
or 4; a Job lot; 500 pairs all in perfect londltlou
as any goods In stock; must be sold In the next
thirty days regardless of cost. E W. DEAKBON,

381

1<VI

qualities.

of
FOR
situated

wlio

lor

or

GUARANTEED.

EXCHANGE

Whitney.

05 years.
In Albany, June 11, Mrs. Albert Wardwel!
aged years. Also, Mrs. Lucy Bird.

and colors.
OIPOKDN
Oxfords In all

or

LET.

bargain
gents
FOUND—A
8 boot
slipper and ladies who

C.J. FARRINGTON,
N|fR

years 6 mouths.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock al
house of Rev. A. H. Tyler, Camden.
lu Palmyra, June 7, Mrs. Esther Elkins, agei

hotel

Court street. Boston.38-1

iVtARRIAOES.

Windham.

small

AND WIND.

Iffil

180 Middle Street 183

In East Baldwin, June 22, Mrs. Jerusha S
Brown, aged 83 years 3 months 20 days.
In Camden, June 25, Jane A. Merrill, widow
of tile late John Merrill, of Portland, aged 8(

a

HOUSE

Thini aPP.rOVed

ALL

for

Mtiv

W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle street.*.

_23.1

with stable connected, both In first
class condition. 88 Brackett street.
By
GEO. MILLIKEN.
rnhStf

Cp

Index Soap is pure.

aa

TO

BnwJri

Shaw’s Quartette.
Eighth Regular Toast—“The City Government
and Officials,”
Response by Alexander T. Lauglilin,
Song—” Hie Practice School,”. .Shaw’s Quartette.
Nineth Regular Toast—“The Ottawa Hotel.
Proprietors, Etc.”
Response by William M. Sargent, Esq.
Song—“Hotel Ottawa and Attaches,”.
.Shaw's Quartette.
Tentli Regular Toast—“Portland’s Musicians”
Response by Geo. 0. Burgess, Esq.
Song—“Good Evening.”.Shaw’s Quartette
The Parting...By Collins and His Band.

bargains

following

at

fiwv. 1UVIUUIIIB

UC 3UIII Ilfl

boardinghouse; the above described property
will be let as a whole or separately at a reasonable rental.
Apply to AUGi F. FULLER, 432
Fore street.
mylOtf

,ine °f Men’s Youths’ and
oys Clothing to be found in Portland.
The Young Men who have neglected
to get their Summer Suits should do so
C °Ur St°Ck *CtS broken
in sizes
We have got an elegant line of Cheviots in both American and Foreign
Goods, and which are made up in the
Sty,es- The workmanship equals any custom garment.
We have a very large line ofiShort Pant
Suits, ageS fr°m 5 to ,6
P ces
»
from $3.00 to $12.00.
See our line of Thin Coats and Vests.

Steamboats,”
Response by William H. Loouey, Esq.
Reading.Fred W. Adams, Esq.
Sixth Regular Toast—“The Press,”
Response by Edward H. Elwell, Esq.
Song—“The Banquet,”.Shaw’s Quartette.
Seventh Regular Toast—“Tlie Bar,”
Response by Isaac L. Elder, Esq.
Song—“Maine Laws aud Sheriffs,”.

extra

some

MAI.E—Farm of 80 acres early tillage
under cultivation; balance
pasture; large 2 storied house, 18
riMims: plenty of outbuildings; 8 miles out; must
lect.

—

BV AUCTION.

Buckeye *26 each: 1
prices: 2 new
1 new miMlel 1
uew model 2 horse Buckeye *20;
horse Buckeye *20; 1 Hamlin mower *20; 2 Victor mowers, 2 horse. *16 each; 1 Sprague m< wet,
2 horse, *10. At KELLEY’S Agricultural Works,
Kennebec street.26-2

FOR
laud; 40 acres
wood and

c. J. FARRINGTON

Duet.
.Herman Kot/.schmar aud Harvey S. Murray,
Third Regular Toast—"Portland’s Trade aud
Commerce,”
Response by .Joseph L. Blabon, Esq.
Song—“Portland Now aud Then,”.
.Shaw’s Quartette.
Fourth Regular Toast—'“The Schools of Portland”
Response by Albro E. Chase, Esq.
Song—“Tne School of Fish and Fishermen,’’..
.Shaw's Quartette.
Fifth Regular Toast—”Our Railroads aud

SALK.

MAI.E—We have

1

It EA E

or

Ie23dtf

m.

OIK

apr2S-2rn

man.

Sacaarappa. June 24. Mrs. Lucy T. Small
aged 7() years.—widow of the late David O. Small
formerly oi Windham.
[Funeral tills Tuesday afternoon at 1 lo’clock, al
residence of J. M. Alien, Main streei. Burial at

Wanted.
[fall after S o’clock p.

AUCTIONEERS.

0. BAILEY & CO.
—

CAPABLE girl at 2116 Congress St., opposite
tire Kavauaugh School, wages *3.60, no
washing. Apply at 320 CONOBESS STBEET.

I.KT

particularly invited to attend this sale

EXECUTOR’S SALE

for general
Address A.

sides,

1HI

I

A

one

are

Je23_d4t_

Hace.___20-1

Store Nos. 117 and 110 Middle
of tile finest stores iu the city;
with a
tor wholesale or retail, or both ;
lovely basement, dry and lighted on three
almost equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party, luqulre of H. E. THOMPSON. 104 Brack-

ed and

Piano

Apply

il

ett street.

dealers

for
general
two persons,
8 Congress

a

—

Wediie»d*jr,Juoe27,at 10a.m.sharp.

_2(1-1

required.

over

STRICTLY ORE PRICE.

giHid capable girl
a small family.

A
Iu

capable girl
WANTED.—A
housework, in
family of
deference
to No.

I.KT—Old Orchard; a furnished cotwall, 10 rooms, cellar, nice water,
good drainage, and first-class neighborhood, with
stable. Apply to IRVING BLAKE, 17 Church
street, Cambridge, Mass., or LEONARD JORDAN, corner Free and Centre streets, Fortlaud.
on sea

HOTEL,

Song—“Social Pleasures,”.Shaw’s Quartette.
First Regular Toast—“Our Host.”
Response by the Proprietor, Mr. M. S. Gibson.
Song—“To Gibson aud his Guests.
.Shaw’s Quartette.
Secoud Regular Toast—“Our State,”
Response by Hon. Geo. F. Emery.

In

rr
housework
3., Press office.

known as the International House,
corner Iudia and Commercial streets, containing about forty rooms, Including on the first
floor two good stores aud a room, sultabl e for a
barber shop; the upper stories can be disconnect-

Island Glad Bummer
old music by Adams.
Shaw's Quartette.
Invocation.Rev. Nicholas T. Whitaker.
Alter tliebanquet emarks by His Honor the Chair

DEATHS.

|ATANTED

—

id

Exhibition morning of sale.

_2I_1_

__20-1

HE

LBT

_TT&8«

je26

general houseand laundress,

A competent girl for general
lAfANTKD
TV
housework; must be a ginal cook, washer
, .ml irouer; house is uew and lias all modern eoneiilences, and faintly is small; a permanent place
,nd good wages for the right person. Apply at
1 mce to
MBS. M. B. IlOBBS, North Berwick, Me

I.KT—For two years furnished house, posX session given Oct. 1st. Enquire of F. A.
PITCHER, 306 Commercial, or MRS. L. T.
BROWN, 00 State Street.__ __7-tf

1W»
street;
suitable

228 MIDDLE STREET,
*

—

3-tf

The season for Merchant Tailors being nearly over, we have succeeded in closing out from tbe leading Merchant Tailors in New Kngtand the best of Custom Clothing at absolutely less than half Its original measured price. This clothing hus been left on the tailors' hands for various reasons aud this is
why we oiler the best Custom Clothing at nearly FI FT V F F N T * ON A IMII.I.AK. It comprises
the choicest fabrics and styles that the Meiehant Tailors make. It consists of Boring Overcoats,
Three and Four Button Cutaways, Frock and Sack Suits, Prince Alberts, and a variety of Nobby
Pantaloons. Look at tlie prices
$40.00 Fu«too. Overroai. #£0.00 # l£ oo Fu.ioin Pri.ee
Albert Foal nail Vest $£N.OO. $40.00 Fusion. Hark Hull. $18.00. $43.00 « u.loui Fulitwuy Null. $£3.00. $l£.OOFu.ioni Paaul..» $7.00. Kemembcr we sell them as fast as we
get them, as they are liUNFlNE HAUGAINN. Please call and examine for yourselves and be
convinced that we mean business at our nlSFITPAKLORg.

a

I4T ANTED—A capable girl for
fr
work *, must be a good cook
ipply at No. 7 CAKBOLL ST.

rilo

TOtage,

'he above stock of goods will be sold at Store

competent American wov v
man a situation ns working housekeeper
Call at
family, city or country.
\ to.a 2widower's
HAMPS1I1BE Street.23-1

[ATANTED-lly

I.KT—House No. 71 Gray street, a eon
venieut and desirable rent, luqulre of F. S.
16-tf
WATERHOUSE, 08 Exchange

1

23-1

JOHNSON, WMadison SC

.ddress MBS.

New

20-1

___

Time,”

apr23

JITAATION WANTED- liv two Swedish

I.KT—$225. Couveuient lower tenement
X IT May (Meet, M (too* from Bprtag st.,7
rooms, Sebago, gas and cement cellar, &c. M. 0.
20-1
PALM EE.

follows:

Hood’s

KAMSDKLL,

II.

>n Ware, Waiters, Tilling ler Pilchers,
• akc Baskets, Syrup., Muller (,'aalers,
*irkl«, Uianrr and Hreakrasi I nslsrs.
* ilsa Oyster,
lirary l.ndles.
Suup nail
Parks. Mffaaas sad 1*1,.led Kaives.

J9
to do up stairs work, cooking and sewf ig Iugirls
private house or hotel; best of references.

rilO

Opening Song—“The

season

E.

'VIZ.

—

cottage In
Falmouth
Foreslde, near Town Landing Wharf, the terminus
For particulars, take
of steamer; Alice’s route.
steamer Alice, Custom House Wharf, and see for
or

PLATE.

QUADRUPLE

lauufactured especially for Arst-class Jeweller's
t 'adc.witli positive oiders to sell without reserve.

VEflAl.E 1IEI.P.

TIO LKT- Cottage; a new furnished
X a beautiful location at the seaside;

Under United Slates Hotel,
NEAR CONCRESS STREET,

UN, Proprietor.

Cottage.21-1

Casco, Me.

I

20-4

| •E.M.riEK ItOtltOCHN Parties wishing
y 9
country board, please address M. II. BI Bj lELL, (iorliam, Me., Box 4, one and one half
18-3
n die from depot. City references.

>

and Chandler’s Band plav selections and
furnish music for the promenade concert.
Messrs. Harris & Williams have printed the
programmes in most artistic style. They are

this

s

TO
for the summer; near
C10TTA42K
Cape Cottage. Address B. C. Of BSON, Cape

MISFIT CLOTHING COMPANY

H. Smith as toastmaster. Music will be furnished by Shaw’s Quartette, with Miss. Alice
L.
Messrs.
Philbrook,
accompanist.
Kotzschmar and Harvey Murray will preside
at the piano, Mr. F. W. Adams will recite,

at

beautifuljiitiiation,

land, at Wood fords, street ears pass the
muse; $15 per month. Apply to W. 11. WALDRON, ISO Middle street, or No. U1 Ocean street,
22 1
Deerlng, after 5 p. in.

Silver Pla'd Ware!

ITe have received an Immense stock a great as>rtine nt ol Silver Elated Ware consigned to us
f om oue ol the im»t reliable factories in New
I oglaud, relinquishing the business of manufacturing bolluw ware. All

IIOI si!, Kryeburg,
PUIKUIKU
mouiiL Maine; now open;
t ilnnus scenery; many pleasant resorts; piazzas
laded by magnillceut elms; orderly bouse; neat
Mims; pure spring water and giMMl fare; at reaM. P. JOHN9 uiable rates; send for circular.

me acre

yourself,

,

|

ity^_20-1

I.KT—A
two storv house in perfect
J
IlO repair, withlarge
large stable, Sebago water, with

SALE

OB’

r I1UK

HI

Ottawa House Opening.

general

‘

fllO l.kf-Two desirable rents of six rooms
X each; up stairs and dowu; centrally located;
good cemeuted cellar; Sebago, garden, and barn
room tor storage; sun all dav.
Apply to N.8.
20-1
GARDINER. No. 40 Exchange street.

Next Friday the Ottawa House at Cushing’s Island will be opeued with appropriate
exercises and a banquet. Messrs. M. S. Gibson and Francis Cushing are the proprietors.
The opening will be under the auspices of
the City Government of Portland, and Mayor Chapman will preside with Alderman W.

more

_23-1

de._________23-1

& co.

AUCTIONEERS.

rRADE

AT ANTE D -Two pleasant rooms (furnished
(r
or unfurnished) with board, for a lady and
d ■lighter.
Address B., Post Office Box 1038,

Far
Pine
Enquire of FLETCHER & CO., Portland,

half the usual price.

0. BAILEY A CO.,

x

ror

Tlie special leaders in our .Basement To
will be a lot of Japanese Plates and
Pitchers at 25 cents each. These are tlie desirable Imari ware aud will be sold at about

of the visiting commandery and their ladies:
Em. Commander Maxfleld and lady, of Bangor,
and the following Sir Knights and ladies, ol Bangor: Horace Stowe, A. Is. Marstou, Mrs. Kdgery,
M. l)yer. wife and daughter: F. W. Burr, Manley
Trask, wife and daughter; Miss Ella Burr, ]>r.
Thompson and wife, C. O. I.lbby, J. F. Cushman,
J. i. Sherman, George l'ullen, J. H. Bradford, tl.
Chase, G. L. Leighton, H. A. ltuOiuson, ttavid
Fletcher, E. F. Roberts and wife, G. ft. Savage,
J. Molke and wife, Charles H. Marsh, wile and
daughter; J. W. Patterson, J. B. Patterson, J. 11.
Carlisle. W. F. Shaw, J. Page, George Jose, I)r.
Chase, J. Fearo, H. J. Noyes, J. Robinson, W. H.
Kilpatrick. W. Z. Clayton. Charles Shaw and lady,
C. A. Packard and lady. S. K. Johnson and lady,
G. W. Poole and lady, H. H. Johnson and lady,
Dr. Mayo and lady, K. C. Penney and lady, T. M.
Sampson and lady, John H. Stone, George Llnsell,
J. K. Sherman and Albert W. Benson.

A

good board and pleasant, convenient
private family at Betbel Hill, Me.;

—

C'BTTAGB TO I.KT—The
BKACH
Cottage at Old Orchard Beach,
•oint.

SALE.

owenTIooIie

il'flnKR HOARDERS

9

MOOBB.__25-1

rw

I'OR._

day

enable the visitors to take the 5.10 p. m. train
on the Maine Central for home.
The following is a partial list of the names

is

S

ean Hull
►
ri sims 111 a

rooms,

---

Pearl, to Custom House Wharf, where the
steamer Emita was taken for little Diamond
Island. The visitors were treated to a firstslass clam bake.
An early return was made to this city, to

In
and

I.ET-

TO

Among the many bargains wo are offering
now in our Men’s Underwear Department is a
small lot of Silk Pleated Drawers which we
have marked One Dollar. There are not many
of them and we liave’nt all sizes, but if your
Our line
size is in tbe lot you get a bargain.
twenty or more different styles of Underwear
for Gentlemen makes an assortment to select
from uueoualled in any other store in Maiue,
and tlie prices we are selling them all for are
lower than ever before. These are two good
reasons why you should see us about Underwear when you need any.
if you want a fine Itlack Half Hose to
wear with low shoes, see the one we are sellIt is as near “last
ing for Fifty Cents a pair.
black’’ as a cotton stocking can be made.

AUCTION MAI.K*.

good
pla/ras stable
vatur; good view of wean and road; public conto
and
from
luqulre
4
times
dally,
eyance
city
13 Exchange street.
_26-1

COTTAGE
FI/BIUHIBD
Pleasantly situated, four miles from Portland:
well of
broad
and

Commandery,
der

as

BOARD.

LBT

TO

iI

Keunelmnk
it. Alban

file.

Dr. Bing was appointed a committee to
make arrangements
to visit the Crotch
Islaud school, and fix a time for the same.
Mr. Dunn took up informally the matter
of the practice class, and recommended that
the time in that class be extended, and the
number increased; he objected to the present mode of electing members to that class
by wards. Mr. McGowan expressed approval of the method ot election as now practiced.
It was voted that the board hold a special
meeting for the consideration of this, and
other subjects, next Saturday afternoon at
4 o’clock.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

of

At noon yesterday, St. Alban Commaudei y, to the number ol 55, formed in front of
I heir headquarters on Exchange street and
1 leaded by Moore's Military band, of Kenne1 muk, 1). H. Chandler, loader, marched to
( he new Union Station where the St. John
1 Commandery K. T., of Bangor, arrived
by a
1 pecial train on the Portland
Oedensbvrg.
rhe procession then formed in front of the
Jnion depot, on Congress street, as follows:
platoon of police in command of Officer C. \V.

Hall.

Miss

will
~

FEDERATION OF

t.n pfintiniip with t.lipir aIrksas. lint, in

his

course

ider William P. Osborne, chief marshal,
d march down Congress street to Frank-

'>i i, down Franklin to Cumberland, up Cumhi rland to New High, up New liigh to liter
hi g street, and up Deering street to New
S' ate street.
There they will take under
41 eir escort lion. Wilbur F. Lunt, who will
hi the orator of the oveniug, and move from
N ew State street to Congress, and down
C ingress to the club rooms. Here there will
h' speaking and music and the raising of tlie
11 ig. No doubt there will be illuminations
a id fireworks from houses along tlie line of
11 arch.
Every member of the club will proba ity be in line.
The executive committee of the club will
*' ild a meeting at 7.30 p. in., just before the
a isenibling of the members of the club.

and drew a revolver on the officer, but Wormell quickly got it away from him.
Two of
the barrels were discharged, showing that it

imnrnvPinAntg

he may find
the natural

al

NEW

John

I Lntertaln St.

Flag Raising

Saturday night burglars entered the house
of Charles Shorey, at Gorhaui, N. H., by removing the screen from a window. The bur-

tories. Mr. Baxter will probably increase
the output of the Hallowell factory.
Mr. S.
G. Otis will remain the resident manager,

child, in order that
God, for God is

Parade and

st reet. The members of the club will meet
at the club rooms promptly at 8 o’clock in
tt c evening. They will form in ^procession

will be made in the repair shops, under the
efficient superintendence of Foreman D.
Mentsh.
H. C. Baxter of Portland, formerly of the
Portlaud Packing Company, has bought out
the Hallowell Corn Packing foctories, and
will run them in connection with other fac-

when the mails would arrive or

Crand

ST. ALBAN COMMANDERY

ATTENTION!

Tonight.
Two of

to-day.

tuviiitiPuniviB

june‘20

*

One Draws a Pistol on the Otflcers.

JUNE 26.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
kw

YOUNC MEN

BURCLARS ARRESTED.

PRESS.

THE

J. M. DYER & GO.,
511 (on^rr** Ht.

)e23

emit!

_

miuTshake
—

AT

—

kt HLOTTCItBClh A FOSS’.
ENORAVCD.
visiting cards amt copper plate tor $1 <>0.
(JU Our second annual oner, good only during
Itegular price, |S.OO.
June, July and August.
w. W. PAY Is « ll)., WedMaud for samples,
23 West 8L,
and
Stationers
K.gravers,
ding
janllcod«m
Boston.
Ki

k

